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stand of Rollins & Whitten, 250 Fore Street.
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Will give their last Grand Ball of the

C. ANDREWS,
COUNSELLOR AT

AW.

season, at

R.

LAW,
188 Middle Street.

ANTHOINE,

COUNSELLOR AT

HALL,

Dion4ay timing,

will furnish their latest and best music, and there
will be a programme of twenty dances.
Ticket** 75 ci*». To be obtained of the Committee and at the door. Clothing checked free.
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PORTLAND

THEATRE.

FRANK CURTIS. .PBOi'BiETon

and

MONDAY,~FEB.
Original

and

fWSeats

W. COOMBS,
COUNSELLOR

CABDOX
CJOHN

STEPHEN

<fflccdj Job

Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
4JV2 &xcnange street.
M. P.

f

Room No.

90

FRANK,
COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
199 Mi-idle Street.

sale THIS TUESDAY, Feb. 22d.

FRESCO

AT

LAW,

Prico- reasonable and satisfaction

399ya Congress Street.

i!
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TO BE

BY

The Citizens of Portland and

Vicinity,

ON

CITY

COUNSELLOR

I
L

COUSELLOR

AT

AT

Gov. H. 91. Plaistcd and Executive
Council, with Governor’s Staff
and 9Iaj. Gen. J. L. Chamberlain and liis Staff, have accepted invitations to be present, and
will aprear in full uniform.

COMMITTEE ON RECEPTION.

478 1-2

COUNSELLOR

D

HENRY C. PEABODY,

Emory S. Bidlon, Esq.,
Philip H. Brown, Esq.,
George S. Hunt, Esq.,
.Jacob S. Winslow, Esq.,
Chas. McLaughlin, Esq
Dr. Seth C. Gordon,

RRAY

James P. Baxter, Esq.,
Ira P. FarriDgton, Esq.

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
119*6 Exchange Sr.

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

100

&

Exchange

COUNSELLORS

AT LAW.

Exchange

R

COUNSELLOR

LAW.
93 Exchange

AT

COUNSELLOR

AT

I

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange

R
0

STROUT,

GAGE & STROUT.
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
31 Vi

competition.

Remeinb r that for grown people
cloudy and even
stormy weather is equally favorable and in many
cases preferable to sunshine.
Small children
should be brought in early on
bright sunny days.
Appointments maybe made by Aiail or Telephone.

Street.

Respectfully,

Exchange St

CONANT.
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MUSIC
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E.

Band.
9 o’clock.
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Lectures at 7%.
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Soloist, 87 Gray Street.
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MIDDLE
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instruction iu danc-
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Advertising: Agents,
■
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Estimates
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CJNUaNAAri
Se“u for Circular,

Timothy,
Red Top,
N. N. Y. Clover,
Western Clover,
Alsike Clover,

undersigned, member ul
rill, Prince & Co., may be
& CO., iu charge of their

11 IE

s

J
I I.K

the lale firm of Iferfound with A. l.I'J'-

Sane, Mood. r.uil Mnitill Ware Brpnrl.
meal,
w hich they have recently added to their extensiv
muck of Dry Goods, aud 1 cordially invito
my
frieu Is, awl former customers of our late firm, to
give me a call.
Ii iilli dtf
Hll.M til JV. PBINCE.
;
I
i

T.

TAYLOR’S SYSTEM
OF

i

OR13SS MAKING !
:
1

Children’s work

Appleton’,
k

a

specialty. Prices very low.
Silt Congee.. Ml.
AIKS. A. I.ORIKO.

Rtoeli. opp.

.2I IH

I .ate

J. II. KATES,
of S. II. rettengffl & Co.

Newspaper AdTertlsIng Agent,

PARK

ROW,

NEW YORK

MAINE.
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MARINE

but as a
We cannot undertake to return
that are not used.
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STATE OF MAIJNE.
ro tlie Electors of the
land;

City

of Port-

to Warrauts from the Mayor ami
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
lualifiod Electors of said city are hereby notified to
uect in their respective Ward Rooms, ou

PURSUANT

Year,

Holiday, the Seventh day of March next,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
give in their votes for Mayor of the City, one Alierman, three Common Councilmen, a Warden and
^lerk and two City Constables; also in Wards Two.
five, Six add Seven, for one Superintending School
i<0

Committee in each of said Wards.
Tlie polls on such day of election to remain opeu
mtil four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall

closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
it the Common Council Room in City
Building,
’rom nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoou, and
rom two to live o’clock in the afternoon ou each
>f the four secular days next preceding such
day of
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of
he qualification of voters whose names have not
)een entered on the lists of qualified
voters, in and
or the several
Ward", and for correcting said lists.
>e

Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1880

40 PER. CEVF.
Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Days

Per order.

feb22 dtd

H. I. ROBINSON,
City Clerk.

JONES-, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
(V. 11. 11. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.

J. II.

febOd 1 mteodl 1 me wtiwt.

IN INSOLVENCY.
Insolvency, for tbc County of

WE

WOONSOCKET PATRIOT,
IIbodeWeekly
paper published
at

Cumber-

Island,

land, iu lbe State of Maine.
In ease of THOMAS SHANNAIIAN, Jr., and
RICHARD SHaNNAHAN, insolvent debtors.

February, 21st, A. D. 1881.
give notice, that on the nineteenth
February, A. D, 1881, a warrant in
insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of the Court of Insolvency for said
County of Cumbcrland, against the estate of said Thomas' Sliannaban, Jr., and Richard Shaunahan, copartners under the firm name of T. & li. Shannaban,
both
of Portland, in the said county of Cumberland,
is to

THIS
day

ol

prove their

debts

and

choose

one

or

Daily and
Woonsocket,

n

with its equipment of machinery,
ype, &
subscription list and good will, together
vith the job business connected therewith, will
>esold at Public Auction, on
WEDNESDAY, the
id day of March next, at 12 o’clock M., on the

! >remises.
Further information and terms made known or
I
1 ipplication to »be uudersigued.
This
sold for the purpose of
j icttlingprthepertyistobe
estate of the late owner, S. S. FOSS,
t
leceased.
D. D. FARNUM, Administrator.
j Woonsocket, R.
leblG d2w
I., Feb. 12, 1881.
|

adjudged to bo insolvent debtors on petition of said
debtors, which |edition was Hied on the nineteenth
day of February, A. D. 1881, to which date interest on c'aima is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
debtors, and the t ransfer and delivery of any property by them are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtors,
to

preserve com

The City Election.

est in every citizen.
men to manage the

We

are

about to select

city affairs for another
year, and considering the amount of property involved and the large interests which
depend upon the probity and good judgment of these managers it is worth while for
every tax payer to turn aside a few days or

New York Sun:
Yes, Gen. Hancock, it
would have been pretty nearly the same
thing if you had been elected. Only in that
:ase Governor’s Island, and not
Mentor,
would have been the Mecca of the place-

thing it is necessary to give attention to the
primary meetings—the caucuses; for after

Spbingiteld Republican: The Philadelphia Times reminds the public that when
Lincoln was inaugurated, Stephen A. Doug-

more

assignees of their estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be liolden at the Probate Court j
room iu said Portland, on
Monday, the seventh
day of March, A. 1). 1881, at ten o'clock iu the i
forenoon.
(liven under my band the date first above written !
GEO. W. PARKER.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insol
vency for said County ot Cumberland.
feb21&2S
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BICYCLE SCHOOL.
3pen Day and Evening. Admission Free,

Bicycles to let by the hour. Every one should learn
,o ride. It is good
exercise, a useful accomplishment
ind a fascinating sport. No. 135 .TIlDDIiE
over
NT.,
Woodmnn, Trne A t’o.'s.

lAMSON

BROS,, Ag’ts for the Besi Bicycles.
Dealers loaiie Money witti
W. T. BOCLU & CO., 130
La Salle Street, Chicago.
11). Write for particulate.
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the

cis Adams was on the school-committee of
Quincy from 1832 to 18&3, and was, of course,
chairmau of the committee—who else could
have been? During these years he writes, in
1832: “The standard of instruction has greatly

risen, and is rising yet.

Iu no town has adbeen more marked than in Quincy. All
the teachers for the past year are entitled to
great credit.” In 1853: “The schools generally are in a very satisfactory condition. It is
not too much to say of them that they will
vance

now

more

in our

We thus learn that under the admirable direction of Charles Francis Adams from 1852 to
1850 the schools of Quincy jrere satisfactory,

admirable, equal

to any in the State. Nothing
lavish could have been said. He then
resigned the reins to John Quincy Adams,

It was a regal, luxurious night in August
vhen two gentlemen might have been seen in
5t. James street. They were in overcoats,
rhe shenooine nobility always vears overcoats
vitk evening dress.

more

who

was on the committee in 1837,1859-1801
and 1870-1880, the last eight yean as chairman.
In 1857 his committee say of the work of the
year: "Equal to the most sanguine anticipations. There is not one of these schools respecting which we would speak in terms other than
those of highest commendation.” In 1859 the
schools “are a source of congratulation and
schools aro excellent
pride:
method and manner with children is peculiarly
Of
the
happy.
twenty-one schools in town
not one is bad;
a feeling of gennine
joy and surprise.” In 1800, “The results are
highly satisfactory; schools are good, meet of
them very good. It is with hearty satisfaction
that your committee can honestly present so
flattering a report.” In 1870: “The primary
schools
are in excellent
condition.
The intermediate schools and their
teachers merit our highest commendation;
they are all good. The high school meets onr
highest expectation.” In 1871 Mr. Adams
says they have a “custom of subjecting every
school in town to a searching scrutiny by the
whole committee at the close of the school
year in January. This duty was performed
with a good deal of thoroughness. All excellent, and all improving, and all doing a great
deal of good work for the community. It is
difficulty to speak, whore all are so good.”
Thus wo see that all the way along under
the reign of the Adams family the language
has been as strong as it could be. We do not
see what
was left to the incoming Adams
(Charles Francis Adams, Jr.) who was elected
in 1872, but to reiterate the grand language of
the family in the past, but, like the Republican party m 1870, which accommodated Charles
Francis Adams, Sen., by going over to the opposition so as to mako way for the Democratic
party to come up to him and give him its gubernatorial nomination, so the entire school
system of Quincy “went to pieces” in order to
give Charles Francis Adams, Jr., a chance to
make himself educationally immortal, and the
bottom suddenly dropped out from those
schools that had for twenty years been so high-

“Shall wo go to the Countess’s?” said one.
“No, to the Duchess’s,” replied tho other.

They entered a magnificent apartment, furlislied in crimson satin. The smaller articles
if furniture were cl gold, richly chased. The
arger ones, such as the sofas and tables, were
if silver. Richly caparisoned servants moved
iround and took orders from everybody. The

leoplo present were all accustomed to bo
vaited on. They ran from viscounts up.
rhere was not a man in the gorgeous crowd
vho had ever blacked his own boots.
Tho Lady Zenobia reclined on a velvet
ounge, studded with diamonds, eating ices off
silver salver that must have cost at least
ten.

“Reaction is tho law of life,” said she to a
ring who happoned to be passing at the monent; “and since we have now Huskisson initead of Pitt, and Brownjohu has supplanted
Bellamy, what is to save the country? Send

along an Emperor, will you?” and, careessly breaking a costly ivory fan, studded with
ubies, she beckoned to a servant to bring her

ne

mother.
There was a person by the name of Ferrars
n the luxurious apartment.
This was in the year 1832. At that time
hero was living in England a man named
Gladstone, who afterward grew up to be a soihistical rhetorician inebriated with the cxtberauce of his own verbosity.
CHAPTER

satisfactory—highly satisfactory. High-

would have done credit to any school
Commonwealth.”

.11, My

[Puck.]

pound

with schools of the same grade
Nowhere has the result been

est approbation." It J$P.*: “The rrammar
school is now in all respects in an excellent
condition.” In 1835: "We have heard recitations in the high school in French, in geometry. in algebra, in Greek and in Latin, which

CHAPTER I.

even

compare

anywhere.

Tear, Ear! of Peacousflelt.

which effort should be directed is the choice
of candid ites for Aldermen and Councilmen.
In this direction too little attention
has been given in the past. The result of
this neglect has been that many unsuitable
persons have got
themselves
into the
city government and the really discreet and
able men who have been chosen have found
themselves unable to accomplish the good
of which they were capable for want of intelligent and faithful co-operation.
We
may fairly congratulate ourselves that few,
or perhaps no, dishouest men have had
places in the city government, but there
have been many who lacked the ability and
busiuess experience to solve intelligently
the important business problems which have
met them. The remedy for this is
simple.
Let our citizens go to the caucuses aud there
nominate nobody for the position of Aiderman or Councilman who is nod known
to
have the age, capacity and experience which
will fit him to understand the business
which is given him to do. There is a plenty of such men iu every ward in the city.
We all know them. They are meu who
have proved their ability by successful conduct of their own and others’
business, and
whose integrity and disinterestedness are
beyond question. !>fo man shoald be chos-

it Is because the

advertising the family immensely by his muchprinted pedagogical essay with variations.
We havo had a cariosity to look into the family
record a little, and it was such interesting reading that we jotted down certain thoughts that
came to its as we pored over the educational
writings of the Adams family. Charles Fran-

M. Dymion—A Novel.

In the first place there seems to be little
question as to the mayoralty. Mayor Senter
is a gentleman of the highest character, a
business man of many years experience, a
practical and straight-forward man, familiar
with affairs, and who has conducted the
office for the past year with the general approval of the public. There can be little
doubt of his re-nomination and re-election,
and we can be sure that the city will suffer
no detriment in his hands.
So the point to

they are Uepuhlicaus,

world at large go on, hut they change never.
Dtt their great attraction now Is the educational ileld, and Charles Francis Adams, Jr., is

-__

3s the Right Hon. Penchamin Tier

admired for

ability to make the world believe that
they do politically is the thing that all
world ought to do, and that they never

When

That bright newspaper, the Lewiston
Uazette, has discovered that “the Maine
Ling in marriage is divorce.”

applies, of course, specially to the
Republicans, to whom we look for intelligent interest in public affairs and for good
aud wholesome political action; but it
applies also to Democrats in those wards
where they are likely to elect their nomi-

Traveller.]
universally

Democratic party has deserted them, and when
a little later they are Democrats, It is because
the parties have changed over and left them on
the other side; and thus the changes in the

as held his hat.
It would not be wise for
Hancock to try this with Garfield; he might
?et lost in his hat.

the game the most that voters can do is to
defeat an undesirable nominee by electing
one on the other side
perhaps cot much better. The choice is then limited to two
men,
neither of whom may be desiraDle; bnt in
the caucuses the whole field is open for selection. What wo have to say about this

t Boston
Adamses arc

change, but ail the rest of the world does.

imnting pilgrims.

the nominations are made and the battle
lines set, most voters will support their respective party nominees. At that stage of

A Pleasant Satire,

(heir
what

retire demoralized iu
the end, and from which, therefore, it will
be the patt of sober good judgment to retire
at once.”

approach of our annual municipal election ought to awaken a lively inter-

The Adams Family as Educators.

Thu

from which it must

The near

II.

“Iphigenia,"

said Mr. Ferrars to his wife,
vbo was dressed in an expensive overskirt,
‘Poppington-super- Tadpole has returned
dount-cashington, which will cause the reirement of
Jigglethorpe from the min- I lv Qftt.iHfAPt/irv nilmirahlA atpa! 1 Ant anrl nn_
stry. I am a ruined man.”
equalled, and the children knew nothing of
What matter, if we love one auother?” rearithmetic, geography, grammar, spelling or
urned she, toying with a priceless parasol, sot
The great political parties never acvitk emeralds; “but poverty is horrid vulgar. : reading.
commodated
the senior Adams so opportunely
iVhat a consolation it is that our son is named !
as the Quincy schools did the junior, and, in
C Ilitmlnn nn.1
.Innnhtn. IP
_I >
he
1875,
says: “This vain attempt to build upIn the moantime, Gladstone was growing up
on nothing, costing the country untold millions
ind becoming more and more a sophistical
of money
will surely lead us to menen who has the slightest personal interest
| •hetorician, inebriated with the exuberance of
tal bankruptcy if the stupendous fraud is not
1 is own
iu dealing with the city, whether it be in
verbosity.
soon abolished, and healthier plans of better
CHAVTJtk III.
erecting buildings, selling or buying lauds
tcaohiog,” eto. In his essay Btyled “New DeN. Dymion had aclorksliip in a government
parture,” he says of the schools at tho time they
or managing
railroads.
Proved capacity
“went to pieces” for his benefit, that the teachiffice. "it. was dreadfully low—he had to drink
and undoubted disinterestedness should be
er "turned his scholars into parrots and made
-2 & 1-2 in a chop house.
For
the tests. They are not difficult tests to
Myra was engaged as nursery governess to a meaningless farce of education.
lie daughter of a banker of enormous wealth,
real results he cared nothing.
Smatter
bear. Many mem answer fully both requirele always lighted his cigar with a £500 note.
is the order of the day.
Old, sympauivma.
ia-u iiuwt; uuia
uc
He invited a noble peer to visit him with a
thetic, listless schoolmarm!
Tho commitUUU3UII.
lneil
view of marrying his only daughter.
tee sat upon the platform in dignified silence.
we cau feel secure as to the good
manageLord Koehampton made a long visit. Ho
Examinations a study for the humoment of our affairs. It is easy to accomvas boarded without regard to
rist.” But of course this thing did not conexpense. Evate
tinue
under
the management of the incoming
he
the
choicest
of
viands
off
>ry
the
day
Sevres
desired
plish
purpose, if everybody will
md silver. Yet he expressed no vulgar surAdams. Of course things are in an admirable
take hold of the matter iu earnest. It is of
irise at all this richness. He was accustomed
condition again as soon as he has a chance, and
no use for men to growl in
he modestly (?) says of his new ideas: “Their
o it.
Still he did not propose to tho banker’s
counting-rooms,
application produced as great a change
laughter.
shops, clubs or on street corners. That is
Finally, one day, when he was casually con- in teaching as Harvey’s great discovery did in
a futile and childish way to
romedy grievversing with Myra about the grandeur and medicine.” “The infant schools are tranformed
from painful to pleasant places.”
“The exances. Neither is there practical good sense
lignity of the title of Countess, he said:
“Beautiful, fascinating being, let me at cellency or peculiarity of our schools has exiu waiting until election and then
cited a great deal of interest among those perbolting ] east tell you of my love.”
sons more particularly observant in such matthe ticket or refusing to vote. The way for
She was overcomo by the elegance of his
1 anguage, and let him tell her.
ters.” “The peoplo of Quincy have reaped and
practical and reasonable men to accomplish
are gathering to-day a harvest of greater volShe would not have let Gladstone. Gladresults is to go to the caucuses and nomume and value,” etc.
tone is a sophisticated rhetorician, inebriated
“Beally surprising provith the exuberance of his own verbosity.
“A
gress has been effected in the schools.”
inate the kind of men they want. Then
of
excellence
and
degree
thoroughness,” etc.
CBAFTEB IV.
all will go well.
“A high degree of excellence where excellence
Lady Koehampton was soon installed in a is most unusual.” “We must franklv confess
nausion (it was not a house, it was a mansion)
that we are in a great measure satisfied with
General Garfield starts for Washingif superior gorgeousness, hung with tapestry
the work we are doing, and have good reason
ton to day. His wife, mother and children,
hat must have cost at least £5 10s bd a yard,
to anticipate a constantly increasing improvefhe forgiving banker presented her with a few
with a few intimate friends, will
ment as we can apply our principles more thoraccompany
>ounds of odd diamonds that were lying about
him. The constituents of his old Conarcsoughly.”
he house, and the banker’s daughter promptEureka! What a record for one family to
sioual iiistrict will meet at Mentor to see
1 y fell in love with N. Dymion.
make in thirty years! Schools always above
So did Lady Montfort. Lady Montfort was
him off. A farewell speech will be made to
criticism except when it is absolutely essential
, leautiful, and dressed without the slightest refor them to go to pieces to accommodate a new
which Garfield will reply. Under a recent
j ;ard for expense. It was warm weather for scion of this honorable educational family.
J.
His
sister
him
a
neat
all
Dymion.
got
trains
on
the
private
Lake Shore
order,
express
ecretaryship, he left his poor lodgings, among
road stop at Mentor till Garfield departs.
leople who had befriended hipi, but who were
Have Women Intuitions?
The number of visitors has been immense. < Ireadfnlly common, and he went to live in
he Albany, and wore a velvet coat elegantly
The postage on letters mailed by Garfield at
urned up with satin lapels.
A Vigorous Reply in the Negative.
Mentor, since his nomination, has been$:)U4
Lady Montfort took an interest in him.
"You must be a great man,” she said to him
to
the
for
above
equivalent
postage
j
10,000
me day; "in 1817 Sir Sidney Buddicomb, the
letters.
uember for Puddleford, wrote an article in
[Appleton's Journal.]
he Grosvenor Gazette making fun of the EmTo declare that women have the power of
Professor Thorold Rogers, having closeleror of Russia.
That article altered the
perceiving facts or acquiring true knowledge
ly examined the journals of the House of < ourse of events throughout Europe. You
by intuition is to endow them with a sixth
1 oust do something like that.”
finds
that
on
no
occasion during
Commons,
Gladstone could not liavo done it,” said X.
sense, to equip them in a way that must necesnne

j
J

j

j

J

J

!ef AI*TT

A

F nnnllnmATlf'

1> nn

ll.

A

7A

1

der the

ruling

of the chair has

held conclusive.

always

women

sarily give them
pretty nearly all

CHAPTER v.

been

in New York

State voted

quite largely in some towns for
school officers. At Fayetteville, 150 women
voted and 200 men.
At Saratoga, out of
500 votes, over 200 were cast by women. A1
Dausville, 00 women voted and 100 men. A*
Lawton Station, of 10 votes cast, 15 were
cast by women.
At New Lots, 100 women

the

advantage over men in
the affairs of life. In such a
case women would be safer guides than men
in almost everything, aud especially in those
things unsusceptible of proof, in which we are
necessarily governed by our impressions. Women ought to be, admitting
the theory to be
true, much better judges of character than
men. They would be furnished with means
for more prompt decision in many emergencies.

“Gome down to mo in my jewelled carriage,”
rroto Lady Montfort to N. Dymion; “I am
waiting in the vulgar street.”
He came.
“We must get you into Parliament,” she
£ aid:
“Bushwick has called for a division and
t he Duke cannot refuse him. This means disolution, and the salvation of the country,
; jeave it to me.”
He left it to her. Sho saw four or live other
,-omon.
He was elected to Parliament. Nevr mind the details.
Details are low.
This
«
tory is rich.
But thore is nothing rich about Gladstone,
le is a sophistical rhetorician, inebriated with
he exuberance of his own verbosity.

__

At the last election

Jymion.

“Gladstone is a sophistical rhetorician mej diated with the exuberance of his own verbosi ty,” said Lady Montfort.

of the speaker on a point of order been called
in question. Mr. Speaker Trevor was expelled from the Ilouse for having accepted a
bribe, and Mr. Speaker Norton was called
to order for having questioned the candor of
an honorable member; but on a point of or-

They would make fewer mistakes on social
questions. They would he better proteoted
against the designs of scoundrels. They would
be less susceptible to delusions of the senses,
aud less easily led away by false logic. Intui-

J

tional perceptions being the operation of a
natural force, womeu who possess them would
not only be able to reach results sooner than

CHAPTER VI.

Lord Roehampton died suddenly, in the 70th
J ear of his age, of too much gorgeousness.
men, but their conclusions would be more
J ,ady Roehampton married the first convenient
sound aud trustworthy—for to reason rightly
1 ‘riuce.
Ai.bany Journal: Mr. Mitchell’s elecWhile wo are about it, let us make an Emrequires training and experience, and consetion as Senator from Pennsylvania closes
oror.
There
is
no
extra
i
chargo, and it looks ( quently, while men with little experience and
1 lore expensive.
the list.
Among them all, Mr. Platt from
no training would stumble greatly in their efThis story is getting too crowded. We have
this State is the only one elected who was in
c u hand a rich article of High
forts to sift evidence and arrive at the truth,
Church Clerifavor of the “third term.”
But that is of « al, who becomes a Roman Catholic and a Car- women would commonly be right off-hand.
® inal;butwe have no room to work him
in
In domestic life women do not socure
no consequence since they are all
Republirithout sacrificing some of tho upholstery.
more trusty friends tliau meu do;
they are not
cans.
We iiave only room to remark that Lord
more successful than men in selecting servants;
[ontford died—there was a Lord Montford—
they do not adjust themselves more happily to
The petitions for a railroad charter from
nd his widow became Mrs. N. Dymion Ferthe tempers and failings of companions nor
Bridgton to Hiram and also from Portland : r irs. Wo cannot give in detail all tho rich- more q liekly perceive
the consequences of a
r esses of tho
wedding; but it cost £273,000.
to Harrison, which were defeated in the
misspoken word, nor read character more acN. Dymion was now Prime Minister of Eng- l
nor exhibit more itsight into the fuLegislature, were not in the interest of the | rad, and always ate off solid diamond plates. curately,
ture thau the masculine sex does.
In all these
Ifo have got to stop here. If we got him any [
“Bradstreet route” so called. On the conthere
are great differences in individuthings
1 irrtlier or more luxurious, lie would hurst.
but
no evidence on record
there
is
or atMr.
Bradstreet
succeeded
in
als,
a
trary
getting ! Gladstone is—
tainable to show that the difference separates
charter on the route he desired.
the
line
of
it
is
sex: aud
along
notoriously the
THE END.
woman and not tho man
who is deceived by
The Sanford News has every week items
[Card.]
the soft manners and oily pretensions of the
All the luxurious apartments described iu
from Bauneg Beg. This is the place known
quack; it is the woman always who is overris work wore furnished by the well-known
come by the hypocritical unction of the
Rev
generally to l'ork County people as “Bonny
rm of B. Disraeli & Co.,
No
Honeymans.
Whitechapel.
The
News is doubtless correct in its g oods sold on instalment plan.
And now wo reach the in jst decided test ol
Big.”
Advances
“ lada on personal
all. The most important event in tiie life of a
property and rotired raiment.
orthography, and it will confer a favor on
’• B.—A Countess will attend on ladies. No
womau is the selection of a husband.
In nothall York County fellows by giving the fieri- p uinection with the house of Gladstono & Son.
ing olso would a power of intuitional perception have a better opportunity to evince itself,
vation of the name.
or be ofgreater service to the possessor.
This
There is one boy iu Galveston who will nevmay be fairly called a crucial tost; aud the moBoston* Post: The country press is bement we apply it we sec that the theory falls
1 r be a musician.
He is too independent. His
coming more and more independent. The
to tho ground utterly. That meu, wbo con’aclier was trying to make him play the right
Gardiner Homo Journal gives notice that I
fessedly are without intuitions, often make sad
otes, aud said to him, “You must not reach
mistakes in selecting their life-companions we
hereafler it will not take skunk skins in pay
all know; but do they err as frequently as wo
ay over there on the treble. That's not
ment of subscriptions.
men do? Men are ofton fascinated by bad wor ght.”
“I guess I’ll reach where I please on
men, deluded by selfish, wrong-hearted woiis piano.
We own this piano, I reckon. I'll
Gexekal Sherman says Hancock will be
men; but of nil hopelessly blind creatares thuie
p at my feet upon it if I see tit."--Galveston
is none equal to a youug womau enamored of a
ews.
present at the inaugural ceremonies in the
worthless man. Sometimes ii is a smooth and
A bank is a bad place for delicate young
Seriate and take part in the reception in the
plausible rake: sometimes a showy, vulgar fellow with bad habits and atTOcious tastes: someerks
and
bald-headed
so
National Museum, previous to the ball, but
much excashiers;
limes a man wltose fibre is coarse, and who is
Deed to drafts, you know.—New York Graphwill not enter the procession.
mre to develop into a
brntal and tyrannical

voted and 222

men.

_

j

!

AT AUCTION.
Court of

publica-

j

Chapman, Secretary.

Feb. 0,1 SSI.

or

for

in unicat ions

f lin

ONLY.

$12,608,356.71

J.

White Clover.

PORTLAND

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

of the

Millet,
Hungarian,

Kendall & Whitney,

$5,728,622.27.

Losses

Orchard Grass,
Blue Grass,

Also Flower and Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Price, by

CARD TO THE TRADE.
I

eodly

GRASSSEEDS

Ex-

YORK,

Total Amount of Premiums for the

now

purely Vegetable, and never fail to give eatisfaclion.
Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 80
pills, 2o cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
of counterfeits anil imitations. Tho
genuine malmfactured only by JOHN O. WEST & CO. “The Fill
Makers,” 181 & 183 W. Madison si., Chicago
Free trial package sent by mail prepaid on
of a 3 cent sinr-.r
«ei><;de.ow.4woowlv

on

Year Ending Dec. 81, 1880:

Company.

Company's Office, No. 39 Exchange street, Portland, Mo, on MONDAY, tbe
seventh day of March, proximo, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, to see if they will reduce the capital
Stock of the Company, and, if so, to what amount.
By order of the Directors.
CHARLES II. FOYE, Clerk.
fel)21dtd
Portland, February 19, 188J.

discard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much Buttering
caused by narcotics. Sent by mail everywhere on
receipt of price. 50c. Sold by all Druggists. Men
and women Agents wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co., 15 Pemberton
Square, Boom 10, Boston. Mass.
oeclOd&wly

\VK will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, lndigentian, Constipation or Costivei-ess we cannot cure
with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the <4lections are strictly complied with.
Tliev are

jai)2G

water-borne.

Stockholders of the
& Ogdenshurg Railroad Company
A Portlandmeeting
will be held at the

Dys-

Price only 81.00 per Bottle.
C. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor, Boston.
GEO. C GOODWIN A CO., Oen’l Agents.
30 A 3S Ranover St., Boston, Mass,

ASSETS,

SPECIAL MEETING.

Mothers and Children wear the
Boston
Battery; its action uplou the
mother
and
Mjchild will be found very

■

soon as

Street,

Office advice free.

8500 heward !

^*“,aces,

the office of

Blood, during
Wedi»e»day nod Thursday, the 2d

pepsia, F ever aud A g ue.

Motice.
I would like to call the attention
of the Trade to the fact that I am
NOT about to close up my business as has been reported. On the
contrary I shall keep a larger and
better stock than ever before of
Embroideries, Handkerchiefs, and Fancy Goods, embracing all the Novelties of the season.
As heretofore I shall be found at
my old stand. No. 96 Cross St.
JOHN F. KANO.

at

gists.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes ami Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

whore she will consult with the Sick on all Diseases
of the Liver, Lungs. Heart, Kidneys, Spleen,
and all morbid derangements of the

Heart, Diver, Lung ana
Kidney Diseases. Xurs-

JUf

V' Jfeing commence. Tuesday even-:
--February itstd. Terms for*he course of twelve lessons: Gents, So; Ladies S3
Ijst of dances to be taught -Waltz, Polka, Bohemian Polka, itaquet Newport, Galop, Waltz or
Glido Lancers. National Guard and I juicers Quadrille and the German.
Assemblies every Thursday evening. febl8 dtf

usual,

31 OaR.

ing

t

as

._

Middle Street.

AGAINST
RISKS

(formerly Chamberlin.)

Instrument*,

terii, JKpilepsy,

GILBERT’S-r

obtained,

SEWARD,

It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone subject to Kheum a t i s in
Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases*
Sleepless N ights, II ys-

feb26d3t

1-act term f

be

road

naaagers.-Gentlemen: T J. Welsh, W.H.
Looney, JohuJ. Lappin, Wm. McAleney, T. F.
Sheehan, Peter O’Connor.—Ladies: Mrs. B. Me
Donough, Miss Katie McGraw, Miss Mary Burns,
Miss Sarah Keboe, Miss Nellie
Dennis, Miss Mary
Hunter.

OF NEW

eodtf

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.

all part* of the Hall, £5c. each.
Grand March to commence at 8.30 prompt.

H

Can

STREET.

IVEPHBETK IH, ns
a Tonic and Niitnulunt
for aged
persons, is
without n rival. Be sure and ask for Dr.
BUI. LOCK’S
KIDNEY
REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM. For Sale by nil Drug-

offered.

172

INSURE

St.

Portland and Ogdensburg Rail-

Ticket* to

fltJW

Congress

dtf

CHANDLER.

for Diabetes.

ATLANTIC

Rooms,

Dr. J. Wesley Kelley's Remedies

auspices of both branches of Portland,

Tuesday Evening, March 1st.

NEPHRETICEiH
is
remedy

the best known

“fi

FAIRWEATHER

ELIZABETH B.
F.

to Fern sics.

ITIutual Insurance Co.

THE LATE

CHARLES GRIMMER,
NO.
sep2S

THJSIC

E.

octlG

rear! Street.

Teacher of Violin and other

City Hall,

507 1-2
M.

TEACHER OF ELOCUTION.
For terms, inquire at the rooms of the Y. M. C. A.
Congress and Kim St., or at the United States Hotel,
between 12 and 2.
febl4d2w*

LAND LEAGUE.

under the

Dress Reform

IJRANCHES.

COlCOiil),

WILLIAM

now

d6m

a it

An Needle Work, in

for

Jaa24dtf

Subjects—

1 —Scenes of Early English History.
*2—J‘lantagenet London.

malcriala

(iiveu to private pupils by the subscriber.

Each lecture will be fully illustrated by the aid of
calcium light and lantern.
Course tickets §1.00.
For sale by Loriue, Short & Harmon, R. B. Swift,
J. E. Sturgis and F. H. Colby. Evening tickets 35c.

3— Tudor London.
4— Early Stuart London.

IN ALL

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

of

hie rplnrn frnm Vnolnnd

All

PENNELL,

VOICE, SINGING

brick-dust
deposit,
Dropsy, €5 rave I, Dinbetes, Organic Weakness, Ac.
NEPHRETICUU fans
no equal for Lameness
and lYeakness peculiar
or

J. 2>. & F. FESSENDEN,
nov2i>

HARMONY,

great variety.

lectures on ‘‘London” in
Plymouth church, commencing Monday evening,
Feb. 28. These lectures have been prepared since
a

opportunity is

To JLet.
Exchange St., chambers

OBTUSE EnBItOmEBl
AND

Stockbridge’8 Music Store.

REV. E. C. BOLLES
will deliver

a rare

RENMSOl'ONI OK

Band Concert by Chandler’s Full
to

tate,

DECORATIVE NEEDLE WORK,

TEACHERS’.

KH. KOTZSCIiMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN

most effectual
Remedy for all Diseases
of the Kidneys, Bladder
and Unrinary Organs,
Female
Complaints,
and Oeneral Debility,
such as painful, dragging sensation in the
Rack and Loins, Suppressed or Incontinent
Urination, with whitish
I» the

Al»o, building lots ou Munjoy Hill, Congress,
Deering. High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real es-

STAMPING.
STAMPED GOODS.

Middle St.

Kidney Remedy,

NEPHRETICUM.

WE

Store No. 51
St. and on Middle St.

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,

W

Dr, Bullock’s

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property in Deering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late Tainis Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban
property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sold very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.

change

BYRON D. VERRILL,

Beals of Boston.
Chandler’s Band will furnish the music.
G. D. Robinson will serve as caterer.

From 8

STREET,

Falmouth Hotel.

Under

REAL ESTATE NOTICE.

Exchange St

The hall will be elaborately decorated by George

Military

478 1-2

COB. UNION

w

THOMAS & BIRD,

U
V

Admitting Gentleman and Ladies, to be had at J.E.
Sturgis', F. T. Meaher & Co.’s, Loring, Short &
Harmon’s, C. J. A F. R. Farrington’s, Dresser, McLellan & Co.’s, Geo. C. Frye’s and Owen A Moore’s.

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots made
to order at reasonable prices.

at WINDH AM HILL, .TIE.,
on the old stage road from Portland to
Bridgton, 13Vz miles from Portland. 3Mi miles from depot at South Windham, consisting of a good 2Mi
ell
and
storyr house,
woodshed, carriage house, staI Die osx-io, ciapDoaraea ana pamtea—ail in good reI pair. Also about 15 acres of excellent tillage land.
Good orchard; excellent neighborhood, churcb,
schoolhouse and grocery store near by. Avery
pleasant home for a small amount of money,
For further information address
W. M. JORDAN,

to,"

511/6 Exchange St.

Fred R.

feblO

Congress Sired

.uld also call special attention to
my Solar
IZnlargements on Albumen Paper, which I make
from Life, for the small sum of
$10.00teach. Unlike the Putty eifects above referred
these Phoi tos are perfect
likenesses, rich in detail, aud are
line illustration of Art as found in
Photography,
aud in their production I challenge any attempt at

LAW.

38

TICKETS $2.00 EACH.

represented.

St. ! figure.

EMERY S. RIDLON.

R

I

Wm. Sexter, Jr.,
Farrington,
A. E. Webb,
J. H. Drummond, Jr.
C. A. Eaton,
E. S. E. McLellax,
Wm. A. Allen,
P. t. Griffin.
Geo. M. Moore,
Wm. Allen, Jr.

St.

THOMAS B. REED,

T

FLOOR MANAGERS.

Street.

DYE ft,
100

0

Sewall Lang,
Geo. H. Libby,
Geo. S. Staples,
L. C. Nelson,
F. 8. Waterhouse.

Street

MILL PROPERTY FOB SALE.

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,
85 Exchange St.

Fred N. Dow. Esq.,

Henry P. Dewey, Esq.,
H. W. Richardson, Esq.,
Charles E. Jose, Esq.,

leading styles,

at prices
can be fonnd in the city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

Special Notice:—For a short time only, I have
No. 139 Commercial St., Portland, Jle.
decided to otter an entire new Code of Prices for all
febl7
of Photographic work.
eod2m
Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., $B.OO. Larger Sizes
low.
10x12 Ink Photos., $0.00 to
correspondingly
$8.00-former prices $8.00 to $10.00. This style
of work is adapted more
especially to the enlargement of old pictures, in which it is
only necessary
that the original be a good likeness in order to insure a first-class result, with
drapery, arrangement
of hair, &c., modernized to suit the taste.
Tlic itlill Properly of the late firm
Ciayon Portraits, Vfe Life Size, aifr.OO; Life
of Goff & Pluuun«r, known as
I
Size, $25.00.
r
“Middle
All enlargements made by the
Dam’*,Gorham, Maine, is
Platinotype profor sale. Saw, Grist, Stave, 8hiucess and warranted
absolutely permanent. The
finishing will be done b* one of Boston’s celebrated gle, Pulp and Keg Mills; seven
artists, who has devoted a lifetime to his chosen
nice Dwellings, Cooper, Blackprofession aud allows no work to leave his studio
smith and other shops, Store, &c.
which is not perfect.
These prices are but little more than half what l
Unequalled power, pure water,
have been charging for the same, but I have
demand for all the products of
perfected arrangements whereby 1 can do the work at
ihc mills make this the most deabove rates for a few weeks, and I have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, aud at the same time sirable location in Maine for the
introduce a series of Crayons of a high order. The
manufacture of Lumber, Paper
tendency of many of our citizens to waste their or Pulp, For particulars apply to
funds tor Worthless Mechanical Productions
by
Wm. P. Hayden, Job's D. AnderAmateurs, specimens of which may be seen on
son, Adints., No. Gorham, Me.
every hand, is the principal incentive which induces mo to place Legitimate Work at so lo>v a
feblO
dim*

LAW,
3iy2 Exchmge St.

AT

Jas. D. Fessenden, Esq.,
Melvin P. Frank. Esq., .3
Horatio N. Jose, Esq.,
Cbas. P. Mattocks, Esq.,

Stanley Pullen, Esq..
John 6. Twitcbell, Esq.,
Clark Barker, Esq.,

LAW,
Post Ollice BuiMing.

C. P. MATTOCKS,

|U|
III

JAMES O’DONNELL,

W. F. Millisen, Esq.,
Charles McCarthy, Esq.,
Iieuel S. Maxey, Esq.,
Benj. F. Andrews, Esq.,

in all the
as low as

SITUATED

LAW,
5W2 Exchange Street.

f|
U

Hon. William Seuter,
.ion. James T. McCobb.
Wilbur F. Lunt, Esq.,

Jas. II. Hall,
A. F. Gerrish,
H. S. Trickey,
R. K. Gatley,
W. P. Osborne,

Exchange Street.

AT

AT

RICH,

Exchange

j?n?i

RUBBERS.

to

81268

M

following arc the committees

Hon. W. Wr Thomas,
Hon. Jacob McLellan,
Hou. A. E. Stevens,
Hon. W. L. Putnam,
Hon* G. P. Weacott.
Hon. Goo. Walker,
Hon. Francis Fessenden,
lion. Israel Washburn,
Hon. Samuel E. Spring,
Hou. Ix>t M. Morrill,
lion. Nathan Webb,
Hon. Jas. H. McMullan,
Hon. Goo. W Woodmau,
Hon. J. H. Drummond,
Hon. Nathan Cleaves,
Hon. Joseph A. Locke,
Hon. W. W. Thomas Jr.,
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves,
Hon James Bailey,
Sewall C. Strout, Esq.,
Alrnon A. Strout, Esq.,
Charles F. Libby, Esq.,
llanno W. Gage, Esq.,

ALL PREMIUMS AWARDED TO

LAW,

WILBUR F.LUNT,

ATTORNEY

cars.

The Residence of the late
Jason Webb.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

|L

horse

near

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
170 Middle, Cor. Exchange Staeets.

COUNSELLOR

best streets at

A

1880 MAINE STATE FAIR 1880

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

|L

of the

CHARLES

J. LYNCH,

J.

L

HALL.

one

FIRST CLASS 2Mi story house, with stable
25x25 feet, henery, etc. All nearly new and
in perfect order, lot 100x150 feet, nicely
fenced,
number
or trees aud shrubs, house is heated
large
by furnace, up-stairs and down, excellent well of
and
water,
large cistern. One of the finest residences
n Deering. Cost about $6,000 two
years ago when
all material was cheap. Will he sold at a
bargain,

Street.

P. J. LARRABEE,

|L

I

The

dly

—

Friday Evening, March 4, ’$1,
AT

guaranteed.

J®2

BOOTS,
SHOES,

FOR SALE.
on

Appy

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange

necessarily
guaranty of good faitli.

nees.

dim

SETH L. LARRABEE,

34
—

PAINTERS,

dtf

_

dim*

12 NIniket Square, Portland.

b. holden,
COUNSELLOR

fho>
Ieb22

HOBSON, Saco,

Located

JOS T & MORTON,

LAW.

AT

BLOCK,
PORTLAND.

near Smith street, well located and
very desirable for house lots. Will be sold low and on
easy
terms. Apply to JOSEPH
Me.

Block,

Residence at Falmouth Hotel.

feb3

93 Excliango Street.

I
L

Centennial

1,

W. I FUR SH & SON,
FARRINGTON

Laud For Sale.
17,000 feet of land on Cumberland

ABOUT

not

matter

eod2\v*

Woodford’s Corner,

COUNSELLOR

Weber, Kranich & Bach and Wheelock
Pianos equally as cheap. Organs sold
on instalments of 25 cents per day.

ESTATE.

feb25

Smith American

40

Peering, two miles from Portland. Nice house
IN with
large stable,-all very convenient and good
as new. On high land, 7^4
acres, with good orchard.
Will be sold at a great bargain.
W. H. WALDRON,
Real Estate Agent, 180 Middle Street.

Exchange £s»t.,

CLARENCE HALE,

Haahon

ffiunbel;

PORTLAND, MAINE.

uiu

H

and (paid

H. D. HADLOCK,
Counsellor at
Law,

Street.

H. FOGG,

I

BERRY,

a

ORGAN.

Suburban Residence
FOR SALE.

Street.

LAW,
172 Middle

eod&eowlyr

HEAL

No. 37 Plum Street.

AT

&tvs

GENERAL AND FAMILY USF.
bottle and pamphlets prepaid to the nearest

a

§5.00.

BUSINESS CARDS.

C. COBB.

COUNSELLOR

J.

we

Bix bottles for

or

Sold in Portland by all Pruggists.

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

ff

or

§1.00

LAW,
03 Exchange Street.

93

f

Price

llovI

Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW
31 Vs Exchange

indispensable,

hours from his ordinary avocations and to
give his aid to a satisfactory solution of the
problem. In order to practically effect any-

$65

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

I

BOTTLES FOR
QUART SIZE
w;ll send
Grocer’s,

Druggist’s

AT

Only

AND EUROPEAN SPECIALTV TROUPE.
on

30

28th. 0

Yew Huuipty Dimipty

Express office to you.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street..

Manages,

NICK ROBERTS’

If not found at your

St.

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
COUNELLOR8 AT LAW,

C

SEVEN BEST HIEIVKBEB8 FROM
CHANDLER’S BAND

Exchange

BRADBURY,

BBION

tie's. 28th.

PUT UP IN

LAW,
48

The

of a FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Berries and BARLEY MALT we have discovered KIDNEGKN, which acts specifically on the
Kidneys and Urinary Organs, removing deposits in the
bladder and any Btraimng, smarting heat or irritation in the water
passages, giving them strength, vigor
&na causing a healthy color and ea-v flow of urine. It can be taken at all
times, in all climates without
injury to the system. Unlike any other preparation for Kidney difficulties, it has a very pleasant and
agreeable taste and flavor. It contains positive diuretic
properties and will not ‘nauseate. Ladies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find KJLDNEGEN the best Tonic
Beverage for its purposes ever used!
NOTICE.—Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, and each bottle has a Government Revenue Stamp (with our name,) which
permits KIDNEGEN to bo sold as a Proprietary arcto, (with out license) by Druggists, GrocerR and other Dealers everywhere.

The following are members of the Cumberland
Bar Association:

AS.

NEW

„KJ®NYGEN Hiehly recommended nml nn»urpna>ed for WEAK or FOUL KID
bright’* disease, loss of energy, neb
?!;°11AvKL'
or any OBSTRUCTIONS, nrixine from KIDNEY or BLADDER
DISEASES. Also for BLOOD nod KIDNEY POISONING, in infected malarin
i"

LAWYERS.

THE

febl8dtf

ENGINEER AND LAND

GRAND BALL.

cases

by

demands against them will be settled by ROLLINS
&RLMKRY, who are alone authorized to collect
the claims and demands of the old firm.
F. C. ROLLINS.

JORDAN,

CIVIL

emancipation took place it was generally
predicted that the negro would dwindle and
die oat, like the Indian, under fieedom, because of hi3 ignorance and that lack of selfdependence incident to slavery. Facts have
exploded this theory; the negroes thrive
better in freedom than they did in bondage,
and the Utica Ilerald warns the South that,
if it “means to continue the policy of wholesale intimidation against the blacks, it is
well it should understand, as it must understand from' these census figures, that it
has a long and tedious fight on its hands,

Feb. 17, 1881.

W. M. WHITTEN.
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all

co-partnership of ROLLINS & WHITTEN
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X
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All
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this day entered into a copartnership
under the Arm name or CKENEKY A uo.,
to carry on tlte wholesalo
fauey goods business at
257 Middle St.
WILLIS M. CIIF.NEUY,
FREDERICK T. FOSTER.
WILLIAM G. WASHBURN. *
fel>2Gdlw
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According to the census figures the
black population is increasing far more rapidly at the South than the white. When
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THE INSANE HOSPITAL.

MONDAY MORNING, FEB. 88.
master; sometimes it is a man whose cold and
selfish nature is for the moment concealed under au affectation of sympathy and affection.
In whatever guise the deceiver comes the woman, in the majority of instances is utterly deluded. She fails to see the mask or to detect the
real character that |i t hides. She refuses to
listen to reason, she will not believe the wise
cautions of her friends; she rejects evidence;
she will not listen to admonitions or warnings;
she insists upon trusting her intuitions, so
called, and as a consequence her happiness is
wrecked for life.
It is monstrous for people who ought to know
better to talk of womanly 'ntuitions in face of
facts like these. They do incalculable injury.
Instead of showing that reason is the only safe
dependence, that all persons must be wary of
hasty impressions, that we cannot trust any
guide but sontid judgment, young women are
brought up with the notion that they are endowed with a special talisman, that they possess au occult, mysterious, short-hand method
of getting at facts; that they are not obliged
to sift evidence and weigh circumstances, but
have only to trust implicitly to certain implanted impulses or instincts—and as a result
they too frequently make appalling and irretrievable mistakes. There never was a more
unfounded, brazen, audacious humbug than
this theory of womanly intuitions, and, as it is
infinitely mischievous, those who affirm it
ought to lie brought sharply to the bar of revised public opinion.

BY T31KG It VI'll.
Bill to Incorporate the Maine State
Bar Association.
WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH INSANE
CRIMINALS.

Appointed

to

Investigate

the Matter.
(Special Despatch to the Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 20.
The bill which Mr. Hatch of Bangor presented in the House, to incorporate the Veazie
Bank of that

city, provides for a capital not to
exceed 8200,000. The incorporators are Franklin A. Wilson, Geoegu Varney, Llewellyn J.
Morse, and Charles V. Lord.
A bill has been reported to incorporate the
Maine

State

Bar

Association,

the object of
which is to promote the interests of the legal
profession, and to institute legal reforms. It
authorizes the association to hold $50,000
worth of property.
The incorporators are Josiah H. Drummond, Almou A. Strout, Charles
F. Libby, James D. Fessenden, Peter C. Keegan, L. H. Hutchinson, A. U. Savage, S. Clifford Belcher, L. A. Emory, George F. Holmes,
Byron D. Verrill, Orville D. Baker, Lorenzo
P’lV
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A. II. Walker, George D. Bisbee, Chas. L.
Woodward, Thomas W. Vose, O. G. Hall, Geo.
A. Emery, Joseph A. Locke, D. N. Mortland,
Wm. Freeman, H. N. McCusick, A. G. Bradstreet, Lauristou R. King.
A bill was reported, providing for the assessment of bark just the same as wood and standing timber.
The bill for the punishment of convicts under sentence „of imprisonment for life, who
shall kill any person within this State, which
is ponding in the Honse, is as follows.

by the Senate and House of Representatives, iu Legislature assembled, as

Be it enacted

follows:
Section 1.—If any convict, who is under sentence of imprisonment for life, shall hereafter
wilfully kill any person in this State, he shall,
upon trial and conviction thereof, be punished
with death.
Section 3.
When any person is liereaftei
convicted of a crime punishable with death,
and sentenced therefor, the time for the execution of said sentence shall be fixed by the
court, whica shall be within six months from
the day on which said sentence is passed, and
t' e convict shall be confined in the state
prison until the time of such execution.
Section 3. The Governor shall
seasonably
issuo his warrant, under the great seal of State,
directed to the sheriff, or one of his deputies,
of the county wherein the state prison is situated, commanding him to carry said sentence
into execution, at the time fixed by the court.
The seuding of prisoners from the state prison to the insane hospital, has, of
late, attracted much comment. The prisoners confined at
Thomaston, for capital offences, fot life, to
wit.: Calvin Plaisted, Stephen S. McDonald,
Jason Scribner and William
Stephenson,alleged to be insane, have been reported to the
Governor and Council by the warden of the
state prison, and the Governor and
Council, in
view of the importance of the
question, have
appointed Dr. I. T. Dana of Portland, Dr. Sylvester Oakes of Auburn, and Dr F. E TTitehcock of Rockland, a committee to examine into the matter.
The commission is a very able
one, and it is expected that it will report on
the subject matter of sending criminals to the
hospital,—a course so repugnant to the better
feelings of the patients who are sent there
without a stain on their character.

SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.
SENATE.

(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 26.
Senate non-concnrred with the House in
the minority report relating to the
mackerel fishery and Wednesday was assigned
for its consideration.
It non-concurred with
the House also in its refusal to increase the
of
the
salary
deputy clerk of courts of Cumberland county.
Bill was reported to so amend sec. 11,
chap.
75 of the Public Laws as to do away with the
prohibition against taking smelts betwen September and March.
Several committees made
final reports,
which were accepted.
Senator Sherman of Waldo was excused
from further attendance.
Resolve in favor of establishing a general
valuation was passed in concurrence.
Reports on E. F. Pillsbury’s claim were assigned for Tuesday.
Bill to punish bribery and
corruption at
elections was passed.
Bill relating to notice upon petitions to the
the Legislature which amends sec. 28,
chap. 2
of the Revised Statutes, was indefinitely
post-

adopting

poned.

Report of committee

state printing was
approved and sent down for concurrence.
House order relating to the investigation of
the Bath Orphan Asylum was
on

indefinitely

postponed.

PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

Act to authorize the town of Anson to pay
its bonds; to incorporate the Mexico and Byron
Railroad Co.; to incorporate the Kennebec
Central Railroad Co.; to authorize the extension of the Bucksport & Bangor Railroad and
to incorporate the Bear River
Improvement
Co.; to protect fish in Sabbath Day pond; to
protect fishing in Pleasant Pond in the town
of Garland in Penobscot county; to incorporate
the Great Pond Bay Dam Co.
Adjourned to 4 p. m.

Monday.

u Arrow

Bill providing for the compilation of the
ichool laws was laid on the table.
Bill to allow Fort Kent to draw the school
money of township 17 was tabled.
Bill relating to unwholesome food and drink
was indefinitely postponed in concurrence.
Mr. Hatch, of Bangor, introduced a bill to
incorporate the Veazie Bank of Bangor.
The Judiciary Committee was directed to
inquire into the expediency of amending sect.
4, chap. 21, laws of 1875, by striking out in the
third line all after the words sixtv-one in that
line.
Mr. Hatch presented a bill to provide in part
for the expenditures of Government. It ap-

propriates 8135,642.83.
Committee on Legal Affairs reported
relating to admission to the Bar.

a

bill

Committee on Iuterior Waters
reported refthe next Legislature on Dill to prethrowing of refuse into Howard pond.
Legislation inexpedient was reported on bill
relating to the night watch at the State House.
Bill restoring in part the death penalty was
tabled.
Act to amend the charter of the
Godfroy
Falls Dam Co. was reported.
Ought to pass was reported on bill authorizing two or more persons to construct a free
bridge across Georges river.
Committee on Legal Affairs was instructed
to inquire into the
expediency of so changing
the law that support of paupers in certain
shall
plantations
devolve upon the assessors of
such plantations.
Ought to pass was reported on bill to amend
6, sect. 10, R. S.
cbap.
Bill to incorporate the Maine Pedagogical
Society was recomitted.
Bill to permit erection of a wharf in Bristol
erence to
vent

was

indefinitely postponed.

Bill to incorporate the Eastern Telegraph
Co. was passed to be engrossed.
Bill relating to training schools in Madawaska was recommitted.
Bill was reported to incorporate the Maine
State Bar Association.
Bill to allow Belfast to issue bonds was
amended by striking out the word “pay” in
the second line and inserting the w rrds ‘‘retire by purchase or exchange" and passed to be

engrossed.
Bill relating to damages for land taken for
highways was amended so as to limit the time
within which c ha ages may be claimed and the
amendment ordered printed.
Bill relating to tramps was passed to be en-

grossed.

The House adhered to its action on the bill
for the speedy detection of crime, and asked a
committee of conference.
Bill to allow two voting precincts in ward 7,
Calais, was passed to be engrossed.
PASSED TO HE ENGROSSED.

A bill to amend

an

act

entitled “An act to

incorporate the Palmer & Machiasport Railroad Company.”
A bil, explanatory

tramps.

of the act relating to

A bill to incorporate the Hecla and Twin
Lead Mining and Smelting Company.
A bill to Incorporate the Eastern Telegraph

Company.

Butler

Superintendent

fend

Harlow Examined.
SEVERAL. ALLEGED CASES OF ABUSE
DENIED.

[Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 2G.

Hospital Committee continued
investigation of that institution this af-

The Insane
their

ternoon, when Rev. Dr. Butler’s cross-examination was resumed by Sir. Baker, counsel for
the hospital trustees.
The witness stated that he had refreshed his
recollection with reference to one item in his
testimony, which he desired to correct. He
stated that he went to the entrance of the female ward actuated by a generous impulse.
Went there on account of a scream of agony
he heard. The voice he thought he recognized
as being that of the lady patient he had before
spoken of. [The lady patient is Dr. Butler’s
wife.] Was satisfied the scream did not come
from her. Did not see the impropriety of go-

ing where she

was.
Ordinarily it would have
been very improper for me to have gone. Did
make objections to Dr. Sauborn to having the
public visiting the hospital in charge of the

officers of the institution.

AUGUSTA.

Commission

Dr.

Did not believe it

should be made a public avenue.
It was under an impulse of terror I went to the ward
when I heard the scream. Did not satisfy myself what the scream was.
It is a common
*
thing to hear screams in a lunatic asylum.
know the voice of the lady patient referred t0
and the voice was not the one I thought it was.
Don’t know what the cause was.
I only stopped long enough to see that everything was

quiet and

no
Had
intention of
breaking over any rules. The lady patient was
in charge of an attendant whose qualities I
have praised so highly.
Have not taken keys when th officers were
not about without their knowleuge or permission; still I may have done so. Was received
there on such friendly terms that I may have
taken keys aud gofle where I pleased. Do not
remember that on a particular occasion I obas

usual.

tained the keys and went to see my lady vatient; still I may have done it. Think at two or
three times I took the keys,and without attend,
ants visited the wards,
mu luica.

x

uua

although

auu\y

it

was

wuuium

against

uiu

man-

tution is lacking in medical knowledge,but under its present regime it is lacking in something. Don’t know how much Dr. Harlow,
the superintendent, is lacking in medical skill.
I am no expert. I consider it important the
superintendent shall have medical skill. I
have a theory of my own on the management
of the hospital. Don’t make any objection to
the management on account of medical skill
and knowledge.
The lady patient was troubled with constipation. I called the attention of Dr. Harlow to
it. About ten days passed and I found no results had been produced. I called his attention to it again, and asked him bis objections
to doing anything for this fruitful aggravation
of iRsanity and the cause sometimes of insanity, when he expla ned that the patient would
not take any medicine, and that she was very
low, and that nothing could be done for her.
I then saw Dr. Hill and got a prescription
from him and gave the medicine to her, and it
did her good. I thought Dr. Harlow did not
know how to deal with the case.
I did not
know that Dr. Harlow was then using remedies: but if he was he was using none that did
any good. The lady patient was in a low and
reduced condition.
Witness denied that he had offered to compromise and stop the investigation if Dr. Harlow was removed and Mr. Lakin appointed in
Didn’t
his
know
whether he
place.
ever advised the appointment or candidacy of
Mr. Lakin for superintendent. If 1 had any
conversation with him about it it was a private
conversation, and as a casual remark I might
have asked him whether he was a Mason. He
said he was not; but I knew that his word was
as good as that of a Mason
Can’t say whether
I talked with him about being superintendent,
but I thought he would make a good one.
Have talked with Dr. Neal about the condition of affairs at the hospital.
Don’t remember whether he and I ever talked about inveshe
when
was
in
the
tigation
hospital. After
he left I did
Talked with him a few days before the investigation. Had a talk with him
at Brunswick about it. I went there in the
cars and we met there at my solicitation.
I
wanted to know the facts as to the internal
A few letters
management of the hospital.
have passed between us about it.
Don’t remember if ho ever urged investigation. About
the interview at Bruuswick my memory is predicated about the running of trains. Think it
lasted 24 hours. We probably did talk about
whom 'we should have for witnesses. He
has given me the names of some of the discharged attendants. The greater proportion
of witnesses have volunteered their testimony.
Some of them have been discharged honorably
and some have not.
Dr. Neal did not call my attention to cases
of abuse that I can remember. In casual conversation he informed me who had been thereIT..

_a
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ruthers before the investigation commenced.
I saw the article in the Boston Globe of Feb.
2;td. It does not express my sentiments in
Should never have headed
every particular.
an article of mine in the way that was headed.
The purported substance of the evidence it
contained was not wholly correct; there are
some errors in it; would not say that there are
gross perversions of testimony in it. There
are statements in the article, which the editor
or reporter or anyone here, supposing them to
be here, if they heard the evidence given,
might be called gross perversions; but perhaps
the authors might have misunderstood it.
Don’t know whether there are things in it
that do gross injustice to the institution; none
of the alleged facts were communicated by
me; have no knowledge of its authorship..
Direct resumed by Mr. Fall.
Don’t mean to say a mau should be superintendent who should have medical care of patients, but one who should have executive ability; that is my theory; I would put three o'four medical men in charge of patients; medical men should have charge of moral and
curative departments.
Question—Who is the promoter of this in-

vestigation?

Dr. Butler—I think the Lord has more to do
with it than anybody else.
Don’t know who
started it; perhaps I did.
The history is, the
trustees challenged investigation; I don’t use
the word offensively; I mean they invited it
before the Legislature, and then several of us
accepted the challenge; Dr. Neal was one;
don’t think he advised it; said he would come
before the committee; he did not furnish me
a list of witnesses.
My purpose was to awaken
attention to the real condition of the hospital;
the names of witnesses have come to me by
letter from all parts of the State; witnesses
have volnnteered to come before the committee.
By Mr Baker—You dou’t think Dr. Neal
has promoted this investigation?
No, sir, I don’t. I think he wanted to come
here and make his statement.
By Mr. Fall—You did not know that he offered to come before the committee till he was
here?
No sir, 1 did not.
By Mr. Baker—Dou’t you call that [the
statement in the Boston Globe that some 20
maniacs were left together and in the broil
that ensued one of them was badly bruis• rl
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and sho did not have any care from the attendant till the next day] doing gross injustice to
the institution?
Yes, sir, I do. The editor has put two
cases together, aud has conveyed a wrong im-

pression.
By Mr.

Baker- Have you ever stated that
on that occasion when this lady patient received a blow, that the officer of that institution
said it did not make much difference about
trying to do anything for her for she was going
to die anyway?
No officer in that case made auy such reThat statement was made at
mark to me.
the time by Dr. Harlow when I called him
in to see what could be done for this lady
when she was sick; he might not have used
that language exactly.

MISS EMMA F. SMILEY’S TESTIMONY.
Have been an attendant at the hospital for
two years or more; Mrs, Butler has been under
my charge and is now; I washer attendant
wueu she was injured; I don’t remember anything about the accident till I saw her the
next morning; at noon-time there was nothing
peculiar about her appearance to attract attension; she was kept in her room most of the afternoon. She was out to tea as usual, after
which she went to her room where I put her
to bod; I did not notice anything at that time
that showed any injury.
Is it true that she slept that night in her

clothes?
No, sir, it is

By Mr. Baker—Do you remember the time
when Mrs. Butler had those marks?
Yes sir.
When did you learn it?
The next morning. I saw her in her room.
The blow might have left no mark at the time,
for the blood needed time to settle.
Was it the result of a severe blow?
Not a very severe one.
I examined into it,
and came to the conclusion that no one was to
blame for it.
Was auything done for it?
Perhaps to apply some stimulant.
By Mr. Fall—Does she bear any mark of
that blow now?
No sir.
Bv Mr. Baker—What do you know about the
Hill case?
I learned about it in the morning when I
was making my rounds.
I heard the scuffle
overhead, and I went up stairs. The patient
had the wristers and belt on. From what I
heard and saw, I came to the conclusion that a
scuffle had taken place between Mr. Vaughan
and Mr. Hill, and that he did not call sufficient help. I reprimanded Mr. Vaughan for
not calling for help.
Hill was a state orison
convict, and a very violent patient. I did not
tllinlr tin ncnit

mnvn
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for

a single man to use.
I don’t think there
any marks left on Mr. Hill’s person.
Have you standing orders that you give attendants with reference to moving a patient?
There are. It is understood that they shall
call what help is necessary.
When this is not
done there is sometimes a scuffle.
Do you intend any rule that the attendants
shall not take a patient to the lodge till lie lias
reported it?
No sir; that would be impossible.
By Dr. Butler—Would you like to bathe in
the old bath tubs?
I have done so.
Have you bathed in hath tubs that you had
reason to believe had been used as has been
testified to?
I have done so, after they had been properly
cleaned.
How were those rooirs warmed?
By the heat from the hall.
How do the patients wash?
They open the faucets and let the water run,
and wash there or else in a tin basin, that
some of the rooms have.
How many towels do you think there used to
be for the patients?
Perhaps two or three used to have to wipe
on the same roller.
How many private patients in a hall?
Six, I believe.
How much do they pay a week for hoard?
Seven dollars, 1 believe.
Do any of the private patients have to give
up their rooms and stay in the halls?
Sometimes when they are filthy or very violent.
Is any change made in the price of board?
No sir; their friends have notice, and thoy
have never found any fault with it. In some
cases there is an understanding about it.
Do you never take a patient from the private and put them in the public hall without
their friends know of it?
Sometimes. There aro now three who take
their meals at the table in the private hall but

were

out.

When was the heat incrased in the lodges?
Last fall.
What heat wanned them before?
The heat radiating from the basement.
me. wm. Wilson's testimony.
In November, 1879, what was Peter’s clothing? Was there any change?
Yes, sir. His clothing was changed, perhaps, once in two weeks. His boots were
somewhat worn.
He wore them out and had
a new pair.
The tap of the first pair was worn
off, and they were leaky. The new onos also
became worn and leaky.
never had any
He had changes, and
now clothes I know of.
a number of different coats he wore.
They
were not particularly ragged, but
were worn.
were
stout
coats.
common,
They
By Mr. Fall—Hall you seen Peter within a
few days?
I saw him yesterday, but did not notice that
ho had any new clothes. He did not look
quite as dirty as I had seen him.
By Dr. Butler—You have tied up his coat?
Yes, sir. When I wanted to button up his
clothing I never could find any buttons.
By Mr. Fall—Did you ever see Mr. Sampson
cuff him?
Yes, sir. I heard it across the room.
By Dr. Butler—Were they making a butt of
him?
I considered it like a large boy picking on a
small one.
By Mr. Baker—What have you done that
you think you ought not to have done to Peter?
I have laughed at him, and that is all I
know of that I ought not to have done.
By Mr. Fall—Mr. Sampson was a hard worker, a rusher?
Yes, sir.

LAKIN’S TESTIMONY.
By Mr. Baker—You are steward and treasurer and keep the books?
Yes, Sir.
Will you show from the books how much
clothing Peter has had since December 1st,
1878?
Mr. Lakiu, from the ledger, showed that
abundance of clothing had been furnished the
CAPT.

patient.

The next hearing will bo
o’clook a. m.

given Monday,

at 9

MAINE.
Death of Capt. W. H. Waldron.
Lewiston, Feb. .27.—Capt. W. H. Waldron,
senior editor of the Gazette, died at 11 p. m.,
Friday. He wag 59 years of age, and has been

connected with newspapers in New Hampshire,
Boston and Portland.
Fire in Auburn.
Lewiston, Feb. 2(1.—The Auburn foundry,
owned by Auburn and Boston parties was
The fouudry and conburned this evening.
tents wore valued at 57,600; insured for 3800,
in the Western, and 51,200 .in the Lancashire.
$2,500 worth of patterns, owned by Lewiston
factories and

private parties,

□ AnnhsAAt

Dot-

were

destroyed.
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Camden, Feb. 26.—The Penobscot bay was
frozen over last night, for tbo first time since
The Boston steamer Cambridge has
made her way through the ico and arrived at
her wharf three hours late, but it is feared that
she cannot reach Belfast, where the ieo is
1875.

thicker.
A Myaterious Assault.
WiNTHRor, Fob. 26.—One evening till s
week, Mr. Hodges of Wayne, was waylaid by
two men, who attacked him and knocked him
unconscious several
He
down.
The motive is not known.

hours

WHITE’S TESTIMONY.
Have been an attendant at the hospital for
six years, in two different wards; was at one
time in charge of the lady Dr. Butler spoke of
SPORTING.
for some weeks; she was'a very difficult patient to take care of,and was liable to provoke
other patients to violence if she went out
Another Six Days’ Walk for the O’Leary
much; I left her locked in her room a good
Belt.
deal of the time; when she was injured by the
New York. Feb. 27.—Another six days’
other patient, I was absent from the room
•‘giving off waiter” [this is taking the food go-as-you-please contest was inaugurated at
Madison Square garden to-night for the
from the waiter that comes up with it, aud
held by Hart. Among the
uow
placing it on the tables. It takes about ten O’Leary be.t, are
Han of Boston, Hughes,
minutes] aud Miss Randall struck her with a competitors of New
York, Krohne of New
"the
lepper,”
slipper, at least Mrs. Butler said so; she alYork, Howard of Glen Cove, L. J„ Pancliot of
ways tells the truth; I did not see the occurBuffalo, Ennis of Stanford, Conn., Lacouso of
rence, but Mrs Butler came to the gale and
told mo what had been done.
Boston, and Campana (Old Sport) of BridgeWhen 1 went
in to prepare the table she was all right, and
port, Conn._
when she came in to dinner about ten minutes
THE PUBLIC .DEBT.
later, there were no marks on her. She came
out to tea, and at breakfast next morning.
At
this time her face around the eyes was black
and remained so for a uumber of weeks.
A Reduction of $10,000,000 in February
By Mr. Baker—It is not true that this lady
26.—The
Fob.
Treasury
Washington,
after she was injured ran to her room and hid
officials estimate the reduction of the debt for
herself till the next morning in it?
at 810,000,000.
February
No Bir.
Did you liavo any difficulty in recognizing
Funeral of Senator Carpenter.
her?
Washington, Feb. 27.—The funeral of tlie
No sir.
late Senator Carpenter this afternoon was atWas there any way that the accident could
tended by an immense number of friends of
have been avoided?
the deceased, including members of tho CabiNo, sir, I don’t th ink it could.
net and both Houses of Congress, Judges of
I
sure sho
are
Butler—You
came
to
Mr.
By
tbo Supreme Court, officers of the army and
tea that night?
prominent citizens. The pall bearers were
Yes, sir.
Senators Logan, Conkling, Cameron of WisDid phe bear any marks?
consin, and Cockrell, and Representatives
I didn’t see any.
Tucker, Lapbam, Pago and Hazelton. Mrs.
But the next morning her eyes were black?
Carpenter, accompanied by herson and daughYes, sir
ter, was assisted to the carriage by Gen. SherYou were not her attendant at the time?
man.
Following them was the aged mother of
No, sir.
tho dead Sonator accompanied by her son, EdYou don't know then that sho was sent to :
ward Carpenter. The remains were temporarher room and to her bed?
ily deposited in the vault in Oak Hill cemetery
No, sir, I do not.
By Mr. Fall—Dr. Butler was not there at
Dillon, yesterday, advised tho Land League
the time?
to "Boycott” those who violated the laws of
No, sir, I don’t think he was.
the league, in spite of the coercion act.
By Mr. Baker—This gate is merely a latticePrincess Augusta Victoria was married Satwork across the hall about three feet high, 's it
I not?
urday to the eldest son of the Crown Frinoe cf
I Germany.
Yes, sir.
MISS CLARA

Terrible

Tragedy

at Week’s

wa3

South

in

Desperate Fighting

Fifteen Children Perish in

a

Burn-

ing Orphan Asylum.

DRIV-

AND

THE BRITISH ATTACKED

EN FROM THEIR POSITION.

YOUNH man deliberately KILLS filS MOTHER.

ScEAXTON, Pa., Feb. 27.—Tho datlioiic orphanage at Hyde Park, Scranton, was burned
to-nigbt. Fifteen children were taken out
dead, and two others are missing.

Horrible Means to Conceal the Re-

IATEil.
An appalling catastrophe, resulting in the
death of 17 children—14 boys aud three girls—
occurred to-night at St. Patrick’s Orphan

A

mains.

Asylum, Hyde Park,

building occupied by
a number of Sisters of Charity, having under
their chargo 40 children, whose ages ranged
The boys and girls occufrom 0 to 12 years.
a

separate dormitories on the third lioor.
At 8 00 o’clock tnis eveniug, one of the Sisters
escorted the children to their rooms and locked
rhe doors for the night, aud then started to descend the stairs. When she reached the story
below she discovered smoko issuing from one
of the rooms. The fire was raging along the
ceiling, making its way to the upper tioor. The
Sister darted up stairs, aud found the girls’
She took them to tho
room full of smoke.
lower floor, aud started back to reach the boys’
When
half
dormitory,
way up the stairs she
met a stranger, aud lie refused to allow her to
proceed, saying the boys were rescued, and
that it would be dangerous for her to go for
The flames were ragiug furiously
them.
when the firemen got to work.
They were informed of the belief among tlio Sisters that
the
of
children
were
still
in
some
the Building
and made every effort to roach the upper floor.
When the flames were beaten back, the door
of the dormitory was broken in, and the victims of the fire were lonnd beneath their cots.
Only two of them were touched by the fire,
and all had evidently been dead for some
time. The cause of the fire is iu doubt. Intense excitement reigns.

pied

MURDERER CONFESSES
OUILT.

THE

HIS

Augusta, Mo. , Feb.27—One of the most atrocious murders ever rooorded in the annals of
crime has occurred near Weeks Mills, China, a
beautiful little village 12 miles from Augusta.
For cold-blooded wickedness and apathetic indifference tho murderer will rank alongside
any criminal whoso foul deeds have made
mankind shudder.
One week ago Saturday a young man named
Charles Merrill killed his mother in the barn
near the house by striking her on the head
with a hammer. He concealed the body in a
hay-mow until it was frozen, and then cut it
into pieces. Part of these ho burned as well as

possible in the stove and fire-place, throwing
the charred remaius into the manure heap.
For several days his mother’s uon-appearanae
elicited no comment, but suspicion began to
point toward young Merrill as the perpetrator
of some foul deed. Saturday search was made
and parts of tho skull and the body found.
He confessed all.
Merrill was arrested today.
Upon being pressed and urged to make a
clean breast of it, ho told the story of his crime
amid sobs and frequent pauses.
He said that
on the Saturday afternoon on which the deed
was committed
ho returned from the Mills
with his mother about dusk. Ho went out inthe barn to put up his horse, and while
there his mother came out to get the sleigh
robes. Ho deliberately crept up behind her
and struckher on the head with a hammer.

to

The first blow did not kill bor and she had
strength onough to gasp, “Did you strike me
Charlie?” He then struck a fearful blow with
the hammer which crushed in the skull.
She
said no more but fell upon the floor dead. The
murderer hid the body in the hay, letting it
remain there until the next morning, when it
frozen rigid in death. The young fiend
a coolness almost without precedent took
an axe and chopped the
body into pieces. The
arms and legs he
buried as well as possible,
hiding them afterwards in the dung heap. He
wrapped the body up as well as he could and
put it under his potatoes, Monday, when he
started for Augusta, disposing of it in Barton’s
was

with

woods, between the two places, by burying it
in the snow. No motive was assigued for his
hellish deed.
On being taken to Augusta today he pointed
out to the officers the spot where the mutilated
trunk could bo fouud.
They dug in the snow
with a shovel while Merrill looked carelessly
on until they found the body with head, arms
and legs severed from it| a ghostly, horrid
trunk of a large woman.
Merrill is now in jail and will have his preliminary examination tomorrow morning.

XLVITH CONGRESS-2d Session
SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 20.
Several bills were introduced and referred
by Mr. Vance for the purchase by the Secretary of War of the private papers of the late
Confederate Generals Bragg and Peck relating to the war, and appropriating 520,000 for
the same.
A resolution was agreed to, instructing the
judiciary committee to inquire and report by
what authority E. M. Wallace is executing
the duties of U. S. Marshal.
The Senate, under the new order of business,
devoted itself in the morning from the end of
routine business until 1.30, in considering
the House bills on tbo calendar favorably reported ou. The only bills passed were for the
relief of settlers upon absentee Shawnee lands
in Kausas, &c., and to authorize a charge for
melting and refining bullion, when at or above
standard.
Mr. Burnside addressed the Senate upon the
resolution from the committee on foreign relations declaring that the United States will insist that its consent is a necessary condition
precedent to tho construction of a ship canal
across the isthmus.
He congratulated the
committee upon the terse and comprehensive
declaration of the resolution which fully eme
Doaiea me sentiments oi me American people
as to the non-interfei-ence of foreign powers,
with the affairs of our continent. No filial a<v
tion was taken on the resolution.
Mr. Cameron of Wisconsin, Conkling, Logan, Pendleton and Cockerell were constituted
a committee in
relation to the funeral obsequies of the late Senator Carpenter.
The Senate took up the river and harbor
bill.
QA11 tho amendments of the Senate committee

agreed

were

to.

At 5.45 p. m., after a statement that unless
adjournment the bill would fail,
motion to adjourn was negatived—ayes 9.
42.
nays
An amendment was adopted, directiug the
Secretary of War to procure examinations and
surveys of lines for a ship canal across the
peninsula, between Chesapeake and Delaware
bays, with a view of ascertaining the most
leasable route for a canal of a depth fully 2U
feet at mean low tide, and of 100 feet width at
the bottom, throughout its entire length,
and to estimate the cost of constructing a canal
of such depth and aporoaches thereto.
Tho session was protracted to a late hour, in
order to dispose of the bill, its opponents,
though small in number, presenting an unbroken front upon every vote, notwithstanding
that all the amendments offered by them were
invariably laid on the table.
The bill was reported to the Senate and
passed—ayes 32, noes 12.
The Senate, at 11.15, adjourned.

passed before

a

HOUSE.
Tho journals of Thursday and Friday having
been read and approv ed Mr. Weaver asked
leave to offer a resolution granting to F. W,
Firtzchez, a member of the German Reichstag, the use of the hall of the House this evening for delivering a lecture on the present
condition of tho German people.
Objection
was made.
The House went into Committee of the
whole on the sundry civil appropriation bill,
debate on the pending amendment appropriating 3200,000 for establishing a naval coaling
station on the Panama Isthmus, being limited
to 20 minutes.
After debate Mr. Goode’s amendment appropriating 3200.000 for establishing a naval
coaling station on the Isthmus of Panama was

WASHINGTON.
The Apportionment Bill.
Washixgtox, Feb. 20.—Tho committee of
conference on the apportionment question this
morning discussed various propositions but
failed to agree or effect a compromise.
The Democrats and the Next Senate.
The Democratic members of the Senate field
a private conference to-day for tho purpose of
exchanging views on the order of business and
discussing several matters relative to the organization of the next Senate. The fact that
the Senatorial term of the President of the
Senate pro tempore (Thurman) will expire at
noon on the 4th of March was considered, and
as it is the duty of the President pro
tempore
to swear in new Senators, etc., when the Sentention was called to the need of electing some
ouo for the position whose term will continue
into the next session. It was agreed to hold a
caucus before the 4th of March to select a candidate, and also to elect a successor to Senator
Wallace, the present chairman of the caucus.
The sense of the caucus was decidedly in favor
of maintaining the present organization and
officers if the Democrats control the next Senate.
Condition of the Appropriation Bills.
The committees of conference on the post
office, legislative, executive and judicial and
District of Columbia appropriation bills respectively have all reached final agreements,
which will be presented to both Houses and
doubtless ratified Monday or Tuesday next.
The amount in controversy on the post office
bill (namely the additions proposed by the
Senate to the House items for star service,
steamboat service and special facilities on
trunk lines of railroads) have in each case
been compromised at one half the Senate increase. The principal contested portions of
the legislative bill are the provision made by
the Senate for a large increase of clerical force
in the Interior aod War Departments to facilitate the settlement of pension claims. These
provisions are i-.ll agreed to by the House conferees and will therefore undoubtedly remain
in the bill.
The Refunding Bill.
The Ways and Means Committee of the
House to-day instructed Mr. Tucker to call up
from the Speaker’s table the funding bill and
to move concurrence in the Senate amendments together with amendments agreed to by
the committee at their last meeting (with one
exception) and the amendment adopted by
them to-day. The latter is the amendment
proposed by Mr. McKinley, to add the following at the end of section 5 of the bill:—“Provided that nothing in this act shall be construed to repeal, affect or qualify sections 5220,
5222, 5223 and 5224 of the Revised Statutes of
the United States.”
The amendment adopted at the last meeting
extending the date mentioned in the fifth
section from July 1st to September 1st was
stricken out.
Mr. Conger offered an amendment to strike
out of section five the words “and provided
further that section 4 of the act of June 20,
1874, entitled an act fixing the amount of
United Stales notes, providing for redistribution of national bank currency and for other
purposes, be and is hereby repealed.” The
inendment.

was not

aprsad

t.n.

hnr.
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The chair was unable to obtain order
long
enough to deliver his decision, and at last appealed to the committee somewhat impatiently
that he should be allowed to decide the
point
without having half a dezeu speeches interjected into his remarks.
The amendment was finally adopted.
The committee then rose and reported the
bill to the House.
The previous question was seconded and the
main question ordered, but no further action
had.
On motion of Mr. Tucker it was ordered
that the ceremonies fixed for Sunday (to-morrow) at 3 o’clock in commemoration of the iate
Fernando Wood be postponed to Monday at 8
p. in.
Communications were received from the
president of Yale College and the trustees of
John Hopkins University, in favor of the
Jeannette relief bill.
The Speaker announced the appointment of
Messrs. Uapliara, Tucker, Robeson, Carlisle
aud Pope as the committee on the part of the
House to attend the funeral obsequies of tho
late Senator Carpenter.
At !l o’clock the House look a recess till 10

Philadelphia.

31,000

51,000
420,000

Miscellaneous. 355,000

$081,000

§847,000

Roceipts to-day, $104,000.

Among the national banks whose deposits

received at the Treasury to-day for retirement of circulation were the following:—
First National, Providence, §299,700; Metacomet, Fall River, $31,500; Granite, Augusta,
Me., §45,000; Second National, Boston, §48,
500; total to-day, $2,686,720; total to date,
$13,802,929. The Revere Bank of Boston gave
notice that it had deposited §100,000 in United
States G’s of 1881 to obtain additional circulation.
were

THE MONEY MARKET.
Better Feeling in New York on Saturday.
New York,- Feb. 20.—The stock market
opened strong today but this was soon followed
by a return of feverishness and until noon the
market was alternately strong and weak. The

prices kept,however,within comparatively
row

est

limits and

feeling
opened
v

nar-

considerably above

the low
A more hopeful
was manifested and when the|exchange
the tape recorded a considerable adwere

prices of the d ty before.
uuuvu

yesieruay

s

prices.

i.iie

Dears

however managed to force a decline.
The decline was fostered by sensational reports about
the forthcoming bank statement, that few
bonds were coming into the Treasury and that
tlie deposits to retire circulation exceeded the
sum derived from the sale of bonds.
The tide
was checked by an order from Secretary Sherman to the assistant treasurer authorizing the
payment of called bonds, and the appearance
of the bank statement showing $1,500,000
above the legal reserve.
This was at least
$500,000 better than had been expected. Prices
responded to the good news, and a handsome
advance was recorded. P looked for a time as
though the bull panic would give place to a
bear panic, but the money question stood in
the way of that, and after an advance four or
live points, the upward movement was check
ed. The comparatively small amount of money
retired from circulation, less than $200,000,
was construed to moan that the banks were,
either yielding their point, or were disposed
to trust something to Congress. In either case
the outlook was more favorable, and the prospects for getting money much brighter than
they had been.
During the forenoon many
brokers were unwilling to buy stoks for customers except upon investment orders, hut after noon a disposition to renew business beOrders to buy were freely
came manifest.
executed for good customers, and good customers were found to be numerous.
President Dowd of
the Bank of North
America, when questioned concerning the financial condition said: “Tho refunding bill
is as good as killed, and I don't anticipate any
further trouble. Beside $10,000,000 paid for
uncalled bonds, which are beginning to circulate, the government owes the clearing house
$4,000,000 which will help the market.”
President John Thompson of the Chase National Bank, says tho crisis is past. The banks
will no longer strive to protect their reserves,
but will strive to protect their customers. This
witli other movements under way will restore
confidence.There is no danger of another black

P. M. Strader, ex-member of
Congress from
Ohio, is dead.
Sterns K. Abbott, the mnrdererof Mrs.
Crue, has been sentenced to be hanged April
22d.

Gen. Garfield Going to Washington Today
Cleveland, Feb. 27.—Gen. Garfield and
family attended services where the ltev. Harrison Jones, chaplain of Gen. Garfield’s regiment during the war,preached. Gen. Garfield
participated in the communion. Tho presidential party to-morrow accompanying Gen.
Garfield and family will ho Major D. J.
Swain, J. P. Brown, O. D. Judd, the General’s
secretaries and two or three others, including
representatives of the Western Associated
Press. Formal farewell ceremonies will take
place at Mentor depot about noon to-morrow.

slightly

ill but is

Hanlan has arrived in Sew York.
There has been another severe snow storm
n Iowa aud Wisconsin.

Gladstone is rapidly recovering.
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SiLKS
3,000 YDS. COLORED
Quality,
Extra

21 Inches

The machine shop of the Lacenia Car Co.
and several other buildings at Laconia, N. H.,
were burned Saturday.
Loss about SGO.OOO.
Faustino Guiterro, implicated in the murder of Col. Potter Rhode Island, was hanged
by a mob at Alonquique, Now Mexico, Fri-

day.

The banks of Poughkeepsie have decided
surrender their circulation.
A Kansas correspondent of the Chicago
Times estimates the losses of cattle on the
Great Western Range at half a million head.
Dr. Arthur Clifford, son of ex-Gov. Clifford,
committed suioide by shooting on board a
train between Barre Plains and Winchenden,
Saturday. He was insane.
not to

METEOROLO QIC AL
FOB

INDICATIONS

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOOB

HOOKS.

'Vau Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
\
Feb. 28, 2 A. M. )
For New England,
warmer, cloudy, rainy weather, variable winds
mostly from northeast to southeast, lower
barometer.

FINANCIAL AMCOMMERCIAL
Rank Siaiemenf.

ly

New York, Feb. 26.—The following is the week
Bank statement

Loans, decrease..

ending to-day:

Specie, decrease.
Legal tenders, increase.

$4,222,900

7,776,400

160,800
Deposits, decrease. 21,170,800
Circulation, decrease.
2,077,900
Reserve, decrease.| 2,077,900
The banks now hold $1,487,375 in excess of legal
reauirements.

Beceipta of Maine Central.
Portland, Feb. 25.
26 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
roads, 99 cars miscellaneous roer
ehandiso
For Portland,
for oonneotmg

By

W.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1000 bush Cornmoal to G

water

True & Co.

Grain Market.

Portland, Feb. 26.
me

iouowing quotation *

oi ura.111

were

W.

157 Commercial street:
Time^
9.30..

98%
98Va

97%
97%
98%
97%
98%

12.33..

99
99
98V»
Wheat—1 03 at

99%
98%

1.03..

42

99

98
98

February

Jordan,

--Corn-.-Oats-.
Feb. May. Feb.
May.
41%
41%
33%
41%
33%

,—Wheat—*
Mar.
Apr.

9.45..
10.06
10.98..
11.10..
11.33..
12.03

..

receiveu

98%

33%
42

33%

98.

2$ DIFFERENT SHADES,

The following quotations of stocks were received
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Ex-

change streets:

Opening. Closing.

Boston Land.
Water Power.

11

Aspinwall Land.-.

7%

9%

Flint & Pere Marquette common.. 29%
C. S. & ». lev. 7s.104
Hartford & Erie 7s. 53%
A. T. & S. F.131
Boston & Maine.
Eastern. 35
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 87 Va
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 60
0. & L. C. 32

Catalpa.

10

11%
8

30%
104

55%
133%

2%

Summit Branch. 27
29
12%
12%
Copper Falls..
Denver & Rio Grande. 94
98%
Northern Pacific preferred. 67 Va
69%
•*
Common. 43
44%
Blue Hill Company.
4%
Harshaw Mining Company. 32%
Eastern Railroad 4%s. 105
Franklin Company, Lewiston.110%(2}111 %
Hill Manufacturing Co.107%@108
Bates Manufacturing Co.206
...

Continental Mills.80%@87%
Laconia Manufacturing Co..555
Batn City 6s, 1891,KL.103 ■
Belfast, Me., City 6s, 1898, R. L.100%
Thomaston, Me., Town 6s, 1896, RL. 99%

United
United
United
United

States

States
States
States
United states

6*s, reg.100%
B's, coup.100%
new4%’s, reg.110%
new 4%’s, coup.111%
new
new

«'B,reg.112%

new
new

United States
4’s, coup.11 %
Pacific 6’sof 96.113
The following were the closing quotations of

stocks:
Rock Island..134
Illinois Central.131
n. B. & Quincy.167%
Chicago & Alton. .136
Chicago <x Alton prefei ret .136
New York Central.145%
Lake Shore.
125%
't iehigan ^Central.114 Vs

47%
Erie.v.
85 %
Erie preferred
Northwestern.124%
Northwestern preferred .137 Va
Milwaukee & St. Paul.108
St. Paul preferred..120
"nion Pacific.116%
New Jersey Central.. 104%
Western Uuion Tel. Co...110
C'nliforaaa

iVliuing Stock*.

(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Feb. 26.—The following are the
losing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
2 Vs Noonday. 1%
Alta.

■

3%
1
1%
7% Mexican. 5%
Northern Belle.12%
Bullion. 1
California. 1
Oplnr. 4%
9-16
Ihol’ar. 1% Overman........
Union Con,. 7%
Eureka Con.22
Grown Point... 1% Sierra Nevada.£6Va
Yellow Jacket. 2%
Exchequer.1
Bodie. 6%
Gould & Curry. 3
Hvagc.| 1% Potosi. 2
Bulwer. 2Vs Con. Virginia. 1%
Alpha.
Belcher.—
Best & Belcher..

..

2%

Hale & Norcross..
Grand Prize.

..

Domemic Jliirket*.
fBv TelogranhA
New York. Feb. 26.—Cotton closod steady and
firm at 11 9-16c for middling uplands and 11 1316c for middling Orleans.
Flour—1Tho market closod quiet; No 2 at 3 10@
3 60:Superfine Western and State 3 65@4 00;common to good extra Western and State 4 35@4 70:
to choice
good to choice do at 4 75@6 75; common
White Wheat Western extra at 5 10@6 00; Fancy
do at 6 10@7 00; common to good extra Ohio 4 46
@6 75; common to choice extra St Louis at 4 60@
6 75; Patent Minnesota extra 6 60@7 00; choice to
double extra at 7 10@8 25; City Mills extra at 5 50
@5 65; low grades extra at 4 35@4 55: Southern
flour steady and moderately active; common to fair
extra at 4 7ft@5 25; good to choice extra at 5 25@
G 75;The sales for the week have been 73.000 bbls.
Rye Flour steady and fairly active at|5 30@5 GO
for Superfine State.
uorn-Meal—In fair demand but easier; Western
Yellow at 2 60@2 95; Brandywine 3 10.
Wheat—market closed steady but quiet after a
moderate business; No 2 Red Winter on spot 1 18%
dDl 18%; March at 1 18@1 18Vs; sales for April at
1 19% ; May at 1 19%@1 19%;No 2 Chicago nominally at 1 14@1 16: No 2 Milwaukee at 1 17; No 1
White at 1 lo%@l 16% for February; 1 15%@
1 16% for March; 1 16l/2@l 17 for April; 1 16%
d)l 16% for Mav; sales for tho week have been
bush.
Corn—closed steady; No 2 on spot 57%@57%c;
sales at at 67%c for February; sales at 66% for

3'600,000

called
*

are

opening all the

NOVELTIES.

Particular atteution given to

Trinmlnfs.

The finest line of

Passementeries,
Ornaments,
Fringes, Buttons,
Girdles, Cords,

Former Price $1.50.
No such opportunity has ever
been offered the ladies of Portland
to obtain an Elegant Silk Dress at
so little cost.

ever

displayed

&c.

in this market.

BROS.,

TURNER

KLiratoall Blools.,

Street.

& 490 Congress

488

W

feb'J4

om

me

CORNISH, the Tailor, has just retnrned from Boston and New York Markets, and all the latest styles of woolens can now be seen on the counters of
his large and elegant rooms on Middle
St. A cordial invitation is extended to
all to call and examine these goods,
whether intending to purchase or not, as
in this establishment it is always a
pleasure to show goods freely, giving to
all any desired information|as to the all
important-question of Gentlemen’s Fashions for the coming season.

249 Middle St., Portland, Me.
feb28
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TOREROS
AiMerwus Cigars.
.ll.4,\mCTHIF»

FKOVI

HAVANA TOBACCO.
lire meriti and quality o! these Cigars are fully
sustained by numerous and reliable testimonials
uul affidavits of Physicians who have tested them.
E.HKBV BB.nn, Jr., Patentee, 32 Central
Wharf, Boston, Mass.

>

-FOR SALE BY-

D.E. CORNISH,

CO.,

FRED T. AIEAHER &

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

i

*“dluj

febl7

sntllw

f

NEW SILKS. SPRING 1881.
Prices lower than

was

ever

ex-

pected.
Good $1.35 Black Silks, for
only
f
99 els*
Good $1.63 Black Silks, for only
Good $1.87 Black Silks, for

I

I

only

$1.50.

And all Better Grades equally
reduced.
Our $1.50, $1.37 and $1.35 Colored Silks will all be closed out at
only 97 cts. Good Colors, Large
Stock, and more to arrive this
week.
This will be the best time to buy
a Silk Dress ever known in Portland.
The following Mew Goods arc to
be sold this week at retail:
lOOO yds. Turkey Red Table
Datuask, warranted Fast Colors,

237 MIDDLE ST.
«ndlw

feb26

By USING

SCHLOTTEKBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bullion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

yard.

Remnants All Wool $1.00 and
$1.35 Dress Goods, at only 3S cts.

LURE IS GUARAXTEED.^&A
For sale bj all Druggulu,
Zi rente.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands

who have used it and now testily to its value.
and War!
Ask for Nchlotterbeck’*
.Solvent anil take no other.
sndtf
iiov23

241 & 243 Middle Street.
sn

FINANCIAL.

dtf

Coats, Pants,

Swan & Barrett,

Vests, and Ladies’ Sacqnes, Capes
Ulsters, Dolmans dec. cleansed
or dyed, and pressed by tailor’s
pressmen
equal
to custom work, at

BARKERS AND BROKERS,

Kid Qlore* cleansed every day, price 10 ct

per Pair.

eodsntf

jan7

iC’ANAI. BANK BT.OUK.)

|

Dealers in Gorernmcut, Hunli>
pal and Hailroatl Securities.

I S. “Called” Bonds CASHEW
j exchanged on fnvorable terms.

WINDHAM.

—

IIjjJIOUTII.

The Republicans of Falmouth are requested to
meet at the Town House on WEDNESDAY, March
2nd, at four o’clock P. M., to nominate town officers
and choose a town committee.

PER ORDER,

Falmouth. Feb. 22d, 1881.
Westbrook.
The Republicans of Westbrook

requested to

meet at Weston's Hall, Saccarappa, THURSDAY,
March 3d, at 4 o’clock P. M., to nominate candidates for town officers for the ensuing year.
Per order.
Westbrook, Fob. 2G, 1881.
Oorhaiu.

The Republicans of Gorham are requested to
meet at Redlon’s Hall, on FRIDAY, March 4th,
at 2 P, M., to nominate candidates for town officers.
Also to choose a town committee.
Per order of Town Committe.

Gorham. Sat, Feb. 20.
Butter

irregular;

State and Western creameries

at28,a34c; do dairies 17@27c.
Cheese quiet and easier; State factories at 11®
13%: Western do at 10@12%.
St. Louis, Feb. 26. -Flour market steady: double
extra 3 65®3 DO. family 4 65 g4 90: choice to faucy
at 5 00@5 50. Wheat unsettled; No 2 Red Fall at
1 01 @1 01i>4 for cash; 1 01 gi 01»/« for March;
1 03*4‘§)1 0o34 April; No 3 Red Fall 98c.
Corn
iuactivo at 38%(s,38%c for cash: 38Vac February;
38%,u39e for March. Oats are lower at 33(0,33%
for cash; 32Vac bid for March;333/8C for April. Rye
higher at 92c bid. Barley dull. Pork dull 15 00
asked for cash; 14 85 bid March; 34 90 bid April,
Lard

nominally

j

at 10.

Receipts—6000 bbls flour. 20,000 bnsb whea*,
105.000 bush corn, 26,000 buffi oats, 00,000 bush
rye 5,000 oush barley.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flew, 4,000 bush wheat,
48.000 bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
barley, 0.000 bush rye.
Chicaoo, Feb. 26.—Wheat stoady at 98c for February; 98^98Vse for March; 99c bul April; 1 02%
(e$l 03 for May. Corn steady at 37°/ac for March;
38c for April; 42c for May; 41%c June; 423/gc for
July. Oats at 29«4c for March: 29%c for April;
33c May; 33% c June.
Pork Arm at 14 62% for
February and March; 14 80:^14 82 V3 for April;
14 97% May. Lard 10 12% for February:10 i2%
asked for March; 10 20 asked April; 10 27% bid

May.

Detroit, Feb. 26.—Wheat strong;No 1 White at
1 01 Vs for cash ami February; 1 01 % bid March;
1 03% bid for April; No 2 White at 98% ;No 2 Red
1 OftVi bid.
_

Iftr&vnun Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. Feb. 26.—Sugar has been fairly active;
Clayed nomiual; Molasses Sugar, 84 to 87 deg.
polarization, at o34@6 reals gold per arrobe; Muscovado Sugar common to fair 0;e£6% reals; Centrifugal Sugars 92 to 96 deg. polarization in boxes

and hhds at 8,a834 reals; stock iu the warehouses
at Havana and Matanzas 28,350 boxes,38,300 bags
and 61,350 hhds; receipts for the week 5750 boxes,
8800 bags and 12,660 hhds: exports 1750 boxes.
1540 bags and 11,400 hhds. including 840 bags and
4750 hhds to the United .states.
Molasses quiet; 50 degrees polarization 4%@4%
reals gold •£> keg.
fair, loading at Havana for the
United States *> lihd Sugar 10-^4 6 currency; |>
2
hhd ot Molasses
60^-2 76; loading at ports on
the north coast (outside ports) for the United States
hhd Sugar 4 60{£4 7o; f> hhd of Molasses 3 00
@3 25.
Spanish gold 1.90.jr 1.90%. Exchange is tinner;
on United States 60 days gold at 5% s*G prcmjshort
sight do 6%f@7 prem

Freights—demand

March; 56%@56%c April; 64Vs@54%c xor May;
sales for the week have been 1,176,000 bush.
Oats—easier; No 1 White 47%c; No 2 do 46c;
No 3 White at 44%c; No 1 Mixed at 44c: No 2 do |
\
at 43%@43% ; sales for the week 711.000 bush.
Pork—market closed firm but inactive; new mess
on spot at 16 25; old d »15 25; futures nominal;
Kuropcan illarlu tH.
April 15 80 asked: 15 26 bid. 15 85 asked for May;
Bv Telegraph.)
sales for the week 2000 bbls on spot.
Feb.
26-4.30 P. M.—American «.*»cwlI4ONOON,
Lard—market closed stronger and fairly active;
1:0**—United
States
bond*, new is, at 1161 i ; 5s, at
j
10
at
42% I
prime steam on spot at 10 46 bid .March
103 V#.
al<» 45; sales at 14 47 for April; sales at 10 21%
the
1
Liverpool,Feb. 26—12.30 P.M.—Cotton muihet
for May; seller year at 10 10@10 15; sales for
dull; Middling uplands 6^'sd; Orleans 6 7-16; sale*
week 2900 tos on spot and 104,000 for future de6,060 bales; speculation and export 600; receipts
livery.
j 23.100; American 865000; futures are steady.
Tallow—quiet and easy at 0%@8%c.

—

&

CO.,

B, BARNES, JR.,
Broltor,

Btocli.
are

OF

HENRY CLEWS

IS NEW ST., NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO T1IE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission
and carried as long as required, on favorable terms
aud on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demau l received.
Four per cent. Interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock Exfeb4 eodlmo
change.

Windham, Feb. 21.1881.
F

HOUSE

BANKING
!

or

sneodtt

j«V>

CAUCUSES.
The Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the Town House, ou THURSDAY, March
3rd, at 2 o’clock P. U., to nominate candidates for
the several town offices for the ensuing year.
Per Order TOWN COMMITTEE.

Street

Middle

ISO

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 FBEBLE ST., o;.i>o,ilc Preble llou.r
I,nee* cleansed in a superior manner.

Callous,

l*rice

BROS.

feb22

Corns:

Cure Your

Remnants Hall
Wool
Dress
Goods, to be sold Feb. 35lli, at 5

RINES

Home is the place to trade, as the only
way to help the citizens of Portland pay
their rents is to patronize home talent
and also save FANCY PRICES and be sure
of getting yonr garments to lit.
My Spring Stock will be open for inspection on Monday. Feb. 2», when I
would respectfully invite the citizens of
Portland to call and examine.
In regard to cutting, I employ one of
the best cutters from Boston, and can
give them as elegant a garment as can be
had anywhere In the United States.
Be sure and call early at

Fnld's Tailoring Emporium,

3,500 yds. Half Wool Dress
goods, equal to any 35ct. goods
to wear, only 13 els.
500 yds. All Wool 75 ct. Pant
Cloth, at only 50 cts.
Remnants Summer Silks, to be
closed Friday, Feb. 34tli, at 35 cts.

(By Telegraph.)

4.77 gold.
Tue following are to-day's closing quotation? of
Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881. reg.101
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.101

is

the

to

SPRING

$1.00 per Yard.

IVew York Slock andmoiey market.

New York, Feb. 26.—Money closed at 5 per cent,
call, and the bank statement is much less unfaforable than Lad been looked for.
Sterling Exchange—We quote bankers asking
rate9, 00-day bills at 4.78% per £ (of $4.8665 par
value), and on demand $4.8o%, against 4.83%@
4.86 one week ago. Commercial Bills at 4.76%@

Special attention

Dress and Cloak

36%

2%

which

in

ilie Beautiful Light Shades
for Evening Dresses, at

145
90
61
32

great variety.

Including all

cts. per

Stock market.

in

Faucy Goods Department,

tion

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The President will issue his proclamation to
day calling a special session of tho Senate on
the fourth of March.

Wide,

-1 N-

fight

at Spitzkop says that when tho ammuni(ailed the slaughter was (earful.
Finally
tho British made a desperate hut unsuccessful
rush. The GOth foot fought their way back to
camp. It is stated that only seven men of the
58th survive. The camp is being fortified at
every point.

TO-DAY

OFFER

mo

itccuuub Ul

on

o’clock Monday.

recovering.

uu.vuu.’i,

Chicago

Mr. Mills was authorized to offer as amendmeudment to the bill before the previous question is called the amendment in regard to the
date which has been stricken out by the com
mittee to-day.
Mr. Tucker was instructed to go to tho
Speaker’s desk.
The question of consideration upon the
funding bill will be raised as soon as the sundry civil bill is disposed.
A careful canvass of tho opinions of the
prominent members of the House, both Republican and Democratic, indicates that grave
doubts are entertained of the passage of the
funding bill. Many members assert that they
will not support it unless the entire fifth section is stricken out.
The National Bank Circulation.
The Treasury now holds §350,450,050 in
United States bonds to secure bank circulation.
These bonds are divided as follows:—Currency
G’s, S3,814,000; six per cents, §48,920.350; five
per ceuts, $34,744,050; four per cents, $103,043,800. United States bonds deposited for circulation during the week ending to-day,
$1,679,500; United States bonds held for circulation withdrawn during the week ending today, .§10,033,500. United States bonds held by
the Treasurer to secure public moneys in national bank depositories are as follows:—Currency sixes, §33,000; six per conts, §1,765,000;
five per cents, §5,010,900; four aud a half per
cents, §997,500; four per cents, 87,295,600.
The internal revenue receipts to-day were
$461,859, and the customs receipts $536,478
Tho receipts of national bank notes for redemption for the week ending to-day, as com
pared with the corresponding period of last
year, were as follows:
1880.
1881.
New York..§104,000
$359,000
Boston
101,000
17,000

Friday.

Senator Edmunds has been

Gen- Colley, with 22 officers and 027 men,
consisting of infantry and a naval brigade,
proceeded on Saturday night to occupy Majela
mountain.
The Boers attacked him at 7
o’clock Sunday morning.
At 1 o’clock p. m.,
the firing increased.
At 2.20 it became evident from the camp that we had lost the hill
and that oar men were retiring under heavy
fire. There is no doubt Gen. Colley is killed.
A correspondent at Mount Prospect has ascertained on good authority that the enemy
have been largely reinforced by Boers from the
Orange Free State.
A dispatch from Now Castle says the Boers
were beaten off at Wakkerstroom after two
hours’ fighting. The British loss was light.

BROS.

TUENEE

pect:

previous question.

1___

roar.

the British were forced to retire because their
rcservo ammunition had been taken to the extreme summit.
London, Feb. 27—Midnight.—Gen. Colley,
in a dispatch which he sent off previous to the
engagement to-day, says:
\Ve occupied Majela mountain on Saturday
night. It immediately overlooks the Boers’
position. The Boers are fi«bting ns from below.”
In a later telegram, he says:
‘‘The Boers are still firing heavily on the
hill, but have broken up their laager and begun to move away.”
The war office has the following telegram
from Col. Bond, commanding at Mount Pros-

by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A.

Jlr. Blount gave notice ho would call for a
by yeas and nays in the House.
Amendments were adopted providing for the

for the purchase of IngaU’!, portrait of
tho
late Thotna3
Ewing; increasing the
appropriation for surveying the public lands;
instructing the commissioners representing the
United States at the international monetary
conference to agree to no adjustment which
does not recognize silver dollars as part of the
money systems of the governments joining in
such conference.
Mr. Van Voorhisof N. Y., moved to strike
out the item of §2000 for Ignatius
Donnelly,
whom he denounced as a legislative pirate and
a freebooter in politics who had not the color
of a claim to a seat, but sought to establish
one by fraud, forgery aud
perjury.
The motion was defeated and leave given to
Van Voorhis to have tho rest of his
speech
printed in tho Record.
Clauses wore inserted to pay E. Moody
Boynton §2000, Godlove S. Orth §500, Andrew
G. Curtin §8000 and Seth H Yocum 8S000.
During the discussion upon these items the
confusion was excessive.
Mr. Manning of Miss., offered an amendment increasi-g the amounts allowed to Bisbee, Hub, Donnelly aud Washburn to $3500.
and to Mason $2000.
A poiut of order was raised and
during its
discussion the confusion increased into an
up-

New CasriC, Natal, Feb. 27.—A severe engagement took place tP-dSy; between the
The latter
Boers and Gen. Colley’s force.
was driven from its position at
Spitzkop, with
British
officers
less
on
both
sides.
Many
great
were killed and wonnded.
A later telegram from Colley’s camp savs all
the wounded coming in agree in reporting that
Colley has been killed, and that only 100 British hare escaped.
Tlie Boers charged up the
hill four times, and Were about to retreat when

Mr. I'nni.nr

authorized by the committee to offer his
amendment in the House before calling the

vote

rtf

Gen. Colley killed and Ills Command
Cut to Pieces.

was

adopted,

tries;

_____

Africa.

Mills.

not.

Did she tell you what caused the discoloration?
She did, and Miss Randall told me the same.
I had no difficulty in recognizing her anywhere however black her face might be.
Was her face such that her friends could not
recognize her?
I think not.
That’s all there is about the matter?
That’s all I know.
Is it true that she ran to liar room after the
accident and remained there?
No, sir.
Is it true that Mrs. Butler remained alone
during the afternoon and night?
No, sir it is not,
IIow did the facts come out?
Dr. Harlow asked me about it and I told him
what I knew about it.
Do you remember one occasion when Dr.
Butler came into the ward through the street
entrance?
Yes, sir, I do.
Did you hear him knock at the door?
I did, and I went to the door.
I think he
stepped right in. I never knew anybody but
attendants to use that door before.
He went
to the hall whore the lady was, and I think he
found her all right.
By Dr Butler—This was not a private door
was it?
Well, I don’t know abont that,
DR. HARLOW’S TESTIMONY.

sleep

A SAD DISASTER IN S'JRANTON. PA.

_

SPECIAL NOTICES.

VICTORIOUS BOERS.

BURNED TO DEATH.

A FIEND’S WORK.

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed
in Portland, Boston, New York and other markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.

Lead,

UNWANTED.—Twin

Hccin, Douglass, Favorite,

Young

Deer Isle.

Edgcmoggin, Goiildsboro, Cherrylield
and other stocks.
Also European aud North American
It. R. Stock and Bonds.
Portland, Me., Jan. 24,1881.
jds25eodtf

SAMUEL HANSON,
Banker

&

Broker,

(34 Middle Street.
Government Bonds, First Class
Bank
&c.,
Stock,
and
Orders at New
sold.
bought
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.

Securities,

codtl

oc23

WooiiiryMonlton,
Cor. Middle &

^

Exchange Sts.,

Buy aud sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock
Exchanges.

eodtf

jy27

«. m. mm & so.,
DEAI.KKS

(iovemuieiit

IN

Mis,

CITY AND TOWN ROADS,
BANK STOCK, AC.

No. 32
Mi*«

Exchange Street

PaBTlANI),

TUJKE,
»odxi

V~v

THE
_MONDAY

k

PRESS.

HORNING. FEB.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

28.

Mias Townsend’s Lecture on the Greet
Theatre.
The lecture delivered by Miss Townsend o [
Boston, in the chapel of State street church

HtJMPTT DCMTTr.

exchange

An
THE PRESS
obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G
Jay
JBWilen, Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Ann
F'ng, Cox, Wentworth, Bodsdon, Hayden W. P
"'.orris, corner Exchange and Fore St.: Welandei
Boston A Maine Dtqiot, and Chisholm
Bros., on al I
trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pieroe.
Baugor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Bidieford, F. M. Burnhaui.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bndgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Oumo. riand Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeuoit, W. A. Mitchell,
fryeburg, R. c. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.

speaking

which will appear
night says:

t>

of this cornpan; P
Portland Theatre tc

at

Thursday evening,

was a great treat to thosi
The method of the lec
who listened to it.
She first briefly consid
turer was admirable.
ered that wonderful age of Greece, in whicl

Nick Roberts’ Ilumpty Dumpty Comi :
Trick Pantomime Company appeared befor
large and delighted audiences, and more tha
fulfilled the expectations of the fun-lovin t
public. In fact, we have never before wii
nessed a performance as perfect and complet *
in all its parts.
The Specialty company wa
admirable.

|

are

NEW

of

experience

female

physicians

and nurses
uj

■—*“ts

in

the

United

their

uiiuiuiin ui muiucxa lur

children. It relieves the child from pain,
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
cares

the cliUd it re6ts the mother. Price
Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
nov27SaiW&wGmo

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall, and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
The

Republicans

Portland are requested
meet at their various Ward rooms on
of

lo

Wednesday Eve’g, March 2d. at 71-2 o’clock,
to

nominate

candidates for

Alderman, three
Common Councilmcu, a Warden, Clerk, and two
City Constables; also in Wards 2, 5, G and 7 for one
Superintending School Committee in each of said
one

• Wards.
Also to choose seven delegates front each Ward to
attend a convention to nominate a candidate for

Mayor.

The

delegates so chosen to meet In convention at the Reception Hall in
City Building, on
THURSDAY, March 3rd, at 4 o’clock P. M., to
perform that duty.l
Also to choose a City Committee of five from each
Ward.
Per order Republican City Committee.
WM. H. PLUMMER, Chairman.
F. S. WATERHOUSE, Secretary.

also write upon

by tag

1_a.

Al_

claraiions were not mule while Laue was on the
luid. The rule is well settled that declarations of a
grantor, ancestor or devisor. mute while owning
and in possession of the land, tending to prove the
Iwnndaries, or locate the lines of the land, are admissible against his grantee, heir or
devisee, whether made on the land or off of it.
If the plaintiff' s
counsel wished to object to the evidence of the communications made by the witness to Lane,
they
slum Id have interposed a specific objection thereto.
No such objection having been made, no
objection
Jifts toils admission.
Moreover the information
was asked for by Lane and
given in response to his
request, and, the evidence tends to show, was to
some extent acted upon by him.
His acts based upon the information were admissible on the same
ground as his declarations. For this reason the
plaintiff has no ground of exception. The evidence
of Alvin Gookins of the declarations of Dye while
be owned and occupies the land, was admissible for
the reasons aforestated. The motion to set aside tho
verdict cannot be sustained.
The issue submitted
to the jury was. which of the
parties had the better
t itle.
One of the questions was whether the locus
w»i* embraced in the deeds under which the
plaintiff
claims, and there was evidence on both sides of the
question. The other question was whether the defendant proved
any title better than the plaintiff’s
possession. They introduced evidence tending to
prove that Thomas Means, who then owned the
land, more than forty years ago, gave the land in
controversy by parol to the defendant’s father imdcr
whom they claim as heirs and agreed to
give him a
deed, but soon after moved 10 another part of tho
Stare and never gave it. That the parol gift was
flloweJ by ixjescssion and acts of occupation from
time to time by their father in a manner comporting with the ordinary management of such land in
connection with a farm, for more than twenty years,
and that no one interfered with such possession till
Lane did in 1873. A parol demise followed by a
]>o 'session, such as the statute requires, for twenty
years or more, will effectually bar the true owner
and give the possessor a good title. Webster vs.
Holland, 68 Me. H58. Upon these issues the evidence does not so strongly preponderate in favor of
t be plaintiff as to
bring the case within any rule
authorizing the court to set aside the verdict as
against evidence.
Exceptions and motion overruled.

100*

Brief Jottings.
The annual school meeting at Kuightville
will take place March 8th, for the election of
agent and clerk.
On Wednesday an iron chimney, 75 feet

long and weighing
in

position

at

over

two tons,

was

placed

the leather-board mill, Sacca

rappa.
Rufus Rand has

eight horses

from Someiset

county which ho will take to New York to-day.
r.xp

>ns last

week amounted

to

Ordway

writes that the Quebec

had

a

Subject: “Apes and Parrots.’’
Owing to the repairs that are being made in
Farrington block the meeting of the PaysoE
Literary Society will be held to-night in Army
and Navy Hall.
The ladies of Oak Lodge, I. O. of G. T
will serve supper at their Hall, Woodford’s

funds

Mr.
saw

sever

A number of Portland ronghs had a
stand-ai
fight in a car that took a number of excursion
iste to Lewiston Thursday evening.
It is a singular fact that three prominen
members of Chestnut street church, Messrs
Tukey and Files and Mr. Hatch who were all ii

illness.

of

Cape Eliza
persons weri s
nominated for the several town offices:
Moderator-Tristram G. Hutchins.
Town Clerk—Jahez Mariner.
Selectmen—Alonzo C. Chaplin, EnosT. lien
ner. Nathaniel Dyer.
Treasurer and 8. S. Committee O. E. Sts

j

CUMBERLAND

Brunswick

Mr.

n an

a

[lai

to Portland & Rochester

corn

San Francisco.

The Buoy on Petit Meuan bar is missing. Also,
the Buoy on Moulton Ledge.

son.

DARIEN—Cld 21st, sch
for a norther port.

resiRe-

phia.)

Sid 25th, seb Orrie V Drisko, (from Philadelphia)
for Port Spain.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25th, schs B J Willard. Doughty, Cardenas; Emma
Hall, New York.
Cld 25th, sch H R Condon, Dix, Havaua; Georgie

Me.-

Arey,

Clark, Bartlett, Wilmington.

NEW YORK—Ar 26th, sens Erastus Wyman, Anderson, Richmond; Mary Baker, Thompson, Baltimore; Frank G Dow. Pendleton, Boston; Maggie
Ellen, Littlejohn, and Annie F Collins, Cousins,

Providence.
Cld 26th, ship L B Gilchrist, Watts, Perth Am-

boy; brig Helen
Sid 26 th, brig

O Phinncy Sylvester, Sagua.
Helen O Phinney.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 25th, sch E J Palmer,

Elizabethport.

COUNTY.

canning factory.

noung, xoung,

V»1_J
_.1
.v»v..UQ

r*_*.•
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HYANNrs—Sid 25th, sch Clio Chillcott, Fullerton, for Newcastle, Del.
BOSTON—Cld 25th, brig Belle Prescott, White,
Portland; sch Lilian, Ryan, Belfast.
Sid, barques Jose R Lopes, and Elba; brig Belle
Prescott.
Ar 27th, schs Paragon, Cram, Eastport; Watchman, Robbins, Calais.
Cld 27th, brig Grace Lothrop, Graham, for Hayti;
schs Elva E Pettengill, York, St Thomas; Aurora,
Maxwell. Portland.
Ar 25th, sch Henry Wilson,
GLOUCESTER
Naus, Rockland for New York.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 25th, sch Alice Dean, Watts,
Pembroke for Boston, (and sailod.)
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Aspinwall 10th inst, sch Laura A Webb,
Andreas
San
for San Bias, (and sailed.)
Smith,
Ar at Port Limon —, brig Emily T Sheldon, Hayes,
New York.
At».onaiv* s Feb 8, sch Walter E Palmer, Staples,
from Boston, ar Jan 31, for Boston.
Ar at

They

were

cordially

Charleston.
Ar at Alicante 6th lust, barque J F Rothman,
Nash, New York.
Sldfm Cardiff 12th inst, Alexander McNeil,
Sproul, Java.
Oft Dover 13th, Florida, from Pensacola for Dordt
Arat Havre 12th inst. Theobald, Waterhouse,

Charleston.

SPOKEN*
Jan 23, oft' St Helena, ship Levi C Wade, Bagley,

Bangkok for

as

will be seen

by their card in

The lecture was very interesting and
instructive, and the btys feel well repaid foi
their trouble, aud hope they may be able to at-

Falmouth.

West Chapel Sunday School.
The members of the West Chapel Sunday
School have formed a society known as the

Ladies’ Lam 1

Irish Land League.
There will be a meeting or the Land
Leagu B
this evening. Every member is
requested t u
he present, as business of importance will
com B
before the meeting.
Arrangements will L
made for the grand promenade concei t
Toe '•
day night. The l-ad;es' Land League w ;i
meet in tH© ante-room of the I. A.
R. a. ha 1
this evening. Every member is
requested I u
be present.

In Clinton, Feb. 13, Frank F. Flagg and Miss
Edith F. Emery.
In Clinton, freb. It), George II. Foster of Canaan
and Miss Caddie M. Merrill of Clinton.
In China, Feb. 1, Frank Lee and Miss Martha E.

Funeral of W. P. Files.
Chestnut street church was well filled yes
terday morning with the friends of tho latf
Mr. Files. The funeral services took the placi
of the regular morning service.
The Rev
Mr. Clark preached a short sermon from 2<]
Samuel, 12, 23—“I shall go to him, but hi

Fancy

i

sickle offered by past and present pupils o
Miss Etta Files, daughter of tbo deceased. Tin
remains were taken to Evergreen Cemetery.
Sudden Death.
Mrs. Orman W. Knight, No. 19 Hill street
d
iped dead Saturday afternoon. She wai I
about the house all the forenoon in her usna 1
g •! health, and while engaged in washisj ;
the dinner dishes she fell to the floor and ex
pired instantly. The physician who was sum
moned pronounced it heart disease.
1

■

Freeport.
Mrs. E. E. Morton and her mother had; t
very narrow escape from serious injuries las s
Thursday afternoon. They met the team o f
•loliu L.Ward. loaded with pressed hay, and a *
! they were passing, tho load fell over upon then
i breaking tho sleigh badly aud hurting one o [
the ladies. Mrs. Morton held on the reins am I
kept the horse qniet until help arrived.
Within one week fonr aged towns-peopl j
I have died,
namely: Capt. James C. Creech }

|

I Jacob Brewer, Robert Estes, and Lydia Day.

G.

Tukey, aged

[Feneral services Tuesday, at 2 p.m., at his late
residence, No. 804 Congress street. Burial at con-

shall not return to me.”
Among the flora
tributes was a beautiful sbeafjof wlieatjaud ;

j
j

city, Feb, 20th, Janies

venience of the family.)
In this city, Feb. 26, Mrs. Jauo Stanley, wife of
Rev. I. P. Warren, D. D., a«ed 09 years.
[Funeral service at her late residence, No. 315
Brackett street, this afternoon at 2¥j o’clock. Burial private.
In this city, Feb. 27, Mrs. Emma S., wife of Fred
H. Knowlton, aged 25 years.
[Funeral service at her late residence. 50 Tyng
street, on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Burial
at convenience of the family.
In this city, Feb. 20, ilellen M., wife of Orman
W. Knight, aged 37 years.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2Vz o’clock,
at No. 19 Hill etreet. Burial at convenience of the

family.)

In this

city,

Fob.

27, Cyrus

years.

P.

Hinckley, aged

j

Berry,

:

|

are

invited.

Offer to the pnblie
Morning, Feb. lfith,

162,92.’I..‘U>
92,409.30

Extra

45,641.00 813,332,»tS8f

this Wf

T1LL1NG1IA8T. Secretary.

Siuce'danuary 1st, Stockholders have

voted to pay in *100,000 additional
capital, increasing the cash capital to $300,000
Increasing the capital since Jan. 1st
$100,000 gives a surplus to policy
holders of.9439,702.07

Bargains

in Black Silks at reduced
1 lot for
“
1
“
1
“
1
“
1

$1.00,

1.621-2
1.87 1-2

Portland

prices.

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

i *feb''

1.50.
1.75.
2.00.
2.25.

Himburg-Brernen Fire Ids. Co.
CASH ASSETS,

SURPLUS.

*1,246,468,43.

*658,323.34

ASSETS.
UNITED STATES, DECEMBER

31, 1880.

150,485.00
25,406.25

valued at

29,750.00

$80,000.00

23,000.00

Call Loans,
%}} market value of Securities,

$168,212.50. 140,000.00
43,134.30

Odds and Ends

Cash in Banks.
Premiums in hands of
Agents and in Transit.

That must be closed out.

Ladies’ Pebble Goat Button Boots,
“
Kid Button Boots,
“
French Straight Goat “
“
Button Newports, Extra,

iienuui i><» nuuu

$2.00

niuut*,

$304,348.42.
S. V. DORIAN,
New York, Manager.

—

JANUARY 1st, 1881.

dtf

Capital Slack.8300,090.00
Surplus. 771,760.39
Totnl Assets.1,371,709.39
ASSETS.

-OP-

National Bank Stock.$210,122.00
Kail oad Bonds. 200,390.00
Loans on Stocks and Mortgages, amply
secured. 200,325.00
Real Estate.
87,700.00
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums,
35,197.70
Cash on hand and in Bank. 339,625,19
Interest Accrued,.
17,924.07
Premiums in coarse of collection. 102,490.43

PAPER HANGINGS

LIABILITIES.

THE FINEST COLLECTION

dtf

*1,271,769

ever shown in Portland.

Cush

Capital,

Reinsurance,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

'^SS^BLS:

591

;

ALBERT MARWICK,
No. 15

1st. PREMIUM
AT

sented to the court this twentv-sixth day of Februi
rv, by Andrew D. Maxfleld of \Yindham, a Bankrnp
pray ing that he may be decreed to have a full db
charge from all his debts, provable under the Banl
rupt act, and upon reading said Petition
It is ordered by the Court that a
hearing he ha "
upon the same, on the Second day of May
D., 1881, before the Court in Portland in said ’dl k
trict, at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof 1 e
published iu the Portland Advertiser and the Por >
land Press, newspapers printed iu said Dlstric

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

eod2w

AND

TOWELS.

Lamson

IN BA1VItRUPTCY.—District Court of tl e
A L mted States, District of Maine. In the mattt
of Andrew D. Maxfleld,
Bankrnpt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been pn

Agent,

CRASHES

—

Portland, 1880.
State Pair, 1870.
ii
tb I
3V. E. Pair,1877.

received up to 4 p. m. and any
tS'-Freigb!
formation regarding the same
may be had at
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes
Ticket
State Rooms and further information annlv s
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
T. C.llKF
SEY, President, and Manager.
feb28dtf

8338,37*19

Surplus,

SAMUEL GOULD, President.
JAMES J. GOODRICH, Soc’y.
SAMUEL H. WISE, Ass’t Sec’y.

Congress Street.,

—

8300,000.00
443,190.39

Net

feblti

Annapolis,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amhers
Pictou, shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie. Chai
lottetown, Fort Falrfleld, Grand Falls, and oth«
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada Intel
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Com
ties, and Prince Edward Island Bail Road ;
and Stage Routes.

39

Liabilities)-9943,190.39

Boswortii & Morse,

On and after Tue8dav, Mar. 1st
steamers Falmouth, Capt. E
Hall> anii City of Portlanil
S. II. Pike,
will leav
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
.every Monda
and Thursday, at 0
p. m„ for Eastport
an 1
St. John, with connections for
Calais, RobbinBtoi
8t.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstoel
Orand
Menan, Digby,
Yarmontl
ji'«>

^lathe

1

Reserve aud
nil

We intend giving our special attention to decorating with Wall Papers, and have made the most careful and liberal selections possible in all grades from
the cheapest to the best.
Our new store is admirably adapted to the wants
of the trade, and we cordially invite the public to
an inspection of both store and stock.

ARRANGEMENT

—

Fire &Mam Insurance Go.

Feb. 24.

St

OF THE

MANUFACTURERS’

OPENED TO-DAY,
BUTLER, THURSDAY,

P. E. I.

^

STATEMENT

M.G. PALMER

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Manager.

AGENTS.

feb9

.50
1.00
3.50
“
“
“
3.50
Congress,
“
Newark Hand Sewed Bn. Boots 5.00
“
Wescott Calf Button Boots,
3.75
“
Rubber Bools,
2.50
“
Pure Gum Boots,
3.00
Ladies’ Rubbers, first quality.
.35
2.50
Imported Canadian Overshoes,

247 Middle St.

Ass’t

JOHN W. HUNGER & SON,

1*20

feb2

O. AFF1ELD,

PORTLAND OFFICE.

Child’s Kid Boots, bl’k & colored,
“
Grain Bals,
Men’s English Grain Bals,

Respectfully,

35,756.36

$905^101.91

Total,
Total Liabilities in the United States

2.00
3.00
1.25
“
1.00
Newport Ties,
“
1.25
Fancy Slippers,
“
Warm Slippers,
50e to 1.26
Misses’ School Button Boots,
1.15
“
French Kid Dancing Boots, 2.50

THE USUAL PRICES.

SPRING

THE

market value.
Bond and Mortgage
tlrst Lien on Real Estate,

Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.
feblC
eodtf

Towels, Crashes, Prints, Ging.
liams, Cretonnes, Shirtings, Hosicry and Corsets will continue ai
prices advertised last week.
SlT’Call and examine the good;
wc are
offering FAR BELOW

Charlottetown,

AGENTS.
eod3w

___

In hands of Trustees,
U. S. Bonds, market value.
At the U. S. Branch Office, New York,
U. S. Bonds, market value.
First Mortgage II. R. Bonds,

The sale of Bleached aud Brown
Cottons, White Quilts, Linen and
Turkey Red Damasks, Napkins

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me.,
John, W.B., Halifax, N. S.,

Ml.

MTATE.HK.Vr, DEC. 34, 4MMO.

IX

We have a Large Variety iu Low
P-iced, medium and Fine, and
slmll offer Special Inducements tc
all iu want of these goods.
W«
ofler New Torchon Laces. Fine
Black, Cream and White French
Laces, Spanish do., Swiss Edgings
Irish do,, at 15, 30, 25 and $1.23
for 12 yards. Everlasting Edgings, Climax—a new Linen Edge
pretty and durable Russian and
Nottingham Laces.
Cash’s and magic Ruffling in
all widths, &c„ <&c.

feb28

ltttt Fore

Deposited with Ins. Departments:
U. S. Bonds, market value.*457,570.00

INSERTIONS.

A. B.

OM~

JOHN W. MUNGER & SON.

$1.25.

reduced from

1.25,
1.50,

ARNOLD, President.

FRED. W.

lesday

-AND-

Job Lot of All Linen Crash at

a

great discount from regular price.
500 doz. large Heavy Twilled
Towels at lOcts., usual price 15c,
aud cheaper than you can hny
Crash.
( Lot very fine aud drat Fancy
Hucbabuck Towels, large size,
I ‘2 1-2 cts., equal to any 20c TowI el ever offered in the city. Also n
; lot of fine Towels at extremely

1

j
Opposite

Fnlmonth

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

9

Up
sep21

Hotel,

low

Flight Only.

One

dtf

week for three successive
weeks, and once 1 u
the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last
public! Ltiou to be
days at least before the day of hea
ing, and that all creditors who have proved the r
debts, and other persons in interest, may appear kt
said time and place, and show cause if anv th.
have, why the prayer of said Petition should not 1

once a

prices.

STUDLEY,

thirty

MIDDLE

1253
febltl

PREBLE,

CALL and SEE

Clerk of District Court lor said District
fel>28mar7&14&wlt9

Shirts.

P• L> S> Bi Si
To Whom It May Concern :
and after the first day of Mar.'ll next the f,
low ing prices will be adopted for shovelii

ON
coal

per ton: Pictou 12 cts.; and all domestic eo
shall bo 10 els. except domestic steamers wide
shalllie 12 cts. per ton. Shoveling salt per ho"
head 3 cts.. and stagemen’s wages shall be aecor
ing to the sbovelers.

Wheeling Coal—Wheelers shall have 35 cts. p
hour excepting on domestic steamers, which sh»
bo 40 cts. an hour night or day.
All men working on molasses, 35 cts.
per hou
and the regular rate of ’Longshoremen’s
wages slit
be as usual., 25 cts. per hour.

Decker Bros
l

L. B.

d3t

jT

Also

ST.

MWSfcwtf

Books, Stationery,

Pianos,

a

choice stock of iiret-class

j FANCY CARDS

Samuel Thurston,

febJS

eoq3w&w2w9

Stevens

Plains,

j

3 Free St.
eep29

Block,

PORTLAND

FRANK B. CLARK,

dtf

Bookseller and Stationer,
,

Maine,

A Fanner and Wife
carry on a farm in Deering. No
need apply who cannot give tirst-<dass n f
creuceand who are not thoroughly acquainted wi >h
their business.
ELBRIDGE GERRY,
Apply to the subscriber or Johu C. Gerrv 1 17
High Street, Portland, Me.
feb23
d&wt!

WANTED,

Harbor Commissioners’ Notice.
Portland, Feb. 23d, 1881.
hereby given that the Draw, in tli
Grand Trunk Railway Bridge, leading t<
Back Cove, will bo closed for repairs from Marc'

NOTICE
;

is

<>tli to the 20th inclusive.

I

i<Jk25

JACOB McLELLAN,
Harbor
)
TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,
C. H. FARLEY,
) Commissioner*

Portland ItuajFMi Ins. Co

to

Stockholders of

will be a
holders of said

GEORGES. WINN,Secretary
Portland, Feb. 25tb, 1 81.
feb26 dtd

;

BUTTONS »

LACES, EMBROIDERIES,

515

1

Portland, Me., Feb. 21st. 1881.
We have taken the spacious chambers 257 MU
die Street, head of Cross, (lately occupied by Sweet
scr & Merrill*,) and will open about March 3d, wit!
an entire new line of

feblB

We shall have all the Novelties in
licit a share of your patronage.

our

line

and

Congress

St.
codtjau25

| Miss S. A. Flood.
I will Re-open her Store

ou

February 23d, and offer*
Stock of

her Entire

TRIM MINOS &e.

FINE

sc

--

j ‘jTr'vnT
fcb24

GOODS,
AT THE-

Lowest

Prices.

The Stock consisting of

CO
dlw

and all

Special Meeting of the 8toe
Company, holden at the ofti
of
Xo-23 Exchange St., Portlai
I or. MONDAY, the 7th
day of March next, ai 3
o’clock p. III., to see If they will vote to reduce t
i par value of ti e stock of said Company from t ?n
dollars to five dollars per
share, and to transact a y
other business that may legallvcome before them

THERE

TO THE TRADE.

CHENERY &

the Havilai

Copper Mining Company:

Annual Meeting of the Portland Mutua 1 i
Fishing Insurance Co., will be held at tb !
office of W. 8. Jordan & Co., TUESDAY. March j
at 2% o’clock P. M.
Business,—Ele.'tion of officers etc.
GEO. vY. RICH.
feb22dlw
Secretary. I

THE
I

To Hie

did

IN SETS.

IN PORTLAND.

COLLEGI

teachers,goodaccommodatior
low prices. For circulars, address
EXPERIENCED

Pens,

Pencils, Autograph and
Photograph Albums.
1

HOWARD.

SEMINARY

Gold

Blank Books,

PIANOS AND ORGANS j

e

President P. L. S. B. S.

WESTBROOK

'

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

Per order

fe.28

FEMALE

Upham,

aged 53 years 10 months.

AMMETM.
Market Value.
National Bank Stocks.
$102,400.00
Keal Estate, Equitable Building. 116,000.00
Washington Street Estate, 14,900.00
United States Bonds,. 02,337.60
Uuien Pacitic R. R. Bonds,.... 23,000.00
New York Elevated R. B. Bonds.
11,300.0«>
Premiums in course of collection,..
10,848.12
Accrued Rents.
1,820.00
Cash in Bank nnd Office,.
17,066.00

AND-

51

Burial private.
In this city, Feb. 20, Margaret It. Mclvcr of
P. Q., aged 19 years.
In Freeport, Feb. 19, Jacob Brewer, aged 78 yrs.
Mrs. Lydia Day, aged 08 years.
In Saco, Feb. 23, Mr. Cbas. S. Patten, formerly
of Portland.
In East Denmark, Feb. 10, Mrs. Mary, wife of
Nathaniel Hale, aged 54 years,
In Saco, Feb. 23, Charles S. Patten, aged 08 years
In Saco, Feb. 18, Mrs, Helen, wife of William
Dorwood. aged 53 years 3 month?.
In Waldoboro Feb. 24, Dr. Geo. W. Colby, aged
62 years 9 months.
In Bremen, Feb. 17, Mrs. Phebe Willey, aged 54
years 3 months.
In Bremen, Feb. 24, Mrs. Elizabeth
aged
31 years 3 months.
In North Berwick, Feb. 22, Mrs. Cloe Burnham,

7,088.70

1.790.20
71,268.05

Total Assets.$349,271.02

—

Hamburg Edgings

We have had made to
order a large assortment
Fancy Percale and Cambric Shirts for Youths
and Boys. These goods
will be found reliable as
regards shape and workmanship, and comprise
neat and nobby styles
never before shown in this
market.

DEATHS.
In this
00 years.

,0 71,959.52

WM. P.

In Augusta, Feb. 22, Daniel W.
Pillsbury and Mrs
Emma G. Adams.
At Fruit Hill, North Providence, Feb. 1,
by Rev.
T. Laurie, George M. Porter, (formerly of Portland.)
principal of the Rhode Island School of Design,
and Miss Alice F. Angell, daughter of the lion, wm
F. Angell.

Assistant Organist—Mary E. Burnham,
Conductor—G. B. Buzzell.
Assistant Conductor—G. A. Mills.

08,024.02

granted.

Robbins.

Organist—Clara Carlton.

s

,

MARRIAGES.

$200,000.00

Surplus.

Net

fund the money.
Also a flue line of Summer Silks
at reduced prices.

Cathartic Pills a trial.
Price 25 cents per box,
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by Druggists.

Concert Chorus.

It is composed of the best
singers m the Sunday- School and its aim is to
improve the musical talent of the school. The
following officers have been elected:
President—G. B. Buzzell.
Vice President -G. A. Mills.
Secretary—Charles Bolton.

BY

Capital.

Reserve for Reinsurance (N. Y. standard).
Reserve for Unpaid Losses.
Reserve for all other Claims.

liver) yard of the above goods
they warrant not to breaK or
wear glossy.
If they do, will re-

Club.

tend the next lecture.

Cash

F. E. PRAY, Ch. of Lecture Com.
<13t

febliS

d3t

given a patient by a physician, and they are
lrequently perscribed by them. They give prompt
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and arc
entirely vegetable. When you desire* a prompt
movement of the bowels, give the Improved Family

onr

NOTICE.—For tlie past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively
sold.
It has always
been made pure and
healthy, and is to-day without a rival.
flgp~Slade’8 English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

83?”Tho public

4< I

84^388,900 39
BEN.J. F. STEVENS, Pres’t.
JOSEPH M. GIBBENS, Sec’y.
3
feb28

ever

B.TJKNT.
1st, 1881.

JANUARY

Course before the

8l.<l«ARV OF

Surplus

Five hundred dollars reward for a better remedy
relief of coughs, colds, sore tliro it, whooping cough, consumption, bronchitis, etc., than Dr.
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar.
It gives
immediate relief, is pleasant to t *ke, and occasions
no unpleasant nauseating feelings.
Sample bottles
only 10 cents; larg9 bottles, 50 cents.
Dr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid and
inert, by its use become unusually stimulated, and,
in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire system.
Price, 81.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best pill

paper.

PROVIDENCE, B. I.

3349,271.62

unpaid

for the

and to those intending to take out policies.
The year just passed is tho most prosperous
ever known for this old,
reliable and liberal
company,

fm

Norfolk.
Sid 12th, Alfred D Snow, Wiley, San Francisco.
Ar at Trieste 9th inst, Mary E Leighton, Leighton,

YORK COUNTY.

a very pleasant drive.
received by the Portland

[Latest by European steamers.]
Liverpool 13th, Belle O’Brien, O'Brien,

dim

islf

7Va o’clock, In

—

—

Wednesday Mrs. Elisha Luce, visiting at the
house of Mr. Charles Choate in Fairfield, fell
downstairs striking upon her head and side,
receiving, it is believed, fatal injurios.

with their teams and had

cowers,

Belfast.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

111

ao;

iseine

Spear, Charleston for Camden; Helen G King, Crosby, New York for Eastport; Allie Oakes, Rogers,
and Maggie Bell, Torroy, Rockland for New York.
Sailed, schs Nellie Bowers, and Albert Dailey.
Ar 24th, schs Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Cienfuegos
for Boston; Flora Condon, French, Bucksvile for
do; Wm Todd, Wood, New York for do; Irene E
Meservey, Meservey, and J L Newton, Stover. Hoboken for Boston; A O Gross, Haskell, Savannah for

Tho celebrated Leeman case will come
up
before Judge McKim in Boston
today to see if
a special administrator shall be
appointed. It
is believed that Mrs. Leeman will not be disturbed as it will probably be shown that she
was the wife of Edward
Leeman, the distribution of whose property is in question, and that
she was never divorced. Dr. Blagden will testify to the marriage as well as parties from
Bath and Woolwich.

rv

rortuonnson jor

$l,483v873~58

Mechanics Building,

170,530 6i
198,051 1!
417,3031! I
104,200 0(

lteed,

Chartered—sch M K Hawley, to load phosphote at
Orient for Brunswick, Ga, at $1.76 per ton.
NEWPORT—Ar 25th, sch Nettie Cushing, Robinson. New York for Boston.
Sid 25th, schs Redondo. Betts, and Hattie L Newman. Dorr, (from Providence) for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 25th, schs Ann Elizabeth,
Kelley, for New York; Nettie Waiker, Ingalls, do;
Eliza B Coffin, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 23d, schs (• M Bralnard. Kenniston, fm Wilmington for Boston; Lizzie

441,114 70
000,000 00
400,300 36

Capital.
Net Surplus.

Wednesday Evening, March 2d,

Cienfuegos.

Oft Newcastle 24th, sch Orrie V Drisko, for Port
Spin, at anchor.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 25th, barque Adelia
Carlton, Graut, Galveston, (and sailed for Philadel-

40

$142,402 47

Gross Premiums at 100 pr ct. on all
risks not terminated...

JAS. E.

Death losses
unpaid
Matured En-

Ar 26th, sch Ariadne,
FORTRESS MONROE
Dyer, Martinique.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 24th, sch Rebecca M
Walls, Walls, Havana.
Cld 26th, sch Mary E YanCleaf, Thorndike, for

The house, barn and outbuildings of A. II.
beth, 1; Deering, 1; Westbrook, 1; Gorham,
Townsend of East IParsonsfield, were burned
1; Bridgton, 1; Brunswick, 1; Windham, 1;
Thursday. Tho furniture, stock in barn and
Standish and Baldwin, 1; New Gloucester and
farming utensils were destroyed. Loss $3000Cumberland, 1; Gray aud Falmouth, 1: Seba- insurance $1500.
go, Naples and Raymond, 1; Harrison, Casco
The new Congregational church in Eliot
aud Naples, 1; Scarborough and Harpswell, 1; I will be dedicated
Wednesday, March !). Kev.
Yarmouth and North Yarmouth, 1; Pownal
Smith Baker of Lowell, Mass., will
preach the
and Freeport, 1. The only changes are in classsermon of dedication.
ing New Gloucester with Cumberland instead
of Gray, and Falmouth with Gray instead of
Cumberland.
Like Insurance.—Tiie 37th annual
lepoit
of the New England Mutual Life Insurance
A Pleasant Time.
Company, which is now ready, cannot fail to
The Biddoford Times says: The Union Law
Club, by invitation of the Portland Law Club, be of the greatest interest to policy-holders,

HOYC1

1,1 ABILITIES.
All known, reported and supposed
losses.

Reserve

Rockland.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY

attended the lecture given that club by Thos.
H. Haskell, Esq. of Portland.
Subject—

Tlie SEVENTH Lecture in the
M. C. M. Association will be given

Cassie Jameson, Pressey*

CHARLESTON—Cld 24th, barque Hecla, Gould,
Liverpool.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 23d, brig C S Packard,
Jones, Rockport; schs Cygnus, Steele, New York;
Ella May, McDonald, Charleston.
RICHMOND, VA-Ar 23d,sch E C Knight,Huntley. New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 23d, sch D B Everett, McLain,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

the arrangement of districts in Cumberland
county as follows: Portland, 5; Cape Eliza-

$1,071,428

ASSETS.(d,CSi,«(13 3N

STAT

04

LIABILITIES.
at
4 per ct.
in compliance
with
the statutes
of
Massachusetts
$ 1 :*
D i s t r ih utions unpaid

#822,109 79
249,208 00

°

Wiscasset.

Goodwin, Martinique.

Charles Leighton, out of work and despondent, committed suicide at Olneyville, K. L,
Wednesday night by taking poison. He belonged in Dexter.

Cumberland Representatives
The sub-committee of the House on classification of Representative districts have agreed

#1.071,42845
CONTRA.
Losses paid and unpaid, including all
known and supposed losses, return
Premiums, re insurance, taxes, rebates, and all otber expenditures,
Net gain for the year.

M. C. M. A

Cld 21st, birg Antelope, Ray, Cardenas.
Cld 25th, ship Screamer, Cousins, Liverpool.
Ar at Port Eads 25th, ship Zouave, Soper, from
Liverpool.
MOBILE—Cld 2otb, sch Sarah L Davis, Cottrell,
Havana.
CEDAK KEYS—Ar 21st, sch City of Chelsea,

KNOX COUNTY.

Relief.

Daley,

Congress St.

feb‘_>8

dowme n t s

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 17th, barque C O Whitmore, Shillabar, Guaymas.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 21st, roll Bessie E Dickin-

Dr. H. If. Eaton writes to the Camden Herald correcting many of the statements in regard to the condition of Mrs. Thurston of
Kockport, who it is alleged was cured by
prayer. He says her leg was not broken, the
circulation was not stopped, the loot was not
bent out of position, there was never
any danger of mortification and every bone was in its
natural position.

Relief, and Munjoy Lodge aud the Pythian

$970,089 70
101,338 09

jan 2 6

492 and 494

at

$15,941,879

lUEiflORMDA.

fisuing schr Iris, of Portsmouth, was struck
by a squall 23d, when eight miles SW of Boon Island, and had mainsail and jib blown away. The sch
Comet was struck by the same squall and lost mainsail and jib.

The Granite National Bank of Augusta will
reduce its capital from 81.50,000 to $100,000.

letter carrier
pointed one of the carriers and had been in the
service about eighteen years. He was a member of Harmony Lodge and the Odd Fellows

INCO.HE.
Premiums earned and terminated.
Interest mid other items,.

It. B. FULLER, Pres’t. THOS. II. LORD, Sec'y.
J. S. WINSLOW A CO.. Agents.

2< >
0< *
7< |

207,407 4,

Premiums upon policies
on which a valuation
has been made and reserved
Accrued Int. and rents
Cash in Banks
Loans on Collateral

The

Wednesday evening.

During the war, when the
system was organized, ho was ap-

£

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

FROM

The two story wooden house in
Augusta
owned by L. W. Luthgrow and occupied
by a
colored family named Secor, was burned on

& Bartol.

.--

Slianghae 24th, barque Bertha, Crickett.
New York. (July 30.)
Ar at Liverpool 24th, ship W R Graco, Black,

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

inui:

IMnrn 'I’ I7i.nkn11

RR.

Ar at

HANCOCK COUNTY.

at

]

tug L A Belknap, to load for Cuba.

2,000,000 bricks were made in Orland the
past season, consuming 850 cords of wood.

the

Staples

a

terly premiums
Renewal
Outstanding

Steamship Giendevon, (Br) llayes, New York, to
load for Glasgow.
Steamer Utility, Greenwood, Richmond, Ya—coal

Mr. B. L. Morton, an old resident of Farmington, died on Saturday last.
F. N. Harris of West Farmington
slaughtered last season 4,000 sheep.

Saturday night of
Tukey was born in
no

wants

Machias.

Exact, Kimball, North Boothbay—N Blake.
SAILED—Scbs Nicola, and L B McNichols.
SUNDAY, Feb. 27.
Arrived.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

died

jloji.

Chalcedony, Thompson,

at
market value
$10, 1,704
Loans on Mortgage
2,140,725
Real Estate ■
1,312,726
Premium Notes secured
worth
by
policies
double
the amount
loaned. 1,289,231
Amount of Deferred quar-

& Kelsey.
Pensaoola—Ryan
Sch

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

a

Received, #1,008,944 #3

Premiums
1

Stocks and Bonds

—

dated Feb. 15, 1881.
Press
by C. E. Foster,
509 7th street, Washington

Jl, Monroe,

the Year Ending, Dee. 31,1880

$1.00 Corset in the market.

ASSETS.

Exact, Kimball. North Boothbay.
Sch Bonaventure, Jewett, Westport.
Sch Emma, Sparrow, Bristol.
8ch Island Belle, Rockland for New York.
Cleared.
Sch Addie Jordan, Leavitt, New York
Milan
Steam Mills.
Sch Nellie T Morse, Hawley, Boothbay, to load for

A barn belonging to Mr. T. Dorman in Ashland was burned on the 10th inst.
Lodges of Odd Fellows have been instituted
at Fort Fairfield and Houlton.

carrier, died at his residence on Congress
street yesterday, after a long illness.
Mr.
Hinckley was a moulder by trade and came to
this city in 1852, when he was employed by

clerk in the Portland post office
vice Mr. Amos C. Frye, who has been
promo!
cd to route agent.
Miss Clara Merrill, soprano, Mrs. C. II
I’ratt, contralto, Mr. F. C. Payson, basso. Mi
Murray, organist, Mr. Morgan, tenor »id d
rector, form Williston church choir.

in

a'j,

Solicitor,

Account Current for

Amount insured, #01,310,001 oo

,

1

Moou seta.

Sch
Sch

STATE NEWS.

Methodist church aud belonged to
Chestnut street society. He was also a member of Maine Lodge, aud Odd Fellows Mutual
and State Reliefs.
Cyrus P. Hinckley, the well known letter

appointed

Cape Elizabeth.

plea.
Collector Chas. S. Jordan.
Town Agent—John Watson
Auditor—E. X. Jordan
CmstsUea—C. S Jordan, Jas. Parker, Jr
H. P. Barrett, S. S. Bryant, F. H. Harford.

into

Bishop Healey is expected home frew hi
western trip to-day.
Caj.t. Cbas. H. Beau of Brownfield Las bee

their usual health Sunday, Feb. 20th, die< [
before a week had passed.

a. viii

the

Freights and
Cargoes.
BOSTON' MARINE INSURANCE CO.

r

SATURDAY,

2,410, Fernald, Augustine S., Portland, Me.;
“Fernald’s Patent Shank Button” (label).

manufacturers and jobbers.
In 1877 Mr.
Tukey entered the firm of C. J. Walker & Co.
as salesman, retiring in
January last. He was
a consistent Christian, for 38
years a member

Personal.
Koadmaster Wagg, of the Maine Centra *
railroad, is rapidly recovering from a sever s

sunset;

viuuu,

for

green corn-cutter.
List dated Feb. 22d, 1S81:
238,029, Curtis, Andrew
spring bed.

in the boot and shoe firms of Hanson & Tukey,
Breed & Tukey, and Tukey, Chase & Co.,

George Keebles, the hackman at the hotel
it lying on the table and had picked it u ,

until ten o'clock. A good time
may be ex
pec ted.
Mild weather yesterday.
Mercury 18° ai
sunrise, 38= at noon,’36° at
wind south

Tukey

today

to

FOR
We shall continue selling our
Black and Colored Silks at prices

sworn

Arrived.
Steamship
Eleanors, Bragg, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Barque Elba, Powers, Boston, in tow of tug Hercules, to load for Cuba. To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Barque Jose R Ixipez, Leland, Boston, in tow of
tug Wm Kemp, to load for Cuba. To Phinney &
Jackson.
Barque Bonny Doon, Cole, Gloucester, in tow of
tug C A Warren, to load for Cuba. To Chase, Leavitt & Co,
Brig: Belle Prescott, White, Boston, in tow of tug
C M Winch. To J S Winslow & Co.
SchJerusha Baker, Chase. Machias—shingles to
Blake, and potatoes to I Berry & Bro.

237,812, Cameron, Wilmot F., Deering, Me.:
plow.
237,830, Jones, John W., Portland, Mo.:

on

of the

and carried it to the office.

At a Republican caucus held
betb, Saturday, the following

ui

An Honest Man.
Saturday morniug Mr. Freeman Hansoi
went into the United States Hotel, wrote a let
ter and atterwards took a
stamp from hi
pocket-book. He laid the wallet on the tabl
and forgot to put it into his pocket, lie tool :
the car for Deeriug and when about to pay lii j
fare discovered that his money was gone. Tit ^
wallet contained §400. When Mr. Hansoi ,
reached the hotel the clerk handed him hi 5
pioperty and he was delighted to receive n

the first lecture in the course at Harmon’s
Hall, West End, Monday evening Feb. 28th

from

the

from the house

typhoid pneumonia.

The grand promenade concert at
City Hal
next Tuesday evening, under iho
auspices o
the two branches of the Land
League of till
city, promises to be a great success, judging
from the efficient carps of directors and thi
rapid sale of tickets. The proceeds will bi
to

place

Mr. James G.

their patrons whenever ithasgivei
dance, and it proposes to make this a crown

devoted
League.

Patent
D. C.:

and attractive one.

vices will take
2.30 o'clock.

ing success.

morn'

ported

died at her residence on Brackett street Saturday evening. Mrs. Warren has been a great
sufferer during the past nine weeks, from embolism of the arteries of the leg, resulting in
gangrene, but has borne her troubles with
great patience and Christian fortitude, and
died peacefully trusting in the hope of a higher and better life to come.
The funeral ser-

programme of twenty

lawovirtUUU

Weekly

List of Patents.
list of patents granted

MARINE INSURANCE.
Hulls,

OF

reported

dents of Maine,

Mrs. Jane Stanley Warren, wife of Rev. 1.
P. Warren, editor of the Christian Mirror,

Morning

are

INSURANCE.

_

Failures.
failures for this week are re-

changes

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

■

Oi.

Ui.y Stery

following is th<

I

Sun

Lewiston—Jordan & Whittum, dry goods,
dis.; now A. K. P. Jordan.
Portland—Rollins & Whitten, coffees aud
spices, dis.; now Rollins & Rumery.
Chenery & Co., fancy goods; new firm, W.
M. Chenery, F. T. Foster, W. G. Washburn.

the
and

and the field is

tUO

The

|
I

A' !’f UK

dis.

Deceased.

sitisfying

The Montgomery Guards are requested tc
their armory at 8 p. m., Tuesday on
business of importance.
Rev. C. W. Bradlee of Sacarappa will give

Wednesday evening

now

governments will appear in full dress.
This evening the Union
Bowing Association
will give their last ball for the season at
City
Hall. Chandler's Band will furnish the music

to meet at

next

view? are exquisitely colored

IU

York
York.

riai

Auburn—Huston & Boynton, wholesale
cracker business, dis.; now T. A. Huston and
A. H. Gee, style T. A. Huston & Co.
Bangor—Buzzell & Shaw, boots and shoes,

lecture, which is one of a series he has in hand
illustrating tbe great scones of English history
from localities and relics.
Many of these

go to assure a great success. We understand
all officers of the army and navy, of the volunteer militia, and representatives of foreigt:

-AUW

trip through

UOdl

The following business
for the past week:

later times Rochester and Canterbury cathedrals, are some of the fine illustrative pictures
most of them entirely new to this country.
Mr. Bolles made a special trip last summer
over all this ground for the
purpose of this

grande toilette, the superb decorations promised, the magnificent music in preparation, ali

a

Obiaugcijr

.Mch
.Mon
.Mch
Mch

I

Business Changes.

Margate; the battle field of Aylesford; the
old castles of Pevensey, Hurst Monceaux and
Rochester, Hastings and Battle Abbey, and of

John

There is every probability that City Hall will
present the gayest and most brilliant appearance since the war on Friday
evening. The
names of the patrons of the
inauguration hall,
the fact that everybody is talking of
going in

will he

painting

beautiful counties of Kent and Sussex
around the coast, with views of the
places,
made famous in the earliest Roman, Saxon
and Norman times in England.
Dover with
its cliffs and castles; the shore and sands at

Balls.

ing.

Corner,

Model Retraction.
appeared in the

a

of

cake

in Maine:
A. Teresa Brown & Co., millinery goods,
Fort Fairfield, are reported assigned.
Robert Hanley, produce, &c., Bristol, is reported in insolvency.
Charles A. Severy, harnesses, carriages, &c.,
Brownfield, is reported failed.
Joseph G. Harmon, blacksmith. Limerick,
is reported in insolvency.
Cameron-Estes Plow Co
Portland. At a
meeting of the company and creditors held
Saturday afternoon an assignment of all the
plows of the company was made to Chairman
Frank, of the criditors’ committee, for the
benefit of creditors.

“Once to die: after thisthe

Plymouth church, describes

News Saturday:
Our novelist in the pursuit of his occupation
unfortunately included 'Gene Angell in a Centre street waltz, in which it was said he “circled merrily with Miss Susie Dunlap, in
white.” It was a very unfortunate mistake,
and it is not to be wondered at that he did uot
like it. Arming himself with a revolver for
the first time in twelve years, and accomnauied by a friend, he hung his oveicoat on the
News office nail, and waited for the News
man.
Upon the arrival of the latter, Mr. Augell laid the facts down in a thoroughly convincing manner, and it was agreed that a retraction should be made.
It couldn’t bo
helped. The artiole which Mr. Angell presented for publication we cheerfully print. It
is as follows:
The article in the Morning News of
yesterday entitled “A Love Tale,” and the same, which lias been
continued in this paper for Beveral days, contained
among o'hers the name of Mr. James E. Angell by
mistake. Mr. Angell has no connection with the
gang, and we are sorry that his name occurB in the
article. We again state that his name is thereby
mistake.
Dated Feb, 25, 1881.
It was a sad mistake and we cannot see how
it occurred. Perhaps the novelist was mistaken in the man. He may have been dazed
by
the gas, or perhaps his memory was at fault.
Or the mistake may have been made by the
type setters, or the proof reader.
About a printing office there are many opportunities for errors. Sometimes the type
setter does not read the copy
correctly, or in
distributing he may put the wrong letters in
his box. The proof reader may overlook the
error, or lie may mark it and the
type setter
will neglect to make the correction or will
place the correction in the wrong place. Nevertheless we are thoroughly convinced that it
was an error.
We are always convinced under
like circumstances, and we invariably rotrart.

there

Over the

York.

ported

Dr. Bolles Lecturo To-n ight.
The lecture by Dr. Bolles this evening at

Warden—Enos Alden.
Clerk—J. S. Sears.
Constable—Chas. B. Newton.
School Committee—Frederick Fox.
ward 7.
Alderman—Alonzo Drown.
Couucilmen—Benj. H. Huston, Frank Eveleth, Wm. F. Bachelder.
Warden—Elias Norwood.
Clerk—Wm Hayes.

and the election of a board of health.
Offioers Heath and Harris arrested Jamef
Larry Sunday morning for embezzlement oi
twelve dollars from Mr. Connell. Larry clear-

yesterday

H.

3.

following

ou

The following

The lecture was in two parts.
At the close
of the first, a verse from “Rock of Ages” was
the
sung by
congregation, beginning “While I
draw this fleeting breath,” &c. The second
painting, represented Moses on the top of
Mount Pisgah, taking an outlook over Jordan,
and over Canaan. At the foot of the mountain are seen the tents of Israel, tie river Jordan, and beyond the land of Canaan. In the
urai pari oar on warn
steps toward mo luture
life, and in the second our relations llhereto
were referred to and
illustrated by incidents
ns showing the destiny of all.
Close attention was paid by the audience,
and words of commendation of the speaker
made after the close.
These sermons will, in
like manner, be continued.

Alderman—J. F. Tucker.
Oouncilmen—J. W. Parker, M. A. Dillingham, A. F. Dyer.

includes 31 articles, relating among other
things to the erection of a new school house,
the purchase of property for school purposes,

ed out to Boston, hut returned

Hepburn, George

men

—

U.4/,

judgment.”

»AJttU O.

and

Canaan.

announced was,

Warden—Albert D. Dill.
Clerk— H. V. Fernald.
Constable—Chas. D. Latham.
School Committee—Peter H. Gordon.

About 9 o’clock Saturday evening what appeared to be a meteor, falling from the zenith,
lighted up all the heavens.
The warrant for Saccarappa town meeting

intellectual audience

the words, “There is an appointed time
to man upon the earth.”
In connection with
this, and the subject of the discourse, the text

W. Fletcher.
Councilmen—Chas. H. Baker, K. ThornG.
W.
Merrill.
dike,
Warden—A. T. Harper.
Clerk—Leonard F. Libby.

rough passage to Glasgow. Thirty-three head
of cattle died, and there was one fatal case of
sickness among the crew.

announced,—“Our

as

were

Alderman—Henry

a

subject

Moses ascending Mount Pisgah to the
place appointed to die.
In the distance was
the river Jordan winding along the sunny

Constable—Charles H. Coffin.
ward 4.

JS184,53G.H0.

A full and

ing

Alderman—Charles H. Jewell.
Councilmen—A. H. Harding, John T. Foster, -.
Warden—J. F. Wilbur.
Clerk—W. L. Sawyer.

A

the

Destiny.”

present, and paid close attention throughExtra sittings had to be furnished. At
the right of the speaker, on tho platform, was
a large painting, five
by seven feet, represent-

Warden—D. S. Murphy.
Clerk—Wm. W. McDonald.

The

sermon on

and intellectual power.
life when quite young,

nature—the loving communion with which in
its humblest or in its grandest forms, was with
him an all absorbing passion; and let us believe that to him, as to all its true worshippers, was revealed visions of a fairer life and
world, which our grosser senses vainly seek to
discern.
B.

was

Alderman—John S. Fitz.

Harper.

full

secure

•JVU.J,

mountains of

Eider,

inter-

Mch
Mch
.Mch

Chester
New York..Liverpool...
.New York.. London.Mch
S"®81® ..New York..Hamburg....Mch

As we may not measure and weigh by the
grosser physical appliances, the subtle forces
which fill all the world with the quickening
fire of life, which paint the flower and leaf
and glofifv the earth and sky he loved so well,
so let us, daring not to question, stand with
loving awe before that gentle spirit, who, all
unconscious of the troubled waves of selfish tumult which beat in vain against his serene

on

She will doubtless

City

orator

out.

at the
and the following nominations made:
ward 1.
Alderman—Albert H. Waite.
Councilmen—Nathan D. Eustis, Thomas
Burgess, Itichard B. Card.
Warden—Nathaniel Haskell.
Clerk—James Coffin.
Constables—W. H. H. Pettengill, J. G.
Johnson.
ward 2.

ward

several most

an

1
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
G
G
G
G
G
G
8
Jj
iJ
10
18
20
22
IS

statement t< 1
have proved so satisfactory
the Insurance Com which
to our customers the past week.
Wisconsin.New
As we are retailing many grades at
.Liverpool...
missioner of Massachu lower
Scythia.New York..Liverpool...
City
Montreal.. New
prices than they can be
Liverpool..".
Crescent City.New
.Aspinwall...
in large quantities of the
bought
setts
of
j
the
financia
[
Ncpigon.Portland....Liverpool....Mch
colon...New York..Aspinwall...Mch
importers, it is a rare opportunity
oarmatian.Halifax.Liverpool....Mch
condition of th NEII for any lady to secure a silk dress.
Ciroassun..Halifax.Liverpool_Mch
We have also secured four pieces
arisian.Halims.Liverpool....McL 20
ENGLAND
MIJTUAI
1
more of the extra wide Scotch loom
MINI
ALMANAC.FEBBUABY 28.
Damasks, at $1.00 per yd
San
s.6.38 High water, (a m)..11.1G
LIFE
INSURANCI ] Table
aet^,.5.47 |
0.00
which we have had constant calls
COMPANY of Boston for since our Linen sale of last
MA
NEWsi on the 31st of Decern month.
We invite inspection of the “InPORT
vincible Corset,” which we feel
PORTLAND.
her, 1880.
safe in recommending as the best
Feb. 20.
Caspian.Halifax.Lvierpool....
Olympus.Boston.Liverpool....
of

portray.

Illustrated Sermons.
At the Free Baptist church last evening,
Rev. J. N. Lowden gave his first illustrated

straight Greenback caucuses were held
Morning News office Saturday night,

Councilmen—James

audience with

houses.

attach to any such articles,
mark or number, name or

Barr, Michael Hanlan.

soc

Egypt—one embracing the
Egypt—which is said to be most in-

ones

Queens of
teresting.

Straight Greenback Caucuses.
The

There were 33,GOO bushels wheat; 17,001 corn;
433,033 feet lumber.
There were 14 deaths reported the past week.
Dr.

a

5.
Aldermen—J. B. Fillebrown.
Councilmen—G. W. York, Peter

not appear that the declarations of Lane were
made while he was on the land in
controversy. The
evidence was a lmitted. and the witness went on and
stated what he told Lane in regard to the line in
controversy, and what Lane did immediately following it. No further objection was interposed.
a

esting

ward

Supreme Judicial Court.
following decision and rescript were received
from the law court Saturday:
Hannah E. Lane vs. Thomas Gookins, Jr., et al.
Jlc»cript by Libbey, J.—Exceptions are taken to
the admission of certain
testimony of Alvin B.
Gookins and of Alvin Gookins. Alvin B.
Gookins,
sailed by the defendant, was proceeding to
testify
to an interview with Thomas K.
Lane, the plaintiff’s
devisor, when objection was interposed by the
plaintiff’s counsel. The defendants’ counsel then
said they proposed to show the declarations of
Lane,
to which the plaintiff’s counsel
objected, because it
did

AlttooflAn vnarlo

or

label,

passing about in the

icuiure on ijreece sne nas

letter, for purpose of identification.

The

Tbo .kill*?

or

their

to

lecture of the season.
It is understood that
Miss Townsend will give a course of lectures
to our people later in the season.
Besides her

ture of a personal correspondence.
Upon matter of tho fourth-class, the sendei
may write his own name and address preceded
by the word “from," and also the number
and names of the artieles nnelnsed
II,, mow

States, and has been used for forty years with

presented

was

—

and scholar.
He soon gradually withdrew from public
and active business, and entered upon a period,
terminating only with his decease, of a somewhat eccentric but singularly calm and peaceful life, which seemed more in harmony with
his finely strung and sensitive (esthetic nature,
and with those rare qualities of mind and
heart which, while they failed to fit him for
the stormy and sordid passions of active business life, yet
gave no uncertain evidence of
that beautiful and all-loving spirit that illuminated his every word and act, and endeared
him to all who came within its influences,
and which perhaps needs a more than human
intelligence, a higher symbolism than human
language, justly to appreciate or adequately to

“amber wines, and cates and dainties rare."
Really it was perhaps the most enjoyable

printed matter, as a mark of respect, and must
not contain anything that partakes of tho na-

MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
j™.
55i KUP is the prescription of one of the
best

picture

vivid

the slaves

tended to designate a word or passage of the
text to which it is desired to call attention.
3. There may be placed upon the cover oi
blank leaves of any book, or of any printed
matter of tho third-class, a simple manuscript
dedication or inscription; such dedication oi
inscripiion must be confined to a simple address or consignment of such book or other

Old

an

a

minds, which ended by allowing them to

matter of the third-class, or upoi
the wrapper enclosing the same, the sendei
may write his own name and address, with th<
word “from” above and preceding the same
and in eithor case may make simple marks in

Remember Cornish opens March 1st, with
all the new and nobby styles ol the season.
years'

piece,

?»naiLe *;..New York..Liverpool... .Mch

Lake Manitoba
Portland.. ..Liverpool.... Mch
city or Rio JaneiroNew York. .Rio Janeiro .Mch

political

JEschjhis
descending from tbs

Then

.New York..Marseilles.. .Mch
York .Havre.Mch
York.. Pt au PrinceMch
Ait 0AY
‘,.New
u
New York.. Havana.Mch
Jwhington..
"
Wf®.New York.. Havana.Mch

Canada.New

graceful eloquence, inoisive yet kindly wit,
varied
learning, wonderful memory, and
pleasing address, won for him an enviable
position in the legislative councils, and in sooiety many firm friends and a wide reputation
as

NEW ADVERTISEMENT.* !

for

York.. St Jago,.Mch
5™**?.New York.
Aecapulco.New
.Asplnwall... .Mcli
JJJr, *.New York.. Liverpool ...Mch

member of the House of Representatives
for several years prior to 1837, and was elected
State Senator in 1842, and at once rose to emi'
neuce as a
dobater and leader. His

stage, she conducted them to seats in the audience, pointing out prominent figures abouf
them: Pericles then in the full blaze of glory,
Artemisia
young Socrates,
Aspasia and
seated on one of the high seats in the rear, and
other famous personages.
Then the play begau, and by presenting a brief synopsis of the

Upon

2.

Bankruptcy.

Forty

Agamemnon.

reduced rate of postage:
1. Date and name of the addressed and o.
the sender of circulars, and the correction o:
mere typographical errors therein.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
C M. A.—Hon. Nathan Webb.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Spring Opening-D. E. Cornish.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Remember Cornish.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For this week—Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Hamburg Edgings—A. B. Butler.
We-tbrook Seminary.
A Fannerand Wife
Wanted-Elbridge Gerry.
P. L. s. B. S.—L. B.
Howard, Pres.
International Steamship Co.
New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.
in

commercial paper:
papers of lega

as

much

from

«OT..„

was a

derful structure, and showed them the in
terior, taking them upon the stage and reveal
ing to them its mysteries; from thence lookinf
out upon the motley audience of 30,000 souls
drawn from all parts of tho world to witnesi
the last great representation by
o:

ments of insurance companies, bills of goods
bank notices, &c- Letter postage must nou
be paid on tho abovo named, but the followiuj
additions in writing are still permitted at tin

M.

originality
He entered political

nearly. After giving her hearers f
graphic picture of the building and iti
surroundings, she took them inside the won

procedure, deeds of all kinds, way bills or bills
of lading, notices, invoices, the various docu

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

oped

two

Portland

■

CITY^ANtT VICINITY.

over

most

Important Change in Postal Matters.
Postmaster General Maynard lias revoket
section 232 of the postal regulations of 187! i
which permitted to pass through the mail a
third-class matter at the rate of one cent fo:
two ounces, all printed
filled out in writing, such

best families of the State.
Mr. Lane received a liberal education at
Bowdoin College, and at an early age devel-

thousand year:
have passed.
Then she described the great
theatre, built against the Acropolis, capable ol
seating 30,000 people, the entire population o

Gorham, j. Irish.

^gp

others whose names
and
are
quite a;
familiar
to
the
school
of todai
boy
of the
as those
great men of our owi

Socrates

Pericles,

century, although

NOTES.

Hall ow ell, c. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston. Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Medianie Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes,
iiichmond, G. A. Beale.
Rica land, O. C. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wlsoassci. Gibbs A Rundle*.
Woodford’s Comer. H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

JEschylui

served in the war of 1812, and who was both
by culture and birth a high toned gentleman
of the old school, and belonged to one of the

flourished

still good seats left for Robson i ;
Crane’s performance at Portland Theatre.
The Lanrent-Corclli troupo will appear a
City Hall in Ollivette shortly. They havi
had great success at the Gaiety, Boston.
There

WAULING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

[Blddeford Journal.]
The Late Hon. Thomas O. Lane.
The late Hon. Thomas Cutts Lane, who is
the subject of this brief memorial sketch, was
born at Salmon Falls in Hollis in 1811. ne
was the only son of Col. Isaac Lane, who

s

Our Little Ones

FAN OY
Must
I

|

i«b22

GOODS,

be Sold by the First of April.

dlw

March Number for sale by all Newsdealers; 1 5
a copy; $1.50 a year.
Ono specimen fret
! v; ICKI.Y prepared for Pies cap be bought in
Address RUSSELL PUBLISHING CO., 149 A, Tr< I X.
quantities to suit, at
COBH'a B.tKERT,
feblSdtf
mont Street, Boston, Mass.
feb25 d3t
cents

FRESH MINCE MEAT

The Graces.
When the faith* of the world were without a doubt,
And the loves of the world were true;
When the Are* of the gods were not yet stamped out,
And the trouble* of men were few,
Three goddesses walked by a shady stream,
•Neath the glowing skies of Greece,
Who were sprung from the father of gods supreme,
And were Majesty, Joy and Peace.

And the

men of those days, who their presence felt,
Had named them the Graces three;
And worshipped their smile*, at their altars knelt,
And sought for them

steadfastly.

All, those were the days when a clear blue sky
Smiled down on a joyful earth,
Whose daughters and sons raised to heaven
cry
Of uufettered. unfeigned mirth.
But though the sun ha* a* warm a ray,
And the rivers as
flow;
Though the sea of today sings as sweet a
Ana the flowers as brightly blow,

calmly

their

lay,

The fai*hs of today are no longer warm,
And the thoughts of today not ca m,
The hymn* of today can no'kmger charm,
And our troubles can tiua no Dal in.

Where now can we look for the forms of peace
Which our fathers worshipped of old?
Must the hope which they held forever cease?
Are the loves of the world all cold ?
No; surely these maids of the past are here,
They are walking the world again;
Their eyes as of yore shine kindly and clear,
And they hate as yore our paiu.

Stage-Box Episode.
THACKEBAY BITCUIE.

We all of us know, or if we do Dot know,
we have all of us beard of Sadler’s Wells
theatre, standing in regions very distant
from the West End. But the great circles
of iron have brought this mighty city into
bounds, and it is possible nowadays to take
one’s pleasure or to attend to one’s business
half a dozen miles from home.
Sadler’s WelU does not, however, depend
for its audience upon the dwellers on the
Capitoline hills of Mayfair or South Kensington. It has its own life, its own interests and sympathies; It is
essentially the
theatre of the Aventines—a republic where
the pit and the gallery reign supreme. It Is
a handsome building, well
proportioned, of
oval shape. A great stage fronts the audience.
come
from
the
They
neighboring
streets aud roads, from their
dwellings by
the river, from suburban squares .and
busy
roads. What Sadler’s Weils was once we
may still see painted on the curtain—a

place, shady and umbrageous,
““U

Jtunuucu

1.1U1C3,

by attentive gentlemen, trip
restoring waters. If this were really

corU-ij

CO*

to tbe
a

thea-

for the Aveutines. if we were Romans living io blue and yellow weather, this people’s colosseum might have been left uninclosed and open to the stars of
heaven; but
as it is, we are Euglish,
shuddering in a familiar atmosphere of crape and half-mourniug fog, and so the house is safely shut
away from the winds and the weather, and
the moonlight is home-made, and is manufactured expressly for the love scene.
A lovely moon, a lovely scene it is, as wo
find when the curtain rises and the play be
gins; and then, in a little while we are
touched by some magic. The theatre fades
away; that stage is no stage; London is not;
Sadler's Wells is not; two centuries roll
back; the audience, the moonlit tragedy, all
are conveyed away from the
present to a
pa-t of Shakspeare’s creation, to Italy, to
Verona, to the home of Juliet and of her
tre

lover.

Shakspeare, like Beethoven, works with a
strange intiinato charm, indescribable, but
unmistakable. As the people listen, all that
they see and hear becomes their own, becomes themselves; their own secret
told,
their own feelings revealed. We never took
we
never
fou 'ht in the streets of Vepoison,
rona, we never conquered France; we never
loved, hated, endured, philosophized,

dreamed such dreams: never saw such
in nature, never gathered such
dewy
flowers as Shakspeare did, nor heard the
birds sing as they sang to him; but nevertheless, as he speaks to us we know it all, we
feel it all; we are touched and made into
poets, strung to some greater mood than our
customary humdrum.
Last night we saw a thousand poets utterly bewitched, charmed out of themselves,
dwellers in Islington and Hearnslow,
neighbors of the “Angel,” humble
pedestrians
who count from one public house to another.
There they sat—gods in the
gallery,
poets in tho pit—watching the moon that
rose two hundred years
while
the
ago,
nightingales that sang in Shakspeare’s time burst
into a new song.
“Romeo and Juliet" is
very like the s-ory a nightingale might tell.
It begins quietly, with some faint echo of
what is to come, a low thrill, a
pause—passion’s note suggested, and then silenced for
a moment—then
the jug-jug of commonplace, and then comes a great passionate
outburst thrilling into every heart.
The great theater was full of hard-work-

sights

ing, honest faces, people resting and forgetting their week’s work, not lazy Capitoliues
trying to wile away an evening; the pit
surged to the stalls, the galleries were
broad, and filled with this good audience.
There were only about half a dozen boxes
in all; I think four on either side.
Two or
three of these were tenanted by
family parties who had come to see the
tragedy of

“Romeo and Juliet.” In one of them sat a
whole row of sociables, middle-aged, discursive people, evidently with
many reminiscences of other Romeos and
Juliets, cheerwhile
their
heads nodded.
discoursing
fully
In the next box was a silent
party; in the
front of the box sat a beautiful young woman, with her head leaning on her band.
She was pale, dark-haired; a diamond star
was flashing in her thick
plaits, and a diamond was twinkling at her throat. She
was dressed in black velvet.
A little white
muslin girl, wth lovely brown eyes, sat beside her; a middle-aged lady in a lace
cap,
and a bald gentleman with a pair of
opera
made
glasses,
up the party. They all looked
on very intently, though
they did not say
much about it. The bald gentleman was
Dick Willoughby, the well-kDowu theatrical
critic of the Daily Harlequin. He had
brought his wife and his beautiful friend,
Mrs. Baxter, and his little niece to see the

tragedy played.
Willoughby, whose profession some persons might envy, and who was
actually paid
for going to the theatre, looked with a
kind,
grim sort of sympathy at his little niece,
who sat breathless with her dark
curly head
against the red curtains, wondering and absorbed by this unknown spectacle, this sea
of passion tossing before her toward some
vast horizon undreamed of bv little
girls of
fourteen nowadays. She might have made
a pretty study for a painter, had there been
present, and able to withdraw his eyes
from the wonderful, the melodious, heartrendiug history enacted that night.
The play begins. Gay Mercutio, in his
glittering doublet, had said his say; the
fiery Tybalt has breathed vengeance against
one

the

Montagues; old Capulet, in his satin
doublet, has tried in vain to calm his furious
kinsman, and then, lo! the scene changes.
The moonlight is streaming on the woods
and gardens of Yeroua, on the terraces and
heavy-scented flowers, on the balcony,
where Juliet—dear, rebellious,
tenderly gen-

Juliet—stands in her white robes.
The light falls on the sweet face with Us
wistful story. Then comes Borneo
very
quickly; he stands at the foot of the balcony, the lady bends from above; the scene
seems touched with some
mystic rapture.
“My bounty is as boundless as the sea, my
love as deep; the more I give to
thee, the
more I have, for both are
infinite,” says
Juliet’s tender voice; and then she vanerous

ishes, with a soft, white Hash, returning,
lingering, dying away, like Summer lightning. “Sleep dwell upon thine eyes, peace
in thy breast,” says Borneo, with all a true

lover’s tenderness.
“Oh, Uncle Dick,” said little Margaret,
clasping her hands in speechless sympathy.
“Yon are not the first to say oh f to all
that, Peggy,” answered Uncle Dick, kindly.
The scene in the friar’s cell soon followed.
“Friar Lawrence is a first rate conjurer to
pull all those beautiful thiugs out of that
basket,” said Willoughby lo bis wife. “Have
yon done with the glasses, Beil?” and he began looking In the direction of the opposite
box, which had been empty till then. Some
one bad just come in and sat down in a seat
behind the curtain.
“It seems all so real, Aunt Bell,” said little Margaret, in a whisper; “only more real
than real things.”
“nis wonderful wealth of language must

have something to do with it,” said Willoughby, gently shutting up his glasses. “He
calls in ail nature and ail English to his aid
—eh, Mrs. Baxter, don’t It strike you so?”
He was looking at her with an odd expression, as if he wanted to hear her voice,
to guess what she was
thinking of from
what she said.
“lam like Margaret; I oan
only sympathize,” said Mrs. Baxter. “I think It Was
verv happy for Juliet that she died with her
faith In Romeo unchanged;” this she added
net

Wttarlv, but with

a

heavy sigh.

married; she had been an heiress,
Felicia Marlowe by name. The young mistress of Harpington Hall had been lett Very
young, very self-willed,to her own discretion
and indiscretion, to her childish moods, to
her make-shift life; she had been overpraised and over-loved, perhaps, by the
were

hy some people

earth,

—London Socirty.

green, rural

they

All this has been told elsewhere, but one
odd phase of the story happened two nights
ago, and I write it down as it was told me

our song must unworthy be
Of ’hese Graces who haunt us today,
Yet the poets of Greec* sang less truthfully,
And we worship as fondly as they.

BY ANNE

cared so much for him and herself too, and
because she cared so much for the quality of
his love, and because she was jealous of
some one far more suitable than herself.
He was Colonel Baxter, a widower when

sult.

And although

A

jarring tempers; he was suspicious, poor,
easily angered; she was impetuous, diffident, exacting, because she loved him a- d

cousin from whom she inherited the old
house which had been her home and the
scene of her failure and success in life. She
had been engaged to him nominally, but
they both knew that even if he recovered
they were lovers only in name. Felecia’s
heart had beaten its own measure, and
ached to Its own longing, although her future had been settled for her by others;
then when the time came, and she was free,
and able to mould it to her heart’s desire,
she was, perhaps, disappointed with the re-

In these days of sorrow and hopeless grave*,
When the' winds of Time have called
On the ocean of Life fierce angry wave*,
Man bows his head appalled.

Majestic Ethel, and Gertrude’s mirth,
And the pe-ice of Hilda’s smile,
Have recalled o a doubting, sorrowing
The pleasures It lost for a while.

interposed with a
“Hushlhush! Juliet is coming.” She did
want
her
friend Felicia to dwell upon
not
her trouble*.
This la the fag-end of a story, which all
happeued years ago, only a little bit got
broken off, so to speak, and was fastened on
again by chance on this particular night.
The hero and heroine of my little story
lorcd each other long ago, tenderly, passionately; then they quarreled, then they made
it up and were married; they had loving but
Willoughby hastily

POETRY.

Mrs.

who were present.
It was from Mrs. Willoughby I heard it
all. She is a middle-aged woman who has
known a good many people, and seen something of the world, (which means seeing
something more than people sitting in rows
in it), and Felicia Baxter and she were old
friends. Mrs. Willoughby had been at Felicia’s wedding, and admired—as who would
not admire—the lovely young bride and the
statiy bridegroom, little thinking of the dismal result of ah this white satin,
organ-

straining, promisii g, vowing, bride-cake
and congratulations.
Everything seemed
propitious. One of Felicia’s former lovers
was
present, in a dejected attitude, the
friends who approved and the friends who
disapproved were there,' all equally smart.
The colonel’s little daughter, a child of
twelve, was there with the aunt and the
cousin who had brought her up, and with
whom she was to remain until the
couple
returned. They were to spend a mouth or
two at Rome, and then come back. But
though after a time they came back, little
Lucy Baxter remained, by her father’s wish,
with the cousin for whom

she had so great
affection.
When disagreements began between the
colonel and his wife, Col. Baxter, who was a
somewhat
morbidiy fastidious person,
shrank from bringing little Lucy from her
to witness the disturbance,
home
peaceful
and strange, almost inexplicable troubles of
his new life. She was nearly thirteen. In
a year or two she would be a woman.
He

‘‘Did you

ashamed that the two women wl,o 1,aH
made his home there ten years and more
should know his present perplexities. He
made one excuse and another to put off
Lucy's coming, and Felicia guessed the reason and felt a wild, miserable
pang in her

heart; self-reproach, acquiescence, bitter

re

sentment, were all there in her foolish passionate soul.
One day she said to him:
“You married me, but you never loved
me.
Why did you come to disturb me?
What was there to prevent you from marrying some one else? If it was only my money you wanted, you might have had it all for
the

asking.”

Baxter’s dark face turned white.
“I can’t forgive this,” he said. “It is no
use, Felicia. I must go away. You can’t
say anything to undo this. I have felt it all
coming for some time past. You have insulted me, wounded me, humiliated me
my past endurance.”
“Oh, Jim! Jim! You would not have
spoken to me so,” sobbed Felicia, apostrophizing the dead cousin to whom she had

true lover’s hand?” sobs Juliet.
Margaret was crying; Mrs. Willoughby,
rising up from her seat, was pulling fainting
Felicia away from the front of the box.
There was a rattle at the handle of the door,
it opened wide, and Col. Baxter walked in.
“Fay!” he cried—“Fay, forgive me; won’t
you forgive me?”
She gave a cry, a spring, and clung to
him, close to his heart.
Little Margaret never forgot her first play.
I think Col. and Mrs. Baxter’s domestic
troubles seemed to her very tame, compared
with Mr. and Mrs. Montague's.
Dick afterward confessed to his wife that
he had expected something of the sort. “1
was talking to my friend Mr.
Fladgate at the
club,” he said, “and seeing Baxter at his elbow, I took care to tell Fladgate, in his
hearing, that Mrs. Bateman had sent us a
box for to night, and that Felicia was to
come with you.
I wonder how long the
peace will last,” lie said, with a doubtful

look.

Mrs.
“They
other, Dick,”
Willoughby, “and then people can afford to
quarrel, can’t they. Dick?”
Dick laughed. “Yes, Bell,” said he, “perhaps they can, but it’s pretty expensive
love each

said

amusement.”

The sunshine of many a happy hour has
been turned into dark despair by the death of
loved ones, caused by neglected colds. Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup has saved innumerable
lives by its timely use.
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says: “It has
tations.”

than realized my expec-

more

Professor

SI. Carnoclian,

Professor of Surgery Kew

York Medical College, says:
My patients derive marked
and decided benefit from it.”

Professor IE. Goulloi:,
SI.®-, Physician to the Grand Duke of
Saxony; Knight of the Holy Cross, etc., says:
“It gives more tone than anything I have ever

ten had she

turned some page in her short
life’s history and begun to live alone! She
was perhaps more forlorn now than she
had
ever been.
People did not know her story
for certain, but they
whispeied it about and
looked at her pitifully. She kept
away and
could not face them.
It was not till some weeks had passed that

Mrs. Willoughby brought her up to London
by main force.
“The poor little soul will go out of her
mind if she is left to brood all
by herself in
that dismal old place. I hate that Col. Baxter, Dick,” said Mrs Dick emphatically.
—--

--
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“The properties of the
Coca aro the most remarkable of any known to
the medical world. From repeated porsonal
trials I am convinced that it3 use is highly
beneilcial and tonic.”
Valuablein malaria; aguo; malarial debility;
dumb aguo; low fever; marasmus;
paralviic;
spinal and nervous affections; female weaknesses; bilious and liver affections; weak
throats; palpitation and othor affections of the
heart; epilopsy or falling sickness; weakness
of tho voice of actors, singers, public speakers
and clergymen; colic; flatulency; seasickness;
falling out of tho hair; asthma; shortness of
breath; wasting diseases; etc., ote. It is gratefully refreshing aud restorativo after prolonged
mental and physical strain. Iti s pleasantand
agreeable, and i3 readily retained by tho most
delicate stomach. Dr. McBcan (British Medical Journal) found It of great sorvico in consumption. Baron von Humboldt says he
has never known a case of consumption or
asthma among those accustomed to its use,
and that they live to a great ago, retaining their
mental and physical faculties to tho last

(Cosmos).
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pale

and

It was at this instant, happening to look
round, that Mrs. Willoughby caught sight of
the occupant of the opposite box,
who, forgetting his precautions, had leaned forward

for a minute; then he withdrew almost immediately. That black, set face, that closecropped, military head—surely she could
not be mistaken. She glanced at her friend
anxiously, then she touched her husband’s
hand to attract his attention.
“Dick,” she whispered, “do von see?”
“Yes; I saw him come in,” said Dick, in
a low voice.
“Don’t look; you might frighten him away.”

Then the critic, who had to write his article, however much other people were distracted, went back to his notes again. Little
Margaret followed every word with rapl at-

tention; to her the play was everything, and
everything else nothing. Mrs. Baxter, too,
seemed to have found some relief from the
weight of her present troubles in Juliet’s
pathetic words; the color rose into her

cheeks, her eyes brightened.
“Bravo, Juliet!” said Dick, when Juliet,
after her great outcry of childlike terror,

suddenly, nobly, calmly drains the sleeping
draught. Then came that last great scene
where life and death seem struggling for a
while, and the unseen and the present meet,
and human beings fall helpless and prostrate before the awful doom of fate.

It

not till this last scene that the opposite curtain was pushed back, and that
Col. Baxter, seeing his wife’s beautiful, sad
face leaning forward, leaned forward too.
Who was it spoke? Was it Shakspeare
who spoke in faithful, ever-enduring words?
was it Baxter? was it Felicia?
“Oil, my
was

my wife!” says Romeo.
Felicia looked up. Had some voice called?
Perhaps she looked away because she could

love,

not face it all; but from across the
great
theatre she met the steady look of her husbaud’s eyes the two saw each other. With
a faint cry Felicia half lose, and half mechanically put out her arms, as Juliet had
done; then she turned and caught at Mrs.

Willoughby’s

outstretched hand.
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with Maine trade, as a traveling
representative in a thoroughly established
manufacturing >tnd jobbing house, with tine trade,
rapidly increasing in specialties. *'r to a young
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None need apply unable to
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Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps it. superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of oar country of Cdolplio Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uuequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers,
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generally suffices.
B. Dewey & Co.,
46 Dey Street, N. Y., §1.00 complete, Six packages
$5.00. Treatise and remarkable statements by the
cured, mailed free.
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Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
II. A. Choatk, Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Geraghty, 51 White St., Lawrenco.;
Mrs. A. J. Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
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Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mrs. Geo. Webster, GOEccliange St., Portland;
Airs. George Hayden, West Iioxbury, Mass.
Airs. A. AI. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Alass.
Alille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donna;
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Rev. C. II. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Sam’l Benedict. Jr. G97 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
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CURE for

Constipation, Biliousness,

Liver Troubles, Piles, Indigestion, Sick Headache
and Dyspepsia.
Their cleansing and tonic action
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liter and digestive organs remotes all impurities from the system, purifies the blood,
relieves the overtaxed kidneys, and establishes regular and natural action of the bowels. Pleasant to take, free from all unpleas
ant or debilitating action and can be used
freely with perfect safety. For sale by all
druggists in half lb. glassjars. Price 50 cents
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blood.
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remedies without avail. I was persuaded to try
your drawing and healing salve,and am happy to sav
has met with complete success.
EDWAJtD F. KENXEV,
No. 0 Knapp St., Boston, Alass.
IV. F. Phillips «■ Co., Wholesale Agent*.
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Cures

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debilitjr, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a had State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.
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ENGLAND AGENCY,

Washington

Street Boston.
BALDWIN,

now
offers
by
the Night train between Bangor and St. John,
two trains each way every week day, and one
every Sundiy (night ) between Boston, Portland
and Hi. John, Halifax, and all parts of the
Maritime Provinces; trains leaving Portland at
The latter making con12.40 and 11 15 p. m.
nections with trains for Moulton, W'oodstock,
Wt* Andrews,
Ht. Stephen, Frcdei icton,
Fort Fairfield nud Caribou.
Limited Tickets for St. Johu and Halifax ou sale at reduced rates.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland ns
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
The day
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. m.
trains from Bangor, anti all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.46
and 12.50 p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in. Tbe
Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.50

H. P.

Portlaiid ^ Ogdeasburg Bailroad
FALL

WINTER Alt KANG KM ENT.

A'

Conansenciug

December

6th,

I SSI).

further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

Until

_

ra^ -.'TTiL-

LEAVING PORTLAND

7.45

a. m.—For all stations running through to
Mwuntou, Vt., connecting with B. 0. &
M. It. It. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Express on Passumpsic It. It. for Newport
and Montreal.
2 45 p. m.—For Fubyuu’a and intermediate

PAYSON
Portland. Dec

PORTLAND:

on

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
nnd

Monday, Ocl.
IN, ISSO, **a»«en«er Train.

-3-“^FOB

LEAVE
PORTLAND
RONTON at 8.45 a. m.,

Market,

Exeter,

Haverhill,

Lawrence, Andover and Lowell, at 8.45 a.
1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochenter and Farmington, N. II., at 8.45 a. m.k 1.00, 3.30 p. in.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
Concord

(via Lawrence,)

at

Cl

Cl
Gi

C1
CEROCERS,
C'l
M

W

1

1/UbUUIU.l VCUllin

A

II uu

LIQUORS

lcindM, in the

mUGrVAL,

PACKAGES,

<x

LUMBER,
LUMBER.

Doors, Blinds, Windows Ac.
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble St
Mich. Pine A Hard Wood.
WIDBER & 13 ICON, 220 ComT St.

and Boiler Makers.
PORTLAND COM PAN Y, East End, Fore St
straw c ;oo<i*. silks Ac.
JOHN E. PALMER, 243 Middles
f t ILLINERV and Millinery Goods,
ill BIBBER, MORRILL & McMANN, 92 Cross s

\g ACHINISTS

JjJL

Millinery,

P lantern and Shippers.
TIMMONS & HAWES, 119 Commercial

OYSTER'-.
St
Oil*,
Supplies.
\V.
PERKINS
JOHN
FAINTS.
CO.,
Oils
F1CKETT
PAINTERS’ SUPPLIES,
CO.,
Hangings,
Stationery
Middle St
LORING, SHORT HARMON,
PAPER
J.
PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.. Congress
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup
PETTENGJLL, Mfr.,
PICKLES.
GOODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
KUBBERWORTH, Middle Exchange
Importers
Commercial St
THOMAS,
CO.,
SALT.

Varnishes A
&
74 & 76 ComT st

J. B.

a!l kinds
187 Fore St

&

C. H. BOS

st.

Ac
8 & 10 Market st

cor.

&

sts

aud Dealers.
BACON &
86

HALT. Importers A Dealers.
EMERY & FUR ISH, Head of Union Wharf.
HIP BBOH ERS, Stores A Chandlery.
J. S. WINSIA>W & <>j., 3 & 4 Central Whf
t*HIP BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN & KELSEY. 161 Commercial St

Plated and llritannia Ware.
RUFUS DUNHAM & SONS, Mfra, 218 Fore st
Gas. Water A Ventilating Pipe
DANIEL WINSLOW & SON, 7 Cross St
gjTOVfcS, Ranges, Sinks and Castings,
STOVE FOUNDRY CO., 244 Fore
PORTLAND
o
A Molasses Importers.
GEO. S. HUNT & Co., Agte Eagle Refinery

MF.
dtf

FORE

dec31

F.

if.

it FAISON

SUGAR

rniACKLE Blocks Galvanized Boat Trimhi tug*. T. LAUGHLIN & SON, Center St.
JL

HE AS, Coffees, Spices and Grocers’Sundries.
/
u. W. S1MONTON & CO.. MfK., 13 & 15 Union
J
mi^ WARE, Mfg’s and Dealers.
TENNEY & LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
j
JL
r.flUUR
Oorn», Buniontt and
'1dV\v\u«
mBUVK8, Bags Ac., Mfrs. and Dealers,
Nail* treated withG. B. BROAD & CO., 152 Exchange St
.:r..tuit Fain.
Operations on j
A Tailors’ Tvianui
*.
-f
(Joins, 25 cents each.
|
CHADBOURN &
eoutt
|
DALL, 168, I 10
From 145 Treraont Street
Boston, will be at IT. S.
7 Hotel. Room 19 M AR.
35. tor Four Days onl a

Printers’

■

10»

fet>24

WOOLENS

occupied by

Has been

particulars regarding

the above

can

the

be ob-

To be Let.
1, 1880. the
premises now occupied by F. O.
A
No.’s
35 A 37 ExCo.,
Bailey
Apply to
change St.
On uml

after Oct.

IIENKY VEERING,

Exchange

No. 37

|

WM.

SI.

DIRECTORyT

A.

Book Binders.
lilINCV, Room 11, Flinter*>

Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

Mteanubipn. j

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILIJiR.

Wo H. OHLEKt Dcwiflg .TIachine Repairer, 4 Narie’i Terrace, in the Rear of 1JIW
my24dly
CsngrrM Street.

of its class in the State.

ITS NEWS DEPARTMENTS
always illled with tbe latest information on
current affairs both at home and abroad, received
by telegraph and by mail. Special attention is paid
to local and State matters, and its facilities for obtaining prompt and reliable news from all parts
of the State are unexcelled.
During the coming
session of the
are

LEGISLATURE,
The favorite Steam era Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately le*ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5o’clock p. m. daily* (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this liue are reminded that they sceptre a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
16^“* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
taken as usual.
B* COYLE, «?r-9
I Agent,
dtf
aprb

it will be represented at Augusta by a capable
special correspondent who wiU furnish full daily
reports of the proceedings. The election of a United
States Senator and the settlement of the State valuation. both of which will devolve upon the next
Legislature, as well as the fact that that Legislature

will be the last for two years will render the coming
As a
session one of great interest and importance.

COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPER,

Freight

the Press must commend itself to every citizen of
Maine engaged iu trade or commerce. It contains
daily reports by telegraph of the condition of foreign and domestic markets, while the importance of
Portland as a distributing centre for the State
Its
makes its local market reports of great value.
ship news is always full and accurate. In its

Boston
—AND—

Agent.
ocl6dtf

PHILADELPHIA

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT

IMrect Steamship Line.

it
U
daily journal in
stronger than any
Maine. Its treatment of the current political
of the day is prompt, able and discriminating,
while its book reviews and literary criticisms are
prepared with great care and are notable for their
keen insight and pure and finished literary style.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

topics

Saturday.

Yo

WINTER
AKRANtiEJlENT.
On and after Monday. Oct. 18.
1880, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7 20 n. m.,
and
p. ui
arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p.
m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. in. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.

Wharfage.
From Long
From

m.

Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
Wharf,

Pine Street
at 10 a. m.

Philadelphia,

AS A POLITICAL JOURNAL,

one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pn*Hage Eight Dollan. Bound Trip 8!.%
Insurance

Pw^wSrortlantl

Meals and

m.

For Clinton.
Ayer Jqqc., Fitchburg,
Naiihna. Lowcil, Windham, and Upping at 7.20 n. nu. and 1.25 p. tu.
For Manchester, ('oncord and points North, at
1.25 p. in.
For Rochester, (tpriucraie, Alfred, Water boro and Saco Hirer.7.20 u. m., 3.25
m., and (mixed) at 6.15 p. in. Returning
p.
leave Bochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. nm 11.00
a. m., and 3.65 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. in., 1.10 p. m. aud 6.10 p. m.
For Gorhan, 8accarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.20 a. ui«, 1.25, 6.20 and (mixed) 6.45
p. m.
The 1.25 n. m. ti ain from PnrtlanH PAnnnntLj o 4 I
Ayer June, with Hoonac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich I.ine, and nil rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. & N. 12. R.

For

Freight

or

Room included.

IO him*

•le31tf

the Pjifss will be devoted as in the past to a discriminating support of the Republican party, and
will stand through thick and thin for the equal
rights of all citizens throughout the length and
breadth of the Republic. It will always speak out
for education, good morals and iust laws, Waving
that the safety of the nation depends upon these

Passage apply to
E. B. NA1UPMON, Agent,

things.

Bouton

TOURISTS' STEAMBOAT LINE j
Str. Minnehaha

On and after OC T. 21nl,
will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf, for Peak*,
and l40UK,I.«ittto and Great

j

Chebeague Island*:

ne daily x

STEAMSHIP

FROM

Railroad,

COMMENCING ~~©CT. 17th, 1880.

ottered to man subscribers—

Hew

THE MAIM STATE PRESS

LINES

is now the largest and best weekly paper in Maine.
It is full of news and general matter—literary, scientific, agricultural and commercial. It has also full
market reports and marine news.
Terms $2 per
year in advance, six months for $1 and three months
for 50 cents.

BOSTON

connection with

^TMpfciuirB Copies

Went

\

Free.«*fi3

Address

Philadelphia

direct, connecting at
Steam Lines to CharlesPhiladelphia with
ton, N. t’» Wanhingtou, D. (!., Georgetown. D. C., Alexandria, Va.,
and all Kai
and water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading ivet
from any point in New England to Philadelpbi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Wtn, P, Clyde & Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Av,\. Phll&d dpbia.
DAY to

is

The DAILY PRESS will be furnished
for the Legislative session for $1.50.

OLD C'OLONlf K.% f I
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
lime, l.ow
Seme-Weekly Line, Quick
Rate*, Frequent Departure*.
received
and
forwarded
Freight
daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Nteamer*. nailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURin

uesb

vance.

CLYDE’S

F41ili and WINTER Schedule.

Tli« events of the coming year at home and abroad
bid fair to be of unusual interest.
The development of the policy of the incoming national administration must attract great attention and be eagerly watched. Abroad tlie condition of affairs in Ireland is becoming more threatening, and the day
may not be tar distant when news From that quarter will be of absorbing interest.
A daily journal
with telegraph reports from all sections of our own
country and other countries will therefore be a necessity to every citizen of Maine who takes an inelligent interest in affairs.
postage paid—for $7 per year, $3.50 for six months
or $1.75 for three months, if paid strictly in ad

1.15
for Peaks only.
12.30 p. m.
eturn immediately after each trip.
Roe 18dtf

Philadelphia &
England

J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE>
T, Snpt.
ocfddt

Cl^de

Train* Leave Portland

Daily (Night Express
Bangor) for
Saco, Riddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy In Portland
at
9
m.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),
11
p. in.
Sundays, and will bo attached
to this train. Passengers have a night’s
rest
a.

from

ua.

W.
ccl8
D.

—FOB

ROCKLAND,

MT.
BRIDGE and

Winter
ONE

m

Portland, Dec. 10.1880.

European

12.35

all should use tue

every man or woman i'i every walk of life.
It furnishes an exercise which may, and should be introduced in'o every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strength or weakness, alone or in company.
No one ora say too
much in praise of it, and no one can .fiord to do
without it. All who investigate thor aghly, use
it,
and consider it invaiuable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which i9 unscientific or impracticable.
General.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is
easily
maintained.
The purchase of a
lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having ouo in the house is very great.
Tliml nn:l Bruin.- It invigorates and
strengt hens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
—I- i8 the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the qiost natural and
probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing
sleep.
Nerve*.—it is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
liisugw, Thi-out and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs. increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice raoie fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of
lung diseases It has no

deelCdtf

Ticket Office.

Anchor

and

Lines of Europeun Ntenmer*

«'4»VGRENN NT RE FT,

n

dt

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JA

74 EXCHANGE STREET
—AJJD—

Nnndwich

Vnlandi*,

PA N,

New

equal.
Fxerri*e.—It is the most perftet exercise for
man or
woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture and development in the safest,
easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper than the saddle; less laborious than boating

CHINA,
Zealand

and

Australia.
splendid steamers sail from New
on the 10th, 20th aud 30tb of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
S. S. Acapulco.Mar. 1 | S. S. Colon_Mar. 20
S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only.

UEPO'l' AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

The
York

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

new

an

and

rates and the fullest infor
1 tr.aticn, aoplv to the General Eastern Agents.
€*. I.. BARTLETT A C O.,
115 State Ftrrct, cor. Ilrcnd St., Ro«l«a.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
Je33dtf

I

infinitely

better thau

drugs

in

a

majority

of

chronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the inusclcs, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

EXERCISE AM) SALESROOMS,

Mar. 10.
For

N

Reactionary

sailing weekly from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address
T. P. iflcGOWAN, Bookseller,

offices

ocISJtf

REASONS WHY

WEEK

Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
Cuuard, Allan, Inman, While Niar

From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 a. in.
and 12.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. ui.,
3.13 p. in., 6.00 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 12.30 p.m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. tu.

Canada, Detroit. Chicago, .TIilv. nuhee,
Ciurinnati, Ht, Loni*. Omaha, Magmaw, Ht. Paul, Hall Lake City,
Denver, Hau Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West aisd Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,

PER

West. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanford
Lino of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to ami from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY. Gon. Tiekia agen* Railroad Wharf.
E. OUSltlNG. General Manager.

and 5.15 p* ui.
To Montreal and Quebec, t .3Op. tu.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. tu.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.45 n. in.,
1.30 and 5.13 p m.
ARRIVAL*.

passengerT

TRIP

t. and niachinnport.
Returning, will leave Macniasport every >lou
u‘ay Horning, a> 4.30 o’clock, arriving in Portland same evening, connecting with Pullman night
train and early morning trains for Boston and the

Y,-m.as follows:

u. m.,

MIL.

Jom -poi

and

Monday, Oct. 18th,

7.10

DEMERT,

MACHIAS.

Arrangement, ISNO.

On and after Friday. Dec.;i7th,
wthe Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deering, will leave KailOSSSSSai road Wharf, Portland, every
Friday evening, at 11,15 o’clock, or on arrival of
Pullman express train from Boston, for
Rockland. Cn-tine, Deer Isle, Nedgwick,
No. WcmI Harbor, Bar Harbor, TIillbririge,

I-.:faged^jflUlSSO, passenger trains will leavo PorTo Auburn and Lewiston,

—

-«AmLn^

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.
On and after

ME.

STEAMBOAT CO.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
SANBOKN, Master Transportation
dtf

__

PORTLAND.

_

For Portland, leave Bmiod,
7.30 a. m. and 12.80 and 7.00 p. xn.f arriving
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. m. train runs daily.
Through ticket* to all 'point* Houth and
Weft at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Oar Ticket* for Heat*
Berth* nohl at Depot Ticket Office.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.

Portland, Bangor & Macliias

and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
8.45 n. tu. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
1.00 p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 5.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Hall connections
South and West.

208

Materials.
D. DEXTER &
480

Full

Steamers.

PORTLAND & ROT HESTER R. R.

Books A

&

house.

tained by applying to the subscriber.
•JOHN B. CURTIS.
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

BOSTON

Portland and Worcester Line.

Eastern

victualing

present tenant for the past 15 years.

journal

Ticket

i UMBER, Mien. Pine and Hard Wood*
RUFUS PEEKING & CO., 292 Commercial Jst
of All Kinds, “Manulr’s.’
EDWIN CLEMENT &CO., 272 Commercial St

SILVER
STEAM,
R. STANLEY & SON,importers,
I»!i
NT., POBTLAAD
—FOR SALE BV—

PETERS, Oen.

GEO. P. WESCOTT. Supt.

4

LUMBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. & A. R. DOTEN. 256 to 264 Fore St
LUMBER,
BE R. Sou. Pine Timber and Roards
J. W. PEEKING, 210 Commercial St.
LUM
Sou. Pine Timber and Plank
C. \v.RICHARDSON, B &M Whf., and ComT S
LUMBER.
Mf’r.ofall kind* of Spruce
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., ComT. foot ot Park.
LUMBER.
Spruce, Pine and Short.
LUMBER,
RUMKKY, B1KN1E CO.. 332 Commercial St

and

on

FOR 1881.

New York next morning at 6 o'clock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins & Adams', 22 Exchange 8treot, and at the

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTronk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. U.
Through tiekels to all points South and West, at
Depot ofiices and at ‘lu'liiis A Adams', No. 22 Exchange Street.

J.J

To Let.
and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the BoardL ing house corner Fore and India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging

mo be let

Portland Daily Press

—

ROCERS. Provisions and Flour.
K W. P CHASE & CO, 157 Commercial St
ROCERIES AND PROVISIONS.
V SHAW, SON & HAWKES. 149 Commercial St
*
a'
ROGERS and Dealers in Flour.
VJ
SMITH, GAGE & CO., 92 Commercial St
mui supplies. Agts. williams
KING & DEXTER, 269 Middle S
Belting.
Cutlery and Farm Tools
EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO., 159 MiddleSt
Culjrcy and Farm Tools
SMITH, TIBBETTS & CO., 131 ALiddle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills.
N. M. PERKINS & CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Caps, Fur*, Robes and €3loves.
BYRON ORE ENOUGH & CO., 234 Middle St
Pressed Hay & Straw by the Cargo. HiKAM PIERCE, ComT, cor. Park St

Cl

A
W.

through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air
Line to Raleigh, Charlotte, Spartans burg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolines and Georgia Points.
Waldo A. Pearce. Agent, No. 220 Washington
Street, Boston, .Mass.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R.; M. w. Davison, Agent, 218 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
agents.
Passage to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals. 1st Class, 89. 2d Class, 87.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
Tbe Portland Daily Press is the largest and best
I daily newspaper in Maine, containing reading matCentral Whan. Boston.
no2dtf
ter in larger quantity and greater variety than any

Provisions.
GROCERIES
CON ANT & RAND, 153 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
FLETCHER & CO., 159 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
R,_ (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadel.
Baltimore, Wnubington, and the
Flour and Provisions.
ghia,
onth and with Ronton & Albany R. R. foi
U. S. M EEC HER » CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
the Went.
and

GOOD rent containing six rooms, in centre of
city. Also two on Munjoy hill. Apply to W.
jan20 dtf
CARR, 197 Newbury street.

From Bo.ton direct every WE DNENDAV
and MATCKDAY at 3 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and

&

t^ISH,
FLOUR,
I.1LOUB

To Let.

j

TUCKER. Sup’t

(las*

JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

YORK,

J. W.

Let.

TWO

Steamship Company.

First

a.
a. m.

Depots.

To
two

TO LET.

dtf

$5.00

WHEELS. Drain Pipe, Garden
J.W. STOCK WELL, 1 W. Promenade
1EIS1I, Dry und Pickled, Deulers in Salt.
DANA & CO., 124 Commercial St
J?
Dry. Pickled and Smoked.
1
GEO.TREFETHEN & CO. OCommnrcial Whaf
Provisions and Staple Groceries
TMuMAS, BACUN & CO., 86 Commercial St
uud Gioceiie*.
1
WILLIAMS, PULSiFEK & CO.* 59 Com’l St.
BELOUR. Groceries uud Provisions.
E. C. HERSEY & CO.. 93 a 95 Com’l gt.
Ml
IEBUIT
and
Produce, “YYholesale.”
J?
HODGDON & SOULE, 101 Commercial St
MEUBNITUBE Manfrs. Fine A: Common
WALTER COREY & Co., 28 Free St
JC
ALY’ANTZED IRON, Gutters & Corniced.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrtj., 29, 31 & 33 Union st
J
BAIN and Feed, Receivers A' Dealers
F KENSKJLL, TABOR & CO., 13 Central Wharf
A E RAIN, FLOUR AND FEED.
WALDRON & TRUE, 4 & 5 Union Wharf
VJ
ROI- FRIES. Flour und Provisions.
F W. «& C. K. Milliken, 107 & 109 Commercial St
UOCERS. Flour and Provisions.
F COUSENS & TOMLINSON, 217 & 219 Oom’
Spice Grinders & Coffee Roasters
F TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO., 175 Com’
ROCEBS.
F CHAS. McLAUGHLIN & CO.. Central St.
SEROCERS.

or

tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. SI MON TON, 304 Comoct27dtf
mercial St.

STEAMSHIP LINE,

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & ugdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of Iff. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, den. Agent, Portland.
oclG
dtf

AND

LET.

pleasant rooms suitable for ladies or
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
dtf
myl 9

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Car Ticket* Sold at Depot Ticket

—

TO

Agents.

8.45 a. in.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kenuebnuk for Portland at 7.25.
BTTh«l .00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Nouud Line Nlearner*.
The 3.30 p. m,
train connects with All Bail Linen for New
Vork oud Mouth and Went.
SUNDAY I RAINM/ Leave Portland for
Bonton at 1.00 p. m. Bonton for Portlaud at
0.00 p. m.
Parlor
Office.

street._

Notary

in.,

Manchester nnd

..

BUSINESS

5.00, 8.00. p. in. Portlaud for Scarborough
Beacb, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach,
Naco, Hiddeford aud Kenuebnuk, at 8.45
a, in., 1.00, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. For Well*, North
Berwick, Salmon Falln, Great Falla, DoNew

February

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharl,
dtf
27
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 8
P. M., and leave Pier 38. East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
Public.
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pasAccountant and
sage to and from New York. Passage, including
OMcr No. 181 Middle
«EO.
C.
COII3IAN,
destined
Goods
State Room, 53; meals extra.
beyond
Street. Cortland.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
Real Estate
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
JOHN C. PKOCTEU, No. »:i Kxt bnnge
no
1
pas- j
Exchange Street. From Dec. to May 1,
Wired.
decbdtf
I
seiigers will be taken by this line.

1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 6.30,
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.05,

ver,

25th
PASSAGE:

Gold
.$90.00 Gold
Cabin, return,...
GKO.
H.
to
6tc..
STARR, No.
For passage,
apply
10 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
<
Trunk
freight
Grand
Dices,
20., General Agents,
Ieb7 d?mo
foot of India

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

niter

OF

Cabin..

Seini-Wockly Line to Sew fork.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
On

BATED

J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
dcc4dtf

Maine

25th February

QUEUEC,.

STEAMERS.

through line.

____

13, 1880.

decl3

11.10 a.m.—From Fabyan’s amj intermediate
* cations.
6.1*0 p. m.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations
Portland. Dec. 4, JS8

BROOKLYN,.*

Ontario,. 13th March
From Portland to Glasgow via Halifax:

a. m.

stations.
ARRIVING AT

Toronto,.11th February

The Provincial & New England All Rail Lineof ONE
re-establishment
tbe

Gen. Pass Agent C. R. K. of N. J.

mh2(idl5t

Prepaid

at 12.30 p. m.
For Wnterville via Augusta, 7.00 a. m.
The 11.15 p. m. train is .lie Night Express, with
Pullman sleeping car attached ami runs every
night, Sundays included.
Close connections are made at Bangor, for all
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & Piscataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central K. K. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
nd Maine Railways,

ROUTE.

FAJEUE,
New York and Eblladelpbia

Portland

leave

m.

►5

IMPORTED

OR

WASHDtCtTO.V S«.,
BOSTOV,
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and aU kinds ol
'.-'rinters' Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United Status or Canadas at publisher*'
owest prices Send for estimates.

or

CtOFFEES,
COMMISSION
Rumford FaT^s & Bnc&fleld
CON
H-UIljiflOAP.
COOPERAGE
For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
and 9 30
m.; Buckiield, 5.15 and
CROCKERY,
10.08
For Canton and Buckiield, leave
HAYES & DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
C1ROCKERY,
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixfleld,
Windows, Blinds and Fixtures.
LEAVITT
&
J. A.
DOORS,
Byron, Bangley Lakes, &c.
SON, 260 Commercial St
I. WASHBURN, Ju., President.
Windows, Blinds and Fixtures.
Portland Oct. 18.1880.
oc20tf
CHAS. S. FAJiNHAM & CO.,292 Commercial St
DOORS,
Painters A Mfrs. Supplies
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., 134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGISTS,
0N1V
T0
Chemicals & Drus’t* Sundries.
J. W. PERKINS & CO., 74 & 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
Medicines, Paints and Oils.
DRUGS,
PARSONS, BANGS & Co., 117 & 119 Middle St
Paints, Oils, Ac.
E. L. STANWoOD & CO., Market at
DRUGS, Chemicals,
NEW VIA
Goods, Woolens, and Fancy Goods.
DRY
DEER1NG, MILL1KEN & CO., 166 Middle St.
Woolens and Fancy Goods
Portland & Worcester Line
DRY Goods,
STOKER BROS. & CO, 64 & 66 Middle St
GOODS AND IVOULENS.
DRY
WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,137 to 141 Middle S
Norwich Line Steamers.
WOOLENS, Ac.
A. LITTLE & CO., 236
DRY GOODS,
238 Middle St
Express Train loaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
Goou*, Woolens and Fancy Good*.
connecting at New London
evening with the
DRY’
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN & CO., 159 M.ddle
fast steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving at

E. D.

Bgi-'vr

All above sold by drureists.
Mfg. C»>., Rochester, N. Y., A Toronto, Out.

of all

EVANS’

Advertising Agency and
Warehouse,

'^Bf

Drunkenness, use of opium, tobacco and

tf

T.

Jgj

D I. C. is

Plank, WINES &

t'nr Timber and Plow Bciiiun, Treenail*,
Treenail Wedge* and Planning fledges,
Pane unsi EMemlorlt Building V^uoiber, Pox Board*, Shingles A*c«

Alfred.

B
B

Street,

DECK PLANK,

K. C- JORDAN,

|

I

paid for a case they will not cure or^H
for anything impure or injurious
B

feb2

DRV FINE,

0

^
?3

#

Timber &

j£2

foundin them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bltters-and try
them before you sleep. Take no other.

PORTLAND, ME.
eod3m*
janlb
Oak

1
||

or

Bitters

ISios.

I
SI

Drink.)

Female Complaints.

sheet iron and tin work made to
snow

a

CONTAINS

scon,_

Persona troubled with ice and

not

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION,

Galvanized lion Gutter S Cornice Uanuf’r.
All kinds of
order.

BITTERS?!

(A Medicine;

MW&F&w1y4

w. h.

mfr’s.. Paint, Whitewash, Ac.,
BRUHH
TRUE BROTHERS, Fore St.

$I000REWARD 1 bnncles^ Felons, Boils I
Ulcers, Abscesses, Sores of long standing, Erysipelas
Hardware,
Piles, Salt Klioum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Ohil
blatns, Inflamed Joints, Frost Biles, etc. Airs HARDWARE,
Jnlye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salvo fails to
HARDWARE,
Boston, Dec. 13, ’80.
Mrs. J ulye Jlyers,
Hardware.
Madam,—About the 3rd of Dee. 1870,1
takwiib
welling in my foot which settled into dry
told that 1 had not 24 hours to live.
HATS,
Gangrene. I
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any furHAY.
ther andsaved my life. I
78 years of age, and I
the few remaining years of my life,
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
entirely to you.
IRON,
A. E. STEVENS A CO., 146 & 150 Commercial
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.
Carriage Hardware Ac.
IRON,E. Steel,
COREY & CO.. 125 & 127 Commercial st
Jan.
Cement.
Cal. A Laud Plaster and
Boston,
20,1880.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been afflicted
Hair. C. A. B. MORSE & CO., 5 ComT Whf
LIME,
for several years with piles, and
tried tinnier’
am

nov29

rnFRn.. Paint, Whitewash, Ac.
D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St

tiuider.
EMERY’

at any stage. One package
Delivered bv Druggists or by D.

can

BRUSH

to buy ticket* iat any railroad
boat office in New England) via

BOUND

Trains

Wnterville,
Wiulhrop. Ifen«llield,
North Auson and Wnterville via Lewiston

same

cure

The afflicted

meuts.

dEMBROIDERIES. Laces. Fancy Goods
JOHN F. HAND, 96 Cross St
1Zi

membrane and

mucous

sure

/

YORK, PARIS. AND LONDON.
oct28dlawM&wGmos44

which

Implements, Heeds
KENDALL & WHITNEY, Market Square
AGRICULTURAL
and Dairy i tuple*
GEO. BLANCHARD & BRO. 46 Union
Agricultural
nud C'nopernge stock.
BARRELS
E. S. HAMLEN, 140 Com’l St, & 240 Fore St.
makers and Blacksmith*.
BOILER
QUINN & CO. Office, 35 Commercial St
and Shop?. Leather A Finding*.
C. J. WALKER & CO., 153 and 155 Middle SI
BOOTH
Hhor* and moccasins.
BOOTH,LORD, HASKELL & CO., 135 Middle St
and Hhoe*. Leather A Findings.
A. F. COX & SON, Manufacturers
I
1IOOTH
and Hhoes, mnnfrs. and Jobbers.
BOOTH
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO., 52 and 54 Union St
Hhoe*, Leather and Findings.
B. B FARNSWORTH & CO.. 133 Middle St
BOOTH,
A Hhoe*, mfrs. Ladies’ A misses’
Fine Hhoe*.
BOOTH
SHAW. GOD1NG & CO.
and Hboes, mnnfrs. and Jobbers
JOHN P. THOMAS & CO
BOOTH
A Hboes, Leather A Findings.
BOOTH B. F. WHITNEY & CO., 222 Middle St.
Stationery and Room Papers.
BAILEY & NOYES, 68,70 & 72 Exchange St
BOOKH,
Stationery A Room Papers.
BOOKH,
CORING, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle S
Blank Rooks and Stationery.
BOOKH,
DRESSER. McLELLAN & CO., 47 Exchange
Town Good* and M. H. Hupplie*
BOOKH
HOYT. FOGG & DONHAM, 193 Middle *t.

cor.

DBOGGI8TS.

NEW

modical

Express Trains, Doubie Track, Stone Ballast
Be

iOtb, I8SO,

Du*.

1

and third and BERKS STS.

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manufacturers of Portland.
The Merchant
and Manufacturer will here find conveniently classified and indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience ana enterprise have given this ('ity
an honored position among the Wholesale Markets of the country.

and

PARTNER WANTED

3\Price One Dollar Per Bottle.

the woman's fault

she seemed to turn

Wanted linmcdialciy.

tion, etc., etc.,says:

a

ia never

PARTNER

Cnrlstlson. 33.E>.,
fjHi.fi>., f’.fii.S., Physicianto her Majesty
tho Queen; President Royal Rritish Associa-

people quarrel. You can give in with
grace, my dear; a man can’t without making

fool of himself.”
“Nonsense!” cried Mrs.
Willoughby,
laughing. “You never appear at greater
than
at
such
advantage
times, Dick.”
But the scene changes to Sadler’s Wells
once more where they were all
sitting in a
row in their comfortable box, and
watching
the changing scenes. Mrs. Willoughby, whohad taken up the glass, looked slowly round
the theatre, and paused for a moment, as
her husband had done, upon the opposite
box, but its occupant was hidden from view
by the curtain. Mrs. Baxter did not lookup
or about; she sat listless,
absorbed, listening,
while a faint color rose and then died away
on her pale cheek.
Meanwhile people grew more and more interested ; the storm of feeling unon the
stage
rises and engrosses the not
unsympathetic
audience; sorrow’s knell is dinning; gallant.
Mercutio falls as bravely as he has lived;
Romeo, driven to bay, is forced to revenge
him; then comes the sentence and the passionate parting scene between the “hour’s
wife” and her banished lover.
Little Margaret began to cry outright, the
tears dribbled down her blue ribbons. Felic-

with $700 to invest with an equal
amount in an established Swiss bell ringing
and concert company; can make $100 a week sure;
to any smart man having the above amount, if be
does net. wish to take an interest until familiar with
the business, I will give collateral S9curity on prop
ertv valued at over $1200, and a g od salary, with
a privilege of becoming a partner at any time.
Address G. A. CONANT. 172 Washington Street,
feb25 U3t
Boston, Mass.

Kobert

<VJ

looking uncommonly dismal,” said Dick
Willoughby. “Depend upon it, in nine

Wanted.

prescribed.”

she was not likely to make allowfor another somewhat
spoiled child
She did not distinguish between hotness of
temper and coldness of heart. Perhaps Mrs.

seeing his wife again. Felicia, as usual, staid on alone at Harpington. How of-

WANTS.

Professor Duncan

Camp,
licit, M.D., S.I..D., President lioyal
College of Physicians and Surgeons, etc., etc.,

STATION IN NEW YORK «£.*&££&.

PORTLAND, ME.

after

Tho steamers of this I.lne will
run during
the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Liverpool, and once in six weeks
o Glasgow.
Tho vessels aro Clyde built, full pow
ired, and have superior accommodation for cabin
ind steerage passengers.
tickets are issued
it reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out
heir friends.
Dates of sailing from Portland to Liverpool direct:

For Auburn un«l I nvi^ton, at 12.30 and
5.05 p. m. and for Lewiston via Brunswick,
at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. in.
For Bangor, Dexter, Wnterville. Belfast
& Akov* began at 12.30,12.40, and 11.15 p.m.
For Augusta, Hallowell, 4*ardiner, and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m.
12.40, 5.15, and
11.16 p. in.
For Kocklnud and all stations on Kn:>x & Lin- J
coin R. R., and for Faruiiegton, via Brunswick i
at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. in.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m.. and 12.40 and 5.15 p. m. I
For Farmiusiou,
Phillips, .neninomb,

.Host Central Station in Philadelphia
Rhilatlelphia & Reading: R. R.
NENT1I AND GREEN (STREETS,

OF

:;u«l

Passenger

York, Trenton 4k' Philadelphia.

219
“I suppose you are very glad that your husband is entirely cured of his rheumatism?”
said a doctor to a fashionable Galveston lady.
“Yes, I suppose I ought to be; but from now
on we will have to guess at the weather dt buy
a barometer, if his bones quit aching before a
damp spell.”—Galveston News.

feb24

ance

out

My whole left side was paralyzed three years
Was helped on and on the
ago last October.
bed, and obliged to use a crutch and cane in
walking. It was thought by my family physician I never would recover, but am happy to
say that the use of five bottols of your famous
Wyomoke, or Nerve Food, has completely re
stored my health and strength.
My family
any body dephysician can bo referred to, and
the same
obtain
can
further
siring
particulars
I desire *o have it known
by calling on me.
what a wonderful euro Wyomoke accomMRS. ELLA L. HARVEY
plished.

by

rienced,

cumstances; without such hearts to ble. a
for the cause of right and truth and
liberty,
we should be brought low indeed.
You are
one of these,” said Mrs.
Bracey (that was
the friend’s name) suddenly
turning full upon the
quivering, pale, indignant lady of the
house—“one
these
generous
martyred
ones.”
And so it happened that the two parted.
Col. Baxter made some excuse to
somebody
—the butler, I believe—and went away with-

Hartford, Conn., March 3,1879.

THREE

Medals. Indorsed and Prescribed
Medical Men of all Schools.

New

js.jshd

_

tirst-cluss Salesmen to travol. Only those
haviug had experience in tbo Fancy Goods
tiade need app y.
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cross St.

Highest

-BETWEEN-

Wonderful Cure of Paralysis.

A

Ou

Bound Brook Route.

LINE.

DOMINION

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

The raw oyster is the lazy man’s friend. An
assistant opens the oyster and all the lazy man
has to do is to open his mouth.—New Orleans

Picayune.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

CIRCULAR

FDR 18SI.

house of a married friend and being kept
awake for five or six hours by the crying of a
All cross and crying babies need
cross baby.
only Hop Bitters to make them well and smiling. Young man, remember this.—Traveller.

Wanted*

his hand.
“Leave me alone,” he cried; “don’t touch
me.”
She ran out of the room with a
pale face
and desperate
eyes; spoiled, lonely, inexpe-

Willoughby might have done some good
then, but Felicia rushed to a friend who
happened to be staying in the house, and
who certainly made matters worse.
They
had been bad enough before.
“We are born to be slaves at d
playthings,” said this lady, gloomily, with her
foot on the fender.
“Some women have
spirits too high for mean surrender to cir-

TRADE

A Cross Baby.
Nothing is so conducive to a man’s remaining a bachelor as stopping for one night at the

•»nce.

been

engaged.
“No; but I have not the forbearance that
your cousin possessed; and though you
broke his heart, you shall not ruin my life
and my child’s,” said Col. Baxter, in a cold,
concentrated fury.
Felicia was frightened by his strange tone
and strange looks; she came up and caught

Wit and Wisdom.

him?” slie

see

•‘Oh, hush! listen!” cried little Margaret,
bending forward.
“Come, I'll dispose of tbce among a sisterhood of holy nuns,” says the Friar.
“Stay not. to question, for the watch is coming.”—“What’s here—a cup closed in my

an

was

him—did you

see

said.

freight or passage

-01 JlirUlie Street,
J.II. OAI BERT,
1

Portland.

PROPRIETOR,
dAwtX

^

